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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief overview of the existing state of art in the 
polymerisation, characterisation and rheological aspects of Ultra High Molecular Weight 
Polyethylene (UHMWPE) having molar mass greater a million g/mol. The concepts of disentangled 
state of the polymer, tailored during the polymerisation by varying catalysts and co-catalysts, 
combined with the polymerisation conditions, have been addressed.  Combining organometallic 
chemistry (catalyst and co-catalyst selection), polymer chemistry (desired polymerisation 
conditions), polymer characterisation (tools to answer how disentangled is the disentangled state?), 
polymer processing (solid-state processing in the uniaxial direction) route to obtain ultimate 
properties from the synthesised polymers for demanding applications have been addressed. 
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1.1 Introduction 
 
The research in the field of synthetic polymers has witnessed a continuous and exponential 
growth since the almost serendipitous discovery of the first examples of macromolecules in the 
early 20th century. The main reason for the widespread use of polymers in different applications 
comes from the easy processability of these materials into different shapes, which cannot be 
realised with other materials, coupled with the possibility to tailor the physical and chemical 
properties of the polymers by suitable changes in their microstructure. 
One of the most important, and probably most studied polymer is polyethylene (PE), a polymer 
based on the repetition of methylene units (-CH2-) coming from the polymerisation of ethylene 
monomers (CH2=CH2). Polyethylene has seen a very rapid increase in industrial production, leading 
to an overall production of approximately 80 million metric tons per year1. 
It is classified into several different categories mainly based on density and branching content of 
the polymer: 
• Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 
• High molecular weight polyethylene (HMWPE) 
• High density polyethylene (HDPE) 
• High density cross-linked polyethylene (HDXLPE) 
• Cross-linked polyethylene (PEX or XLPE) 
• Medium density polyethylene (MDPE) 
• Linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) 
• Low density polyethylene (LDPE) 
• Very low density polyethylene (VLDPE) 
• Ultra low molecular weight polyethylene (ULMWPE or PE-WAX) 
The material properties change completely from one type to another; for example the low density 
polyethylene is soft and flexible, mainly used for packaging, while fibres of ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene are one of the strongest man-made materials known. 
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Mechanical properties like toughness, strength and elongation to break of the polyethylene in the 
solid-state closely depend on the molecular weight (as it will be discussed in more detail in chapter 
4) and the category of polyethylene that shows the highest mechanical properties is ultra-high 
molecular weight polyethylene. 
UHMWPE is currently used in applications where high strength is required2,3, such as wire, 
cables, gears, and bulletproof vests4,5; for its high resistance to abrasion and chemicals it can be 
used for ropes and ships’ hawsers. For its low coefficient of friction and biocompatibility is also 
used for the production of prostheses and joint replacements6,7, although the processability is very 
difficult due to the high viscosity (resistance to flow) of the melt state. 
The viscosity (zero shear, η0) of the melt state is approximately proportional to the weight-
average molecular weight (Mw) and a proportionality constant depending on the polymer: 
η0 = K (Mw )3.4 
for molecular weights higher than approximately 5000 g/mol8. The reason for this behaviour has 
been related to the presence of entanglements between the macromolecules (Section 1.2.1), which 
act as physical crosslinks, thus reducing the chains mobility. The exponent value tends to decrease 
to 3.0 above the molar mass of 200 kg/mol9. 
The high viscosity of molten UHMWPE leads to a very difficult processability: for this reason, 
the applications of this material were rather limited until 1980, when Smith and Lemstra introduced 
the solution spinning process (Section 1.2.5) to get fibres from nascent powders of UHMWPE10,11,12. 
This process allows for the ‘disentangling’ of the very long polymeric chains by diluting the 
UHMWPE in suitable solvents and spinning/drawing the resulting gel. 
A more environment-friendly and probably cheaper method to obtain disentangled UHMWPE 
directly from the synthesis, using a homogeneous single-site catalytic system, has been described 
recently by Rastogi et al.13. 
The present work will focus on the direct synthesis of UHMWPE with low entanglements’ 
density with the aim to perform a systematic study of the relationships between synthetic 
procedures and properties of the material obtained, with the ultimate target of tailoring the reaction 
process to achieve the desired performances with different catalytic systems and in different 
conditions.
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1.2 State of the art 
 
1.2.1 Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 
 
Ultra-high Molecular Weight Polyethylene, despite the simplicity of its molecular structure, is 
currently used as an engineering material rather than a commodity plastic, due to its exceptional 
mechanical properties. 
The reason for this superior characteristics is due to the extremely high molecular weight 
combined with the entanglements between the long chains which can be visualised as temporary 
physical cross-linking (Van der Walls forces) similar to chemical cross-linking in rubbers. The 
amount of energy involved in Van der Walls interactions is very low14, however the very large 
number of interactions between the chains in the UHMWPE leads to a significant amount of energy 
involved. 
Below there is a figurative representation of the entanglements between chains15: 
 
Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of entanglements between polymer chains, reproduced from McKenna et al.15 
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The power law scaling of ~3.4 of viscosity to molecular weight, which appears in polymers 
beyond a critical molecular weight, is specific for any given polymer8. For polymer chains longer 
than the critical molecular weight, overlapping occurs in the melt, putting constrains on the 
movement of chains, thus increasing the viscosity. The number of overlaps increase with increasing 
the length of the polymer chains, thus the viscosity of UHMWPE is exceptionally high and common 
processing techniques used for thermoplastics cannot be used. 
These contact points between the overlapping chains in a polymer melt are termed as physical 
entanglements. 
 
1.2.2 Overview of olefin polymerisation catalysts 
 
The first relevant industrial way to produce polyolefins, including UHMWPE, was (and mostly 
still is) via classic Ziegler-Natta (ZN) heterogeneous catalyst16, that in their basic formulation are 
formed by TiCl4 epitaxially absorbed on MgCl2: 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Epitaxial adsorption of TiCl4 on MgCl2 surface; partially reproduced from Zakharov et al.17 
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 These kinds of catalyst are usually referred to as ‘heterogeneous’ because they are not 
soluble in the reaction medium. Moreover, the TiCl4 will be adsorbed differently on different MgCl2 
surface “cuts”. Due to the different natures of the active sites, different geometrical arrangements 
and electronic environment of the metal centre will result, giving different rates of chain growth and 
termination. The molecular weight of the resulting polymer is very variable and the polydispersity 
is broad. 
A second big family of catalysts that are used for the synthesis of polyolefins are the 
metallocenes; this class of catalyst is commonly referred to as ‘homogeneous’ because they are 
soluble in the solvents commonly used for the polymerisation (i.e. toluene, heptane). In their basic 
formulation, they have a metal centre (usually belonging to Group IV) coordinated to at least one 
cyclopentadienyl ring. 
 
Figure 1.3: Example of a metallocene (zirconocene) catalyst. 
 
In comparison to heterogeneous systems, metallocene catalysts represent a great development: 
they are soluble in hydrocarbons; show only one type of active site and their chemical structure can 
be easily changed and tailored to produce a variety of polyolefin architectures18. 
Both type of catalysts need to be suitably activated by reaction with another species called ‘co-
catalyst’: however, even if the real catalytic species is somewhat different from the catalyst 
precursor, it is generally accepted not to make a distinction between catalyst and catalytic precursor, 
and this convention will be adopted in this report. 
The mechanism of polymerisation of α-olefins was developed in 1963 by Cossee-Arlman19 and 
requires a series of steps. 
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Figure 1.4: Cossee migratory insertion; reproduced from Cossee19. 
 
The mechanism consists of an initial coordination of the olefin double bond to the metal centre; 
then a four centre intermediate is formed which involves: the metal, the two olefin carbons and the 
growing chain (R); subsequently, the growing chain migrate on one of the olefin carbon atoms 
while the other binds the metal centre. 
Homogeneous systems have been preferentially studied in order to understand the elementary 
steps of the polymerisation mechanisms, which are simpler than in heterogeneous systems due to 
the single site nature of the active species18. For this reason, the microstructure of the polymer 
obtained can be directly related to the geometry of the catalytic centre, the molecular weight 
distribution is usually narrow (<3-4)20, and co-monomers are incorporated in a random fashion. 
These properties allow relating the properties of the resulting polyolefins, in terms of molecular 
weight, molecular weight distribution, tacticity and co-monomer incorporation with the catalyst 
structure and the reaction conditions used18. Some special polymer architectures can only be 
synthesised with these catalysts (i.e. synthesis of block stereo-copolymers). Nowadays these 
relationships can be analysed in much more detail with the help of quantum mechanical 
calculations21.  
Metallocenes22, in combination with the conventional aluminium alkyls co-catalysts used with 
heterogeneous systems, are indeed capable of polymerising ethylene, but only with very low 
activity. The serendipitous discovery of methylaluminoxane (MAO)23 made possible to enhance the 
activity of this kind of catalyst, surprisingly, by a factor of 10 00024, thus achieving catalytic 
activities that in some cases are 10–100 times higher than the classical Ziegler–Natta systems25. 
Therefore, MAO plays a crucial role in the catalysis with metallocenes. Since then, these catalysts 
have also been used industrially. 
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However, metallocene catalysts have drawbacks related to the high costs of the syntheses and 
difficulties in file new patents. 
Subsequently to metallocenes, in part to overcome the patenting issues, a new class of olefins 
catalyst was developed where no cyclopentadienly groups were present: this new class is 
generically indicated as “post-metallocenes” and it includes an even wider range of ligands and 
metals. The main advantage of this new class is the ease in synthesis of ligand structures and the 
associated economics with it. This new class of catalysts provide higher number of possible 
modifications that is virtually infinite26. 
Among the virtually infinite variations of metallocenes and post-metallocenes, very few of them 
are able to synthesise ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene, and with decent yields27. In order 
to produce very long chains, the rate of any chain termination process (see scheme 1.1 below) 
should be considerably lower than the rate of polymerisation. In the ultimate case where no chain 
termination process occurs, the catalytic system is defined as ‘living’28. Usually, a truly ‘living’ 
catalyst has very low yields because, from the definition itself, each active site can produce only 
one chain during the reaction. With the aim to study a process that could ultimately be up-scaled to 
industrial level, the targets in this study are catalytic systems that have a very high polymerisation 
rate and limited termination rates in the reaction timeframe considered, for which the term ‘quasi-
living’ is commonly used.  
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Scheme 1.1: Chain termination mechanisms: (A) chain transfer due to the trimethylaluminium, (B) β-H transfer to 
the monomer and (C) β-H transfer to the metal. (L)n is the ancillary ligand, M is the metal centre and P is the growing 
(polymeric) chain. 
 
1.2.3 Catalyst activation 
 
The co-catalyst has a very important role in the polymerisation reactions performed with both 
heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysts: this role is so important that usually the combination 
catalyst + co-catalyst is indicated as ‘catalytic system’. According to the combination of catalyst 
and co-catalyst used, very different results in terms of catalyst activity, molecular weight, molecular 
weight distribution, and stereo-specificity of the polymer produced (when prochiral monomers are 
used), as well as co-monomers incorporation, etc. can be achieved29. 
The simple classic catalyst activation reaction is represented below30: 
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Figure 1.5: Catalyst activation reaction, reproduced from Bochmann30. 
 
where Ln is an ancillary metal ligand, M is a coordination metal, R is an alkyl or aryl group and the 
X is a group or atom that is transferred to the co-catalyst. 
In the classic Ziegler-Natta heterogeneous catalysis the activators are strong Lewis acid 
generally based on aluminium trialkyl compounds or aluminium alkyl chloride derivatives, such as 
Al(CH3)3 (trimethylaluminium, TMA), Al(CH2CH3)3 (triethylaluminium, TEA), Al(CH2CH3)2Cl 
(diethylaluminium chloride, DEAC), Al(CH2CH3)Cl2, Al(CH2CH(CH3)2)3 (tri-iso-butylaluminium, 
TiBAl), AlCl(CH2CH(CH3)2)2, AlCl2(CH2CH(CH3)2), Al(CH2(CH2)6CH3)3 (trioctylaluminium, 
TOA)31. 
With the discovery of metallocene catalysts, it was observed that the classic aluminium alkyl-
based co-catalysts did not perform as well as with the heterogeneous catalyst. It has been proposed 
that this behaviour is due to a strong interaction of the Al species with the metal centre and their 
high reactivity that in some cases can modify the catalyst ligand framework; for these reasons new 
co-catalysts were developed30,32. 
A “revolution” in the catalyst activations occurred in 1980, when Kaminsky and collaborators 
accidentally put traces of water in a polymerisation run where the catalytic system was a 
metallocene + trimethylaluminium, obtaining a strong increase in catalyst activity22. Further studies 
allowed them to understand that the interaction of TMA with the traces of water had given origin to 
a new species of activator. The reaction taking place is a controlled hydrolysis of the TMA, which 
generates a complex species called methylaluminoxane, the exact structure of which is still not well 
understood after more than 30 years since its discovery. This species is made up of several 
aluminium-oxygen bonds with methyl groups; the basic formula is generally reported as 
(Al(O)CH3)n, where n is in the range of 5-20 units. 
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Several researches have proposed different structures33,34,35. The proposed structures range from 
a linear (Figure 1.6, 1) to a complex tri-dimensional structure (Also called ‘cage structure’, Figure 
1.6, 4), and this of course makes extremely difficult to advance general structure-property 
relationship; in addition to that, for all the commercial aluminoxanes the producers declare that only 
a small portion of the aluminium is active36 in the catalyst activation, and that there is always some 
trimethylaluminum precursor in equilibrium with the polymeric form. This picture is further 
complicated by the experimental observation that high amount of aluminium/metal molar ratio 
(ranging from 100 to 10000 depending on the catalyst used) are required for the catalyst activation 
to obtain acceptable catalyst activity32. 
 
Figure 1.6: Proposed structures of aluminoxanes; reproduced from Marks et al.32 
 
Articles and reviews30,32,35,37 have been written to demonstrate the high impact of this co-catalyst, 
that brought the importance of homogeneous catalysts to the same level of the heterogeneous 
catalysts, in some cases even opening the possibility to activate catalysts that otherwise would be 
completely inactive. 
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It should be noted that this species plays also another important role during the polymerisation, 
as it can readily react with impurities present in the reaction medium, thus ‘protecting’ the catalyst 
from deactivation (‘scavenger’ of impurities). 
The discovery of MAO has led to a better understanding of the catalytic mechanisms involved in 
the polymerisation reaction, and structure (of the catalyst) –property (of the polymer) relationships 
have been proposed and accepted38. 
As mentioned above, one negative point of the use of MAO in the catalyst activation is the high 
quantity required to obtain a good catalyst activity, which increases the reaction costs, especially at 
industrial scale. 
Subsequently to the MAO, different aluminoxanes (i.e. Polymethylaluminoxane (PMAO), 
Modified Methylaluminoxane type 12 (MMAO12) and type 3A (MMAO3A)) have been developed 
in order to improve some properties (i.e. solubility in different reaction media, different structure, 
lower amount of trimethylaluminum in solution, different aluminium trialkyl species and 
amounts)36. These new types of aluminoxanes are synthesised by non-hydrolytic methods or using 
different aluminium trialkyls in various proportions. 
The molecular formulas (according to the MSDS36 ) of the aluminoxanes that have been selected 
in the present work are reported in the table 1.1: 
 
Table 1.1: Molecular formula of the aluminoxanes used39. 
 Molecular Formula 
MAO [Al(CH3)O]n 
PMAO [Al(CH3)O]n 
MMAO12 [(CH3)0.95(CH2 (CH2)6CH3)0.05AlO]n 
MMAO3A [(CH3)0.7(i-C4H9)0.3AlO]n 
 
It is reasonable to think that the different structures in the aluminoxanes considered are probably 
related to the number of repetition units that form the cage structure, the surface of the bulky 
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structure (with different alkyl groups) and possibly the cage structure itself. In figure 1.6 (4) there 
are external methyl groups; possibly when other aluminium trialkyls are used in the aluminoxane 
syntheses, the bulky structure is always made by aluminium oxygen bonds but the surface is rich in 
different alkyl groups coming from the different precursors used during the synthesis. In particular 
in the case of MMAO12 and MMAO3A n-octyl and iso-butyl groups respectively are found in the 
molecular formula36 and could possibly be located on the surface instead of methyl groups (like in 
the MAO) in the representative structure in figure 1.6 (4) of MAO. For the case of PMAO, it is 
reasonable to think that the difference with MAO (same molecular formula) is a different cage 
structure; in addition, compared with MAO co-catalyst, the PMAO has a higher oxygen/aluminium 
molar ratio40 and different alkyl groups have been recently found on the surface41 coming from its 
non-hydrolytic synthesis42. These hypotheses imply different interactions between catalyst and co-
catalyst due to different alkyl groups and cage structures. 
Other ways to activate a catalyst are known, for example other highly used activators are boranes, 
the most common ones being B(C6F5)3, CPh3+B(C6F5)4- and HNMe2Ph+B(C6F5)4- 30. This class of 
co-catalysts is generally used when aluminoxanes are not efficient and/or the aluminium trialkyls in 
equilibrium with the polymeric form can interact with the catalyst. Moreover, compared to 
aluminoxanes co-catalysts, generally the reaction with the catalyst is stoichiometric and, because in 
some cases it is even possible to crystallise the adduct, studies on structure-properties relationships 
are possible even through quantum mechanical calculation methods30; below there are some 
representative reactions mechanisms pathways involved when using different boranes. 
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Figure 1.7: Different boranes activation mechanism pathways, reproduced from Bochmann30. 
 
However, the activation of boranes should happen in a very pure medium, to avoid significant 
loss of catalyst by deactivation, or it should be coupled with other species that could perform the 
‘scavenging’ role. This leads to very low significance of these co-catalysts for industrial up-scaling, 
so they are not included in this study. 
Several reviews summarise the interactions between different activators with catalysts and their 
effect on the catalytic behaviour30,32,43. In particular, in the review from Chen and Marks32, there is 
a wide literature study on the attribution of the efficiency of a co-catalyst to the ability of disperse 
the anionic charge deriving from the catalyst activation making it a weak counter anion; and the 
ability to rearrange the resulting anionic charge over a large structure. 
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Figure 1.8: Schematic enthalpic reaction coordinates for metallocene ion pair reorganisation processes. Left: ion 
pair separation/reorganisation (reorg). Right: Lewis acid methide dissociation/formation (dr/form), reproduced from 
Marks et al.32 
 
The intensity of the interaction and the ability of an aluminoxane to remove the methyl group are 
of course related to the chemical structure of the aluminoxanes and consequently are related to the 
nature of the alkyl groups present on the surface of the aluminoxanes. 
Many studies demonstrate a strong influence of the counterion on the performance of the active 
site in olefins polymerisations30,43. Most of the studies (mainly via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
and computational studies) are conducted using boranes as co-catalyst for the catalyst activation, 
due to their well-known structures, as mentioned previously. The use of aluminoxanes in the ionic 
pair interactions is complicated by the lack of a precise structure to consider. In conclusion, the ion-
ion pair interaction is definitely an important parameter to consider when scouting different 
aluminoxanes even if a structure-property relationship is difficult to accomplish. 
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1.2.4 Characterisation techniques for UHMWPE: Rheology and Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry 
 
In order to understand the relationship between reaction conditions and polymer properties, it is 
important to get a comprehensive picture of the polymer microstructure. For UHMWPE, important 
parameters that should be considered are: 
1) Molecular weight and distribution 
2) Presence of branches 
3) Crystallinity 
Concerning point 1), it is known that in a polymerisation reaction not all the metal centres will 
actually be active during the entire course of the polymerisation. Some of them may not get 
properly ‘activated’; some other may encounter termination processes earlier than others. For this 
reason, the resulting chains will be a mixture of different molecular size; this mixture being a 
statistical consequence of the reactions that occur in the polymerisation. Consequently, the 
measurement of the molecular masses and the molecular masses distribution is a fundamental 
parameter to get a better insight on the catalytic system. Moreover, the concept itself of molecular 
weight is not straightforward when dealing with macromolecules, and several molecular weights 
can be defined, according to which method is used to measure them: 
• Number-Average Molecular Weight (Mn) 
• Viscosity-Average Molecular Weight (Mv)  
• Weight-Average Molecular Weight (Mw) 
• Highest Molar Mass of the Component (Mz) 
A graphical representation of their relative location in the distribution curve of the masses is 
reported below44,45,46. 
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Figure 1.9: Relative positions of the different molecular weights on a molecular weight distribution curve, 
reproduced from Talebi PhD Thesis47. 
 
The molecular weight distribution (MWD), also called polydispersity index (PDI), is defined as 
the ratio between the weight-average molecular weight and the number-average molecular weight 
and it gives an idea of the width of the distribution of the molecular weights: 
PDI = Mw/Mn 
This value can give further insights on the nature of the catalytic species. 
For heterogeneous ZN catalysts, the coexistence of different types of active sites bring the PDI 
values to larger values, usually >10. For a homogeneous catalyst, due to the single-site nature of the 
active centre, the distribution of the molecular weight will be statistical and the polydispersity index 
will be 2-4 or less, also called Shulz distribution48, developed for Fischer-Tropsch hydrocarbon 
distributions and also suitable for polyolefin distributions. 
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When, in a polymerisation reaction, all active centres start at the same time and there are no 
appreciable termination processes, the chains produced will all have the same length and the 
weight-average molecular weight and the number-average molecular weight will coincide, 
consequently the polydispersity index will be 1. In this particular case the catalyst is defined as 
‘living’49.  
Different measurement techniques can be used to estimate these values, for example light 
scattering and melt rheometry (for Mw), solution viscosity (for Mv), size exclusion chromatography 
(SEC - also called gel permeation chromatography, GPC, for Mz and Mn). 
Among these, GPC is probably the most widely used for determination of molar mass of 
polymers, because with the right combination of detectors it is possible to get in one experiment 
both Mw and Mn (and then also the PDI). Unfortunately, the GPC measurements usually fail to give 
reliable results with UHMWPE (above 2 million g/mol) as the very high masses lead to difficulty in 
dissolving the polymer in the common solvents used in GPC measurements and for the very long 
times of residence of the polymer in the column.  
In 1994, Mead50 reported MWD data for polypropylene and polybutadiene obtained through 
melt rheology and compared them with results coming from GPC, showing that this technique 
could be effectively used to measure these values with an even higher sensitivity to the high-end of 
the distribution. His mathematical method was then included in commercialised software, thus 
making possible to estimate molar masses of simple polymers through melt rheology. In 2008, 
Rastogi and co-workers reported the suitability of this technique to determine molecular weight and 
molecular weight distribution of UHMWPE with more accuracy than Gel Permeation 
Chromatography47, 51. Moreover, this technique can be very sensitive to the presence of chain 
branches, thus giving us a more complete picture of the microstructure of the polymer produced52. 
Regarding the crystallinity, it is easy to obtain this information from Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) experiments. It is important to note that when the polymer is in the solid-state, 
the entanglements will be confined to the amorphous region of the semi-crystalline polymer, so the 
ratio between amorphous and crystalline component is an important parameter in this study. 
From the enthalpy of the melting peak is possible to calculate the crystallinity of the sample by 
dividing the heat of the first melting peak by 293 J/g (the theoretical enthalpy of fusion of a 100% 
linear PE crystal)53. 
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When a differential scanning calorimetric measurement is performed on an UHMWPE sample, a 
melting peak is observed at approximately 140 °C,15,16,54,55 and this peak has been assigned to 
nascent UHMWPE. 
It has been observed that there is a dependence of the heating rate with the melting temperature 
position and the shape of the peak (that leads to a slight difference in the heat of fusion)47. 
Most of the thermal measurements found in the literature for UHMWPE have been performed at 
a heating rate of 10 °C/min, for this reason all further characterisations in this report will be done at 
this heating rate. 
The Gibbs-Thomson equation relates the melting temperature of a linear polymer with the 
thickness of the polymer crystal (dx). According to this equation: 
𝑑𝑥 = 2𝜎𝑒
𝛥ℎ𝑓
�1 − 𝑇𝑚
𝑇𝑚
0�
−1
 
Where σe is the surface energy, Δhf is the enthalpy of fusion, 𝑇𝑚0  is the melting temperature (all 
of a 100% crystalline PE), 𝑇𝑚 is the observed melting temperature. 
The value of 140 °C should correspond to a crystal thickness greater than 100 nm. However, 
from transmission electron microscopy combined with wide angle X-ray diffraction studies, the 
crystal thickness of nascent particles of UHMWPE is estimated to be approximately 20 nm56. 
If a nascent sample is melted, then crystallised and re-melted, this second melting will show a 
melting point at approximately 135 °C. This value, used in the Gibbs-Thomson equation, would 
give a lower value for the crystal thickness. 
This difference in the two melting peaks is attributed to the fact that in a nascent sample, the 
chains usually tend to re-enter the same crystal several times. With the very tight loop thus forming, 
the chains will need a much higher energy to go in the melt state, because it is not just one stem that 
need to be detached from the crystal, but several stems at the same time. If a sample is crystallised 
from the melt instead, the number of consecutive re-entry of one chain in the same crystal will be 
very low and the energy required to detach one stem from the crystal will be less. 
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Figure 1.10: Illustration of the crystal structure of a) melt crystallised PE having inter crystal molecules and loose 
loops; b) nascent disentangled sample having tight folds and c) nascent entangled sample having tight folds, reproduced 
from Rastogi et al.55 
 
This observation is true for any sample of nascent UHMWPE, disentangled or entangled. 
 
1.2.5 Processing of UHMWPE 
 
The entanglements density in UHMWPE can vary significantly depending on (a) the catalyst 
used, (b) the physical conditions of synthesis57, and (c) further manipulation of the polymer after 
the synthesis58. For example, when a heterogeneous ZN catalyst is used, the polymer chains grow 
very close to each other due to the close distance between active sites, thus resulting in a very high 
number of entanglements in the amorphous component.  
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As previously mentioned, the first way to process UHMWPE into fibres was introduced in 
198010 by Smith and Lemstra, and it is generally known as ‘gel-spinning’: a schematic view of the 
process is reported in Figure 1.11. 
 
 
Figure 1.11: Solution spinning process, the UHMWPE is dissolved in large amount of solvent and the resulting gel 
solution is extruded and stretched to get fibres and then dried in an oven, partially reproduced from Lemstra et al.59 
 
The application of this technique to commercial UHMWPE allows to ‘disentangle’ the polymer 
chains by dissolving the material in high amounts of suitable solvents (95/5% weight 
solvent/polymer) to produce very dilute solutions, where the physical separation of chains is 
responsible for the decrease in entanglement number60. The resulting solution (that has more the 
consistency of a gel) is then spinned while the solvent is removed, to produce high modulus, high 
strength fibres10. The drawability of the disentangled sample is higher compared to the drawability 
of the entangled sample due to an increased ability of the chains to flow past each other, an ability 
that is lost when the chains are entangled10,60. 
A more convenient and environment-friendly method to process UHMWPE would be a solvent-
free route where the nascent powder is processed in the solid-state to produce fibres and tapes13. 
Kanamoto and Porter61 have reported the possibility to process the UHMWPE directly from the 
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nascent (entangled) powder in a very narrow temperature window (around 2 degrees) close to the 
melting point of the polymer: however, the very fine control of the temperature needed to achieve 
good results makes this technique rather unpractical from an industrial point of view.  
 
1.2.6 Direct synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE 
 
The concept of disentanglement of chains dates back to 1967 when Chanzy et al.,62,63,64 prepared 
coherent polymer films65 of polyethylene on glass slides at a low temperature and suggested the 
potential ability to prepare fibrillar polyethylene during synthesis. 
The first paper where it has been described the direct synthesis of UHMWPE with a reduced 
number of entanglements was published in 1985 by Chanzy et al.66. The authors used a vanadium 
catalyst supported on a glass slide to produce UHMWPE and they observed that the drawing 
properties of the material depend on the polymerisation temperature. According to their findings, a 
lower polymerisation temperature could favour a faster crystallisation of the growing polymer, thus 
reducing the chance for the formation of entanglements. The authors compared the drawability of 
nascent UHMWPEs synthesised at different temperatures by this heterogeneous catalyst. The 
nascent powder samples were compacted and the resulting sheets were drawn at 90 °C at a testing 
speed of 50 mm/min. They found that samples synthesised at lower temperatures show an increased 
drawability and they attributed this to the reduced number of entanglements, that allows the chains 
to 'slip' past each other during the stretching process. This study proved that directly synthesised 
“disentangled” UHMWPE can be compressed and processed below the melting temperature of the 
polymer to obtain fibres and tapes with very high draw ratio, high modulus and high strength 
without the use of any solvent. The temperature windows of processability of the nascent 
disentangled UHMWPE is larger compared to the case of Kanamoto and Porter due to the 
disentangled state of the polymer which make this procedure more suitable for industrial 
applications. However, the temperatures used (well below 0 °C) to achieve the disentangled state 
were rather unpractical to pursue the process further. 
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Figure 1.12: Elongation of UHMWPE at 90 °C synthesised at different temperature, reproduced from Smith et al.66 
 
More recently, thanks to the developments in the field of homogeneous, single-site catalysts, it 
has been demonstrated that it is possible to obtain virgin nascent disentangled ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene even at temperatures above 0 °C67,68. 
The main concept is that, when using a single-site catalyst instead of a heterogeneous one, it is 
possible to control the proximity of the active sites and their rate of reaction by changing the 
reaction conditions (catalyst concentration, monomer pressure, polymerisation time/temperature, 
amount of solvent). The polymerisation temperature will also play an important role in determining 
the rate of crystallisation and thus the amount of entanglements in the amorphous components68. By 
tailoring the physical reaction conditions of polymerisation it is then possible to obtain disentangled 
UHMWPE, with the added characteristic of having better defined molecular weight and molecular 
weight distribution. A schematic view of how reaction conditions can influence the entanglement 
density is reported in Figure 1.13. 
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Figure 1.13: Entanglement density function of synthesis condition, reproduced from Pandey et al.68 
 
In her PhD thesis, K. Sharma has focused the attention on testing different catalytic system for 
the synthesis of UHMWPE for a better processability of the nascent powder. In particular, she 
studied three different catalytic systems67: 
 
Figure 1.14: Catalysts used by Sharma for the direct synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE; a) (C5Me5)2Sm(THF)2; 
b) [3-tert-Bu-2-O-C6H3CH=N(C6F5)]2TiCl2; c) [PhC(N-2,6-i-Pr2C6H3)2]Y(CH2SiMe3)2(THF), THF = TetraHydroFuran, 
reproduced and adapted from Sharma67. 
 
1) (C5Me5)2Sm(THF)2 is quite active catalyst particularly in ethylene polymerisation and 
produces UHMWPE with a narrow molecular weight distribution; however this catalyst must be 
used without any aluminium-based co-catalysts because these species can act as chain transfer 
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agent 69,70,71,72,73: this characteristic prevent a large scale use of the catalyst because even small 
traces of impurities in the reaction system may interfere with it. 
2) [3-tert-Bu-2-O-C6H3CH=N(C6F5)]2TiCl2 is a catalyst discovered74 and developed75 in 2000 by 
Fujita, that, when activated with MAO, is able to polymerise the ethylene with exceptional 
activities74. Moreover the authors observed a living behaviour of this catalyst in the first 15 minutes 
of reaction at 25 °C75 (further comments on this family of catalyst will be discussed in section 1.3.3 
and chapter 2). 
3) [PhC(N-2,6-i-Pr2C6H3)2]Y(CH2SiMe3)2(THF) is a catalyst that exhibits the characteristic to 
produce ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene with narrow molecular weight distribution also at 
50 °C76. 
Different reaction conditions have been tested for the synthesis of UHMWPE, showing that: 
• Increasing the dilution (thus reducing the catalyst concentration) and the monomer 
pressure (thus increasing the monomer concentration) the polymer yield increases as 
well as the molecular weight: this possibly suggests that the catalyst is in almost 
‘starving’ conditions when higher concentration of catalyst and lower concentration of 
monomer are used  
• Increasing the efficiency of stirring (using mechanical stirring instead of magnetic 
stirring) the yield increases, possibly due to a better efficiency of monomer dispersion 
during the reaction. 
Although the work is very comprehensive on the influence of reaction conditions on catalyst 
activity and molecular weight of the polymer synthesised, the characterisation of the mechanical 
properties of the polymers produced is rather incomplete and no studies have been performed on the 
effect of co-catalysts other than MAO. 
Talebi47 tested the effect of different polymerisation times and temperatures on molecular weight 
and molecular weight distribution, using the same bis-phenoxyimine catalyst in combination with 
MAO. 
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Figure 1.15: Molar masses, polydispersity as a function of polymerisation time; increasing of the polymerisation 
time, the polydispersity increases, showing a deviation from living behaviour of the catalyst, reproduced from Talebi47. 
 
Figure 1.16: Molar masses, polydispersity vs temperature; the molecular weight increases with increase in 
polymerisation temperature, illustrating that increase in temperature does not lead to termination processes up to a 
certain value47, reproduced from Talebi47. 
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The catalyst investigated shows a living behaviour in the first 10 minutes of reaction and 
increase the molecular weights (both Mn and Mw) increasing the polymerisation time (Figure 1.15). 
The polymer produced were characterised by rheological experiments (more details on the use of 
rheology as a tool for the characterisation of disentangled UHMWPE are provided in section 1.3.7). 
The rheological measurements were used to prove that some polymers produced are in a highly 
disentangled state, but no details are provided on the mechanical characterisations of the polymers 
produced. 
Summarising, tailoring physical (i.e. temperature, pressure, reaction time, amount of solvent) and 
chemical (i.e. type of catalyst) conditions it is possible to tailor the characteristics of the polymer 
synthesised67, and the entanglement density of the polymer produced47,51,68. 
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1.3 Objectives 
 
1.3.1 Aims of the project 
 
The objectives of this project are the following: 
1) Investigate the possibility of achieving the disentangled state with different catalytic systems. 
In order to do so, different performances in ethylene polymerisation of different catalysts activated 
with different co-catalysts are scouted; mechanical, thermal, morphological and rheological 
properties will be evaluated for the polymers produced and the result related to the catalytic 
system/reaction conditions used. 
2) The second objective of this project is exploring alternative catalytic systems able to produce 
polymers that can be processed in solid-state to obtain high modulus/high strength tapes. The 
mechanical properties of the polymer synthesised in different conditions to achieve different molar 
masses and entanglement densities will be evaluated. 
The main goal is the evaluation of the relationship between catalytic systems and reaction 
conditions used, the molar masses and/or entanglement density of the polymer produced and the 
mechanical properties in terms of ease in solid-state deformation of the polymer, tensile modulus 
and breaking tenacity, with the ultimate target of tailoring the reaction conditions with any given 
catalytic system to achieve the desired mechanical/processing properties of the UHMWPE 
produced. 
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1.3.2 Catalysts investigated for the synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE 
 
Two different catalysts will be used for the synthesis of UHMWPE, one based on titanium (early 
transition metal), and another one based on chromium (middle transition metal). 
The two chosen catalysts are shown below: 
 
 
Figure 1.17: Catalysts used in this study: a) bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) 
dichloride (FI); b) [1-(8-quinolyl)indenyl] chromium (III) dichloride (QC). Partially reproduced from Fujita et al.75 and 
Enders et al.77 
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1.3.3 Bis-Phenoxyimine titanium (IV) Catalyst 
 
The Bis-Phenoxyimine-based complexes are a class of catalysts discovered and developed by the 
Mitsui Company scientists and in particular by Fujita since 199674, some of which show a very high 
activity in the polymerisation of ethylene74. 
The very extensive studies on this catalyst family, as demonstrated by several 
publications75, 78 , 79 , 80 , 81 , 82 , 83 , 84 , 85  and reviews 86, 87  on the topic, led us to have a good starting 
knowledge on the chemistry regarding this catalyst and the behaviour in the polymerisation of 
different α-olefins; however, there are no evidence on the catalytic behaviour with different 
aluminoxanes co-catalysts (as it will be discussed later). Part of this study will be focused on the 
screening of a particular Bis-Phenoxyimine titanium (IV) with different aluminoxanes in order to 
test 1) the properties of the polymer produced that can lead to a possible improvement of the 
polymer performance; 2) the kinetics of catalyst activation that can possibly increase the yield for 
industrial up-scaling and/or open the way to different polymerisation application like synthesis of 
block-copolymers. 
The chosen catalyst, shown in figure 1.17 (a), has a partial living behaviour under particular 
conditions (polymerisation temperature between 25 and 75 °C, 1 atm of ethylene pressure, toluene 
as solvent and 1 minute of polymerisation time)75, this characteristic makes this catalyst an 
excellent starting point for our studies. The quasi living polymerisation behaviour allows the 
synthesis of polymers with different molecular weights simply by changing the reaction time; of 
course, because this living behaviour is lost after a while, there will be a maximum value of 
molecular weights with a narrow molecular weight distribution that can be obtained. It is interesting 
to study how the different co-catalysts can influence the catalyst activity and in general the 
synthesis of UHMWPE having a reduced number of entanglements; and the effect a co-catalyst 
modifier on the different catalytic systems. 
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1.3.4 Quinolyl-Indenyl chromium (III) Catalyst 
 
This family of chromium-based catalysts comes from the heterogeneous Phillips catalyst. 
Similarly to Ziegler-Natta history, homogeneous single site catalysts based on chromium have been 
developed to overcome the problem of patent scarcity and with the intention to explain the catalytic 
behaviour of the more complex heterogeneous Phillips catalyst. 
This class of homogeneous catalysts mainly based on chromium (II) was developed in the late 
1990’s for the ethylene trimerisation in order to synthesise 1-hexene, a product largely used for the 
production of branched polyolefins88,89. 
Further studies based on chromium (III) as metal centre demonstrated that this family of catalyst 
can be used not only for oligomeric application, but also for the polymerisation of ethylene90,91. 
Only very few catalysts of this class can be activated by MAO and can produce UHMWPE with 
a reasonable molecular weight distribution in particular reaction conditions. Very high catalyst 
activities have been reported for some catalysts of this class, but at a very short time (4 min). 
Further structural modifications of this class of chromium (III) have improved the polymerisation 
performance that led to our current choice (Figure 1.17, b)92,93. 
In previous works92,93 MAO and PMAO are mentioned as co-catalysts for this system, as well as 
the use of a hindered phenol to improve the catalyst performance (the use of hindered phenol will 
be discussed later in section 1.3.6). However, the mechanical and rheological properties, or the 
entanglement density are not reported for the polymers synthesised using this catalyst.  
The intent is to transfer the knowledge developed using the Bis-Phenoxyimine titanium (IV) 
catalyst in the direct synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE to this chromium-based catalyst. 
Chromium catalysts are in general more tolerant to polar monomers: this is potentially interesting to 
test the possibility to co-polymerise ethylene with polar monomers that can add desired 
functionalities to the material. Similarly to the FI catalyst, we wish to scout the activation capability 
of different aluminoxanes-based co-catalyst in order to test the possibility to synthesise UHMWPE 
with a reduced number of entanglements that can be solid-state processed into high modulus/high 
strength tapes. 
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1.3.5 The co-catalysts 
 
As mentioned before, the co-catalyst used in the catalyst activation plays a crucial role in the 
catalytic performance as well as on the polymer characteristics: for these reasons, scouting different 
activators can lead to a better understanding of the catalytic mechanisms and improve the properties 
of the resulting material. 
The two catalysts considered in this study can be activated by MAO, generally the most used co-
catalyst in academia and industry for single-site homogeneous catalysts. The co-catalysts used in 
this project will comprise: 
• Methylaluminoxane (MAO)  
• Poly Methylaluminoxane Improved Performance (PMAO) 
• Modified Methylaluminoxane type 12 (MMAO12) 
• Modified Methylaluminoxane type 3A (MMAO3A) 
In a study conducted by Soares et al.94 the same aluminoxanes considered in this project (with 
the exception of MMAO3A, replaced by MMAO4A) are tested in the activation of a metallocene 
catalyst (Cp2ZrCl2). Some kinetic parameters have been calculated using the ethylene uptake rate 
profiles and some hypotheses have been proposed. The authors suggest that when different 
aluminoxanes are used in the catalyst activation, at least two different catalytic species could be 
generated (based on molecular weight data of the polymers produced).  
The Bis-Phenoxyimine titanium (IV) catalyst considered in this project has been tested with 
different aluminium trialkyls and aluminium alkyl chloride derivatives such as DEAC, TEA and 
TiBAl by Li et al. 95 The authors report no high catalyst activity when the activators are TEA and 
TiBAl, while for DEAC the catalyst activity is dependent on the aluminium/titanium molar ratio. 
The optimum is reached when the molar ratio is 300 and, in some conditions, the living behaviour 
of the catalyst is kept, suggesting that there are no chemical modifications of the ligand frame of the 
catalyst, or at least the modification is unique and faster and the catalyst has only one type of active 
species. Increasing the aluminium molar ratio, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance studies suggest 
that there is a reduction of the titanium (IV) to titanium (III)95. 
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For these reasons, a systematic study of the effect of catalyst activation by different co-catalysts 
can give good insights on the fundamental aspects of how a chain is forming and entangling during 
the polymerisation. The comparison of the activation of different catalytic systems using different 
aluminoxanes could give some more insights on the structure-property relationship. 
 
1.3.6 Use of a phenol in combination with the co-catalysts 
 
All the aluminoxane co-catalysts previously discussed are commercialised in hydrocarbon 
solutions, and they always have a certain amount of TMA (and in some cases also other aluminium 
trialkyls) in equilibrium with the polymeric form, deriving from the synthesis. The amount of TMA 
contained in the MAO is approximately 10% in weight of the total aluminium36; the other co-
catalysts listed below have been developed primarily to increase the solubility in aliphatic solvents 
but also to reduce the amount of TMA in equilibrium with the aluminoxane form. In the table below 
there is the list of TMA and other aluminium trialkyls content expressed in % in weight of the total 
solution, as reported in the MSDS36: 
 
Table 1.2: List of aluminium trialkyls content in the co-catalysts. 
 TMA (% w/w) TiBAl (% w/w) TOA (% w/w) 
MAO ~1.7a -- -- 
PMAO ~3.1-5.3 -- ~0.2-0.8 
MMAO12 ~3.6-8.0 -- ~3.5-10.7 
MMAO3A ~3.6-8.0 ~3.5-10.0 -- 
a Data obtained from the certificate of analysis from Albemarle 
 
It has been proven that the TMA in equilibrium with the aluminoxanes can have a detrimental 
effect on the polymer synthesis, usually by lowering the molecular weight, increasing the molecular 
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weight distribution and in some cases even reducing the catalyst activity96. A possible explanation 
for these results can be attributed to side reactions occurring during the polymerisation: 
 
 
Scheme 1.2: Formation of dormant site, top; trans-alkylation termination, bottom. 
 
The reaction on scheme 1.2 top, occurs when the TMA can make a two-methyl-bridged 
binuclear species with the activated metal centre (that for definition has a metal-alkyl group and a 
coordination vacancy -also called active site-; when the catalyst is activated by MAO the alkyl 
group is a methyl), this species is very stable compared with the active site and reduces the active 
metal centres effectively available for the polymerisation by forming what can be referred to as a 
'dormant site'; the second reaction in scheme 1.2 bottom, is a transfer of the chain from the active 
site to the TMA that, by acting as a transfer agent, leads to shorter chains. 
In 200396 a method was reported to trap the “free” TMA by reacting the co-catalyst solution with 
an hindered phenol, in particular in ref. 96 2,6-di-tert-butylphenol (TBP) was used, that by 
selectively reacting with the TMA produces species similar to those shown below (scheme 1.3) 
which do not interact with the catalyst due to their bulky structure. In this article it was reported the 
influence that the use of TBP has on the catalytic performance of the same titanium catalyst used in 
this study, but with the main difference that only propylene polymerisation was considered. 
Considering the findings of ref. 96, the similarity of the catalyst and the beneficial effect obtained 
(increase of catalyst activity, molecular weight and reduction of polydispersity), this procedure will 
be applied also for the co-catalysts chosen, using instead of the 2,6-di-tert-butylphenol, the 2,6-di-
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tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (BHT) that is commonly used in the polymer industry as an antioxidant. 
The reaction between TMA and BHT is represented below: 
 
 
Scheme 1.3: TMA trapping reaction, reproduced from Romano et al.97 
 
The two bulky tert-butyl groups in positions 2 and 6 (according to IUPAC nomenclature) of the 
aromatic group ensures the formation of a sterically-hindered Al species that does not interact with 
the catalytic active centre due to steric repulsion with the ligand frame. The same study reports that, 
according to the phenol/TMA ratio used, at most two positions on the TMA can be substituted, but 
the formation of a tri-phenoxide-Al species is not possible, possibly due to steric restrictions. Beside 
the study with the Bis-Phenoxyimine titanium (IV) catalyst, there is another study92 reported by 
Mülhaupt and co-workers on the use of BHT-modified MAO as co-catalyst for a 
QuinolylSilylCyclopentadienyl chromium (III) Catalyst (similar in structure to the Quinolyl-Indenyl 
chromium (III) chosen in this study) in the polymerisation of ethylene. The authors of both papers 
came to similar conclusions: 1) for both catalytic systems, the molecular weight of the polymer 
produced increases when using BHT, suggesting that the main chain-termination step is the chain 
transfer to aluminium (scheme 1.2, bottom) and 2) the catalyst activity increases too, indicating a 
detrimental influence of TMA on the catalysts.  
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In both studies the effect of this co-catalyst modifier on the mechanical properties of the polymer 
produced is not mentioned at all. For our purposes, the studies considered above highly encourage 
the use of a hindered phenol in combination with the aluminoxanes considered, in the activation of 
the catalysts chosen. One further goal of this project will be to check how the presence of BHT 
influences the catalyst activity (in term of both reduction of 'dormant sites' and chain termination 
processes) and how this in turn influences the entanglement formation/density and the mechanical 
properties of the polymer produced. Rheological measurements combined with DSC experiments 
will be the preferential tool to check the polymer characteristics and the entanglement state, as 
described in the following section. 
 
1.3.7 Characterisation of the disentangled state of UHMWPE 
 
For the purpose of this project, the simple information on catalyst activity could not be of much 
relevance without molecular characterisation of the entanglements produced during polymerisation 
and its influence on the mechanical properties.  
The characterisation of entanglements will be addressed with the following techniques: 
1) As mentioned in section 1.2.4, nascent UHMWPE shows a first melting peak at approximately 
139-141 °C98 (it must be noted that nascent powder of linear HDPE could give similar values of the 
first melting temperature), while the second melting peak obtained after crystallisation from the 
melt is usually around 133-136°C. 
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Figure 1.18: Thermal characterisation of virgin (nascent) UHMWPE (bottom) and melt crystallised UHMWPE (top) 
as reproduced from Smith et al.98 
 
If a nascent sample of UHMWPE is annealed close to the melting temperature, both peaks can be 
observed57. 
Previous studies 55,57,99 suggest that it is possible to trace the evolution of the entanglements by 
the means of annealing experiments. For entangled and disentangled UHMWPE polymers, 
annealing experiments at a temperature below the melting temperature (close to the onset of the 
melting temperature) lead to a split in the peak (figure 1.19); the first peak at ~133 °C corresponds 
to the crystalline domains that have melted during the annealing step and re-crystallised on cooling 
(called A1 in figure 1.19, (d)), while the second peak at ~140 °C (called A2 in figure 1.19, (d)) 
corresponds to the portion of crystals that remained in the crystalline phase during the annealing 
step and undergoes some re-organisation process (probably thickening). For the entangled samples, 
the ratio between the two peaks does not change significantly on increasing the annealing time, 
while for disentangled UHMWPE this ratio evolves with the annealing time (Figure 1.19). 
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Figure 1.19: Split of the peak after annealing at a defined heating rate. At a fixed annealing temperature, the area of 
the first peak (lower melting temperature, A1) increases with the annealing time, whereas the area of the second peak 
(higher melting peak, A2) decreases, reproduced from Pandey et al.99 
 
The annealing process allows the detachment of crystalline domains. The successive detachment 
of crystal stems are hindered due to entanglements present in amorphous regions connecting 
different crystalline domains. The stem detachment of highly entangled polymers will be more 
hindered compared with less entangled polymers. Thus the increase of the first peak will be more 
pronounced for less entangled polymers. The ratio between the areas of the second peak (A2 in 
figure 1.20) normalised by the total of the two areas (Area of A1 + Area of A2) plotted against the 
annealing time gives estimation on the disentangled state in the amorphous region (Figure 1.20) of 
the semi-crystalline polymer. Of course, DSC scans will also be used to estimate the crystallinity of 
the samples produced, as described previously. 
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Figure 1.20: Evolution of the second peak area as a function of annealing time, reproduced from Pandey et al.99 
 
We will adopt these findings as an additional tool to evaluate the disentangled character of the 
polymer produced. 
2) Melt rheology measurements will be used to estimate the Mw and Mn of the samples 
synthesised, as mentioned previously. Moreover, rheology can give further evidence on the 
disentangled state100. The storage modulus G' of a polymer is related to a quantity defined as 'mass 
between entanglements', Me, by the relationship101: 
𝐺𝑁
0 = 𝑔𝑛𝜌𝑅𝑇/𝑀𝑒  
Where 𝐺𝑁0  is the elastic modulus at the equilibrium, gn is a constant factor depending on the 
model used, ρ is the polymer density, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature 
When a disentangled sample is brought in the melt state, it will form a metastable state where the 
amount of entanglements will be very low. With time, this situation will evolve to the 
thermodynamically stable, fully entangled state. So this means that in the initial disentangled state, 
the entanglement density is low (Me is higher) and increases as a function of time with the 
increasing number of entanglements (Me decreases). It can be noticed that with the increasing 
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entanglement density, the modulus of the polymer increases. Figure 1.21 shows increase in the 
storage modulus (G’) as a function of time. 
 
 
Figure 1.21: Elastic modulus (G’) build-up at 160 °C in the initially disentangled polymer, reproduced from Rastogi 
et al.100 
 
At time ‘zero’ where the sample has just been brought into the melt (160 °C), the modulus is 
starting from a very low value and ultimately reaches a plateau value of ~2.0 MPa47. This is where 
the material has reached an equilibrium state (fully entangled). This behaviour is characteristic of 
nascent disentangled samples. After the equilibrium melt state is reached, a frequency sweep 
experiment can be performed to estimate Mw and molecular weight distribution50 by fitting the 
experimental data of elastic modulus and loss modulus with Mead’s model51. 
Rheological measurements will be performed to get insights on the molecular weight and 
distribution of the polymer synthesised and to trace the build-up of the elastic modulus with time on 
nascent powder samples in order to estimate the entanglement density of the polymer produced. 
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3) Uniaxial deformation, prior to melting of the polymer, can give information on the drawability 
of the polymer, which can be associated with the disentangled character of the semi-crystalline 
polymer.  
A recently study published by Rastogi et al.13 shows a comparison of the mechanical 
performance in terms of tenacity and modulus between a disentangled polymer (synthesised by the 
same FI/MAO) and an entangled commercial sample (Figure 1.22 and 1.23).  
 
 
Figure 1.22: Tenacity as a function of elongation in entangled and disentangled UHMWPE, reproduced from 
Rastogi et al.13 
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Figure 1.23: Modulus as a function of elongation in entangled and disentangled UHMWPE, reproduced from 
Rastogi et al.13 
 
In this thesis we aim to investigate the influence on breaking tenacity and tensile modulus of the 
polymers synthesised using different catalytic systems. The disentangled UHMWPE synthesised 
can be stretched beyond 200 times the original length and for this reason standard extensometers 
cannot be used (total length of the hot chamber is generally around 30 cm). These characterisations 
require custom-designed equipment that is available in the company funding this project, Teijin 
Aramid, and that is made available for the study in this project. 
4) Morphological characterisation of the nascent powder samples is performed using Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM), Figure 1.24. In reference 13 SEM images of a nascent disentangled 
UHMWPE powder is compared with the commercial entangled UHMWPE, where the former is 
synthesised using FI/MAO catalytic system and the latter is synthesised using a heterogeneous 
Ziegler-Natta catalytic system. 
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Figure 1.24: Morphology of the disentangled UHMWPE (Left) and entangled UHMWPE (Right); in the 
disentangled UHMWPE a classic lamellae regions are clearly visible while in the entangled one no characteristics 
morphology can be found, reproduced from Sanjay et al.13 
 
The image shows that the sample obtained from the homogeneous system (Figure 1.24 left) 
consists of several loosely packed lamellae 13, while the polymer obtained from the heterogeneous 
system (Figure 1.24 right) depicts a more dense structure where no particular feature associated to 
lamellar plate-like morphology can be recognised. It is interesting to extend this study to different 
catalytic systems of our interest in this thesis.   
In conclusion, combining all the listed experiments and characterisation techniques the aim of 
this thesis is to perform a systematic study on the influence of the catalytic system and reaction 
conditions on the entanglement density and the mechanical properties; specifically to extend the 
existing knowledge on the synthesis of UHMWPE, having reduced number of entanglement, to 
other catalytic systems. This understanding is desired to tailor the molecular architecture and 
morphology during synthesis for the ultimate properties of the shaped products. 
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Chapter 2 
 
The influence of co-catalysts in tailoring the entangled state of 
UHMWPE using the FI catalyst 
 
 
In this chapter the bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)-pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride 
catalyst is activated with different aluminoxane co-catalysts (MAO, PMAO, MMAO12 and 
MMAO3A) using different activation procedures, such as various activation times and the addition 
of a co-catalyst modifier (BHT) in the activation. It is shown that the catalyst activity increases in 
the presence of BHT, independently of the co-catalyst used. In the presence of the co-catalysts 
PMAO, MMAO12 (with and without BHT) the entanglement density in the as synthesised polymer 
(nascent) is found to be higher than in the presence of MAO (with and without BHT). The presence 
of BHT: 1) lowers the entanglement density in the amorphous state of the nascent semi-crystalline 
polymer; 2) Though the Mn of the polymers synthesised remains almost unchanged, the Mw 
decreases. Possibly the presence of BHT avoids the formation of a secondary active species (bis-
phenoxyimine titanium (IV)-TMA species) having the capability to produce a higher molecular 
weight. All the catalytic systems scouted in this chapter are capable of synthesising linear 
polyethylene having molar mass greater than a million g/mol. Considering that the influence of the 
co-catalyst on the molecular weight is not pronounced, it is postulated that outer sphere ion pairs 
are formed for all the co-catalysts considered. The presence of a low entanglement density allows 
ease in solid state processing of the UHMWPE, especially in the presence of the co-catalyst MAO.  
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2.1 Introduction 
 
 
The bis-phenoxyimine-based family of catalyst has been developed by Fujita in 2000, at Mitsui 
Company. These catalysts have been extensively used for polymerisation of ethylene into linear 
polyethylene, some of them have been reported to have among the highest turnover frequency in the 
polymerisation of ethylene1. 
The most appealing feature of this class of catalysts is the possibility to obtain different polymer 
characteristics, in terms of molecular weight, molecular weight distribution and microstructure, by 
simply changing the nature of the substituents on the ligand frame and/or the metal atom. 
For example, the catalytic system bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)-pentafluoroanilinato] titanium 
(IV) dichloride reported in 2001 2  (Scheme 2.1) in combination with MAO, shows a living 
behaviour for the polymerisation of ethylene in particular reaction conditions, making it a good 
candidate for fundamental studies where a fine control of the molecular weight and molecular 
weight distribution is desired. Combined with the fine control of the molecular weight and 
molecular weight distribution, the influence of polymerisation condition on entanglement formation 
has been a subject of fundamental as well as technological interest3. By choosing suitable reaction 
conditions, this catalyst has been reported to produce disentangled UHMWPE4. 
 
 
Scheme 2.1: Structure of bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride, reproduced 
from Romano et al.5 
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With the aim to improve the catalyst performance (i.e. increase the molecular weight and catalyst 
activity) it is important to understand the side processes that can occur during the polymerisation. It 
is possible to separate two different classes of mechanisms that can occur:  
1) Deactivation processes, the main effect being the decrease of active catalyst concentration and 
consequently resulting in a lower catalyst activity. 
2) Chain termination processes, having the main effect of lowering the molecular weight of the 
polymer produced. 
Regarding the deactivation processes, the main deactivation mechanisms reported for the FI 
catalyst when activated by MAO are due to TMA6,7,8: the change in structure of the FI catalyst 
leading to a (L)AlMe2 and LMXn and/or the trapping of the active species by the TMA6,9 resulting 
in inactive species toward the polymerisation. In the FI complex, reduction of the active Ti (IV) to 
Ti (III) in the presence of MAO has also been reported9,10, where the reducing agent is the free 
TMA in the polymeric form of the MAO (Scheme 2.2). 
 
 
Scheme 2.2: Catalyst deactivation processes, reproduced from Bochmann9. 
 
The chain termination processes that are responsible to reduce the molecular weight of the 
polymer can be explained by three different chain termination mechanisms in the absence of 
hydrogen.  
1) Chain transfer to the TMA (Scheme 2.3, A). 
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2) β-Hydrogen transfer to the monomer (Scheme 2.3, B). 
3) β-Hydrogen transfer to the metal (Scheme 2.3, C). 
 
 
Scheme 2.3: Chain termination mechanisms: (A) Chain transfer due to TMA, (B) β-H transfer to the monomer and 
(C) β-H transfer to the metal. 
 
The chain transfer to the TMA (Scheme 2.3, A) is common for many metallocene and post-
metallocene catalysts when the activators are aluminoxane based co-catalysts11,12. The β-H transfer 
to the monomer (Scheme 2.3, B) and the β-H transfer to the metal (Scheme 2.3, C) occur with the 
monomer and intra-molecular respectively. It is possible to understand which chain transfer 
mechanism occurs (or prevails) by modifying the polymerisation conditions and analysing the effect 
on the molecular weight (e.g. Pressure, use of co-catalysts modifier etc.)3,4,13,14,15. 
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2.2 Experimental Procedures 
 
2.2.1 Materials 
 
All manipulations of air and moisture-sensitive compounds are performed under nitrogen or 
argon atmosphere using standard high-vacuum Schlenk techniques or in a glovebox. Ethylene 
(grade 3.5) is purchased from BOC. FI catalyst is received from MCat and used as received. 2,4-di-
tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (≥99.0%), and toluene (anhydrous, 99.8% in 20 litre drums) are obtained 
from SigmaAldrich®. Methylaluminoxane (10 wt.% of MAO in toluene solution) is supplied from 
Albemarle®. Polymethylaluminoxane (7 wt.% of Al in toluene) and Modified Methylaluminoxane 
type 12 (7 wt.% of Al in toluene) and type 3A (7 wt.% of Al in heptane) are purchased from Akzo 
Nobel®. Irganox® 1010, added as antioxidant to the polymer after the synthesis, is purchased from 
Ciba®. 
 
2.2.2 Polymerisation procedures 
 
Two different polymerisation procedures were applied; the following procedures are referred to 
the syntheses using MAO and MAO in combination with BHT. The same procedures, with slight 
changes in the amount of co-catalyst and BHT were also applied when using the other co-catalysts. 
A cylindrical jacketed reactor vessel having a five-necked flanged lid equipped with a magnetic 
stirring bar, a thermometer probe holder, a stopper cone, a gas release system and a rubber injection 
septum cone are dried overnight at 130 °C in an oven and backfilled with nitrogen. The reaction 
temperature is set at the desired value and controlled by a feedback loop control Thermo Scientific 
NESLAB RTE7 thermostat. Anhydrous toluene is introduced into the reactor vessel and dry 
nitrogen is bubbled through the solvent for few minutes under magnetic stirring at 450 rpm. 
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1. Polymerisation with standard MAO solution 
The desired amount of MAO used for scavenging the impurities from the system is added. The 
nitrogen stream is then replaced by ethylene gas, and the solvent is saturated at 0.1 atm overpressure 
(1.1 atm absolute pressure). The ethylene pressure is kept at the desired value by means of a Büchi 
gas flow meter BPC6002. When the solvent saturation is reached at the desired temperature, inside 
a MBraun UNILAB glovebox, 5 mg of the catalyst bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)-
pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride is dissolved in 1 ml of toluene and activated with the 
desired amount of MAO (co-catalyst as activator); after the desired activation time, the solution is 
injected in the reactor and the polymerisation started. After the required polymerisation time, the 
reaction is quenched by addition of acidified methanol. The resulting polyethylene is filtered, 
washed with copious amount of methanol/acetone and dried under vacuum overnight at 40 °C.  An 
acetone solution of Irganox 1010 (0.7-1.0 wt.% Irganox1010/Polymer) is added to the polymer in 
order to prevent oxidation during long rheological experiments. The polymer is then dried under a 
fume cupboard. 
2. Polymerisation with BHT-modified MAO 
In the glovebox, the desired amount of BHT is dissolved in MAO and kept under stirring for 30 
minutes. Anhydrous toluene is introduced into the reaction vessel and dry nitrogen is bubbled 
through the solvent for few minutes under magnetic stirring, followed by the addition of 80% in 
volume of the previously prepared MAO+BHT solution (co-catalyst as scavenger). The nitrogen 
stream is then replaced by ethylene gas, and the solvent is saturated at 0.1 atm overpressure (1.1 atm 
absolute pressure). The pressure of ethylene is kept at the desired value by means of a gas flow 
meter. When the solvent saturation is reached at the desired temperature, 5 mg of the catalyst bis[N-
(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride is dissolved in 1 ml of 
toluene and activated with the remaining 20% in volume of MAO+BHT (co-catalyst as activator); 
after the desired activation time, the solution is injected in the reactor and the polymerisation started. 
After the required polymerisation time, the reaction is quenched by addition of acidified methanol. 
The resulting polyethylene is filtered, washed with copious amount of methanol/acetone and dried 
under vacuum overnight at 40 °C. An acetone solution of Irganox 1010 (0.7-1.0 wt.% 
Irganox1010/Polymer) is added to the polymer in order to prevent oxidation during long rheological 
experiments. The polymer is then dried under a fume cupboard. 
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2.2.3 Thermal characterisation procedures 
 
Thermal characterisation is performed in a Differential Scanning Calorimeter Q-2000 TA 
Instruments, using nitrogen as purging gas at 50 mL min-1. High precision TA Instruments T-zero 
pans are used for all tests. Temperature calibration is performed using Indium, Tin and Zinc 
standards. Enthalpy calibration is performed using certified Indium. An amount comprised between 
1.0 and 2.0 mg of the PE sample is weighted in the pan on a XS3DU Mettler Toledo precision 
balance (sensitivity of ± 0.001 mg) and the pan is crimped with a T-zero lid. A heating-cooling-
heating temperature ramp from 50 to 160 °C is performed at a rate of 10 °C min-1.  
To recall, melting kinetics of UHMWPE, as proved by DSC, is sensitive to the connectivity 
among crystals due to entanglements in amorphous regions. Annealing of the nascent polymer 
powder at the temperature in the proximity of the onset of the melting temperature allows a clear 
distinction between commercially available samples and polymer especially synthesised to contain 
reduced entanglement density4,16,17. For annealing experiments, 1.500 ± 0.100 mg of the PE sample 
is weighed in the pan and is crimped with a T-zero lid. A pre-annealing scan at an annealing 
temperature between 137-138 °C for 1 hour is required to determine the melting temperature of the 
two peaks (see section 1.3.7 for annealing examples).  
  
 
Scheme 2.4: Graphical representation of the protocol used for the annealing experiments. 
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a-b: First heating ramp at 10 °C/min of the nascent powder from 50 °C to the chosen  annealing 
temperature according to the empirical equation: 
Ta = Tm2p - 3.5                                                         (1) 
Where, Ta is the annealing temperature and Tm2p is the melting temperature of the second peak after 
pre-annealing.  
b-c: Annealing at a constant temperature according to equation 1. The annealing times are 0.25, 
0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 6.00, 12.00 and 24.00 hours. 
c-d: Cooling at 10 °C/min from the annealing temperature to 50 °C. 
d-e: Heating at 10 °C/min after annealing from 50 °C to 160 °C. 
e-f: Cooling at 10 °C/min from 160 °C to 50 °C of the molten polymer. 
f-g: Heating at 10 °C/min of the melt-crystallised polymer from 50 °C to 160 °C. 
The annealing step promotes the appearance of a low temperature melting process, splitting the 
melt transition into two peaks as observed by DSC. The evolution of the linear integration of the 
enthalpy of fusion of the low melting temperature peak with respect to the total heat of fusion is 
used as a qualitative measure of the entanglement density in the nascent powder. 
 
2.2.4 Rheological characterisation procedures 
 
Linear rheology is a powerful technique to explore the dynamic and structural arrangement of 
microscopic components in viscoelastic systems. Extraction of molecular information from the 
linear viscoelastic functions (Elastic and loss moduli, G’ and G” respectively) is achievable by 
using a proper mathematical model to describe the studied material. In the particular case of 
entangled polymers, the well-established tube model (leading to the reptation theory) allows a 
connection between the linear stress relaxation modulus and the molecular mass of the components 
in the melt, as well as polymer network parameters, like molecular weight between entanglements. 
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Talebi et al.18 showed the capability of rheology to determine weight-average molecular weight and 
molecular weight distribution of UHMWPE melt having molar mass as large as 9 million g/mol. 
To perform the rheological experiments, a similar procedure as the one described in ref. 19 is 
applied. The nascent powder is compressed into a plate of 50 mm diameter and thickness 0.6 – 0.7 
mm at a fixed temperature of 125 °C, under a maximum force of 20 tons for an average time of 20 
minutes. From this plate, using a punching device, 12 mm diameter discs are cut for rheological 
studies. 
Rheological experiments are performed using a 12 mm parallel plates strain controlled rheometer 
TA instruments, ARES G2 or ARES LS2. The sample is placed between parallel plates at an initial 
temperature of 110 °C. To prevent oxidation, the temperature is controlled by a convection oven 
under a nitrogen environment. After stabilisation at 110 °C, temperature is increased to 130 °C at 
30 °C/min. After thermal stabilisation the sample is heated further to 160 °C at 10 °C/min while 
maintaining the compression force of 4 N. Subsequently, an oscillatory amplitude sweep test is 
carried out to determine the range of oscillatory strains in the linear viscoelastic region; the test is 
performed at a fixed frequency of 10 rad/s. To follow changes in the modulus of the polymer melt, 
an oscillatory time sweep is performed; the test is executed at a fixed frequency of 10 rad/s and a 
strain between 0.3-0.5%, well within the linear viscoelastic regime. 
To determine the molecular weight of the polymer, after reaching the storage modulus plateau, a 
small amplitude oscillatory frequency sweep test at a fixed strain between 0.3-0.5% is performed. 
Using the commercial TA Orchestrator software available based on the method developed by 
Mead20, molecular weight and molecular weight distribution are determined for linear polyethylene. 
Polymers expected or found to have molecular weight higher then 6*106 g/mol are not able to 
achieve the thermodynamic melt stable state following the procedure described above. Since 
achieving the thermodynamic melt stable state is a necessary condition for molar mass and molar 
mass distribution determination, a different procedure is applied for this purpose. The polymer 
(expected to have the molar mass above 6 million g mol-1) is pre-annealed in a vacuum oven for 48 
hours at 160 °C. The annealed powder is compression moulded at 160 °C. From the moulded plate, 
discs of 12 mm are obtained. Frequency sweep tests are performed in a range of 100 to 1x10-3 rad/s, 
at a constant strain (0.3-0.5%) within the linear response of the polymer. Following the procedure 
described in ref. 18 the frequency range was extended to values as low as 10-4 rad/s by performing 
linear step strain tests. The time dependent relaxation modulus G(t) is Fourier transformed to 
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angular frequency space and used as complementary data for the oscillatory frequency sweeps in 
the low frequency range (10-3 to 10-4 rad/s). Using the TA Orchestrator software available on the 
rheometer, molecular weight and molecular weight distribution are determined. 
 
2.2.5 Mechanical characterisation procedure/s 
 
Shaping of the synthesised powder to tapes 
25 g of polymer powder is poured into a mold with a cavity of 620 mm in length and 30 mm in 
width and compression-molded at 129 °C and 130 bar for 10 min. The resulting sheet of 1.42 mm 
thickness is preheated for at least 1 min at a constant temperature of 136 °C and rolled with a Collin 
calender (diameter rolls: 250 mm, slit distance 0.15 mm, inlet speed 0.5 m/min). The tape is 
immediately stretched on a roll (speed 2.5 m/min). The rolled and stretched tape is further stretched 
in two steps on a 50 cm-long, oil heated hot plate. The tape comes in contact with the hot plate 20 
cm from the entrance of the hot plate. The draw ratio is obtained by dividing the specific length of 
the sheet prior to deformation by the specific length of the tape after stretching. A typical 
processing temperature of polyethylene in the two stretching steps ranges between 130 °C to 154 
°C. The sample is stretched to the desired initial draw ratio in the first stretching step. Parts of the 
drawn sample are used to measure the mechanical properties, whereas the remainder of the sample 
is drawn further to the final draw ratio and the mechanical properties are determined. 
Determination of the mechanical properties 
Tensile properties were measured according to ASTM D7744-2011 using an Instron 5566 tensile 
tester at room temperature (25 °C). To avoid any slippage, the side action grip clamps with flat jaw 
faces are used. The nominal gauge length of the specimen is 100 mm, and the test is performed at a 
constant rate of extension (crosshead travel rate) of 50 mm/min. The breaking tenacity (or tensile 
strength) and modulus (segment between 0.3 and 0.4 N/Tex) are determined from the force against 
displacement between the jaws. 
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2.2.6 Morphological characterisation procedure 
 
SEM investigations on morphologies of nascent reactor powder are performed with a high-
resolution FEG SEM (Carl Zeiss Leo 1530 VP) operated at 5 kV. As-polymerised particles are 
carefully deposited on SEM stabs, and the samples are coated with palladium-gold by a sputtering 
technique using Emitech SC7640 Sputter Coater for 90 seconds at approximately 20 mA.  
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2.3 Aluminoxane co-catalysts 
 
In this study, the influence on the catalyst activation time in the presence of different 
aluminoxane co-catalysts is investigated. In addition, the effect of a co-catalyst modifier (BHT) on 
the final properties of the polymer produced in terms of crystallinity, molecular weights, molecular 
weight distribution, entanglement density and morphological aspect is also established. The 
following results highlight the catalyst activity and the activation capability of different 
aluminoxanes and the effect of a catalyst modifier used in combination with them in the 
polymerisation of ethylene promoted by the bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] 
titanium (IV) dichloride catalyst.  
The main goal in scouting different co-catalysts in the activation of the FI catalyst is to have 
insight on different catalytic systems that are capable of synthesising disentangled UHMWPE. In 
addition, this study shall give more insight on the deactivation and termination processes of the 
catalyst on activation by MAO and/or different aluminoxane-based co-catalysts, and possibly 
information on the catalyst/co-catalyst interaction. 
 
2.3.1 Influence of activation time 
 
The activation capabilities of the different aluminoxanes have been evaluated by increasing the 
activation contact time of the catalyst and co-catalyst prior to injection into the reactor containing 
ethylene. Table 2.1 summarises the ethylene polymerisations catalysed by the bis[N-(3-tert-
butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride catalyst activated by different 
aluminoxanes. For the activation using MAO, the effect of a co-catalyst modifier in the activation is 
also considered. 
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Table 2.1 Ethylene polymerisation data using different aluminoxanes in different activation procedure. 
Run 
Co-catalyst 
 
Co-catalyst 
as Scavenger 
(ml) 
Co-catalyst 
as Activator 
(ml) 
Activation 
Time 
(min) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp  a 
 
1 MAO 4 1 0 27.1 4000 
2 MAO 4 1 15 18.0 2650 
3 MAO b 4 1 0 27.9 4150 
4 MAO b 4 1 15 28.3 4200 
5 PMAO 0 5 0 6.3 900 
6 PMAO 0 5 10 19.4 2850 
7 PMAO 0 5 30 15.5 2200 
8 MMAO12 0 5 0 8.2 1150 
9 MMAO12 0 5 10 17.8 2500 
10 MMAO12 0 5 30 19.3 3000 
Other conditions: Al/Ti molar ratio, ~1200 when MAO is used; Al/Ti molar ratio, 1850 for PMAO, MMAO12; 
catalyst, 6.2 ± 0.2 µmol; temperature, 10 °C; reaction volume, 750 ml of toluene; reaction time, 60 min; ethylene 
pressure, 1.1 atm. a kgPE/molTi*atm*hour, with a maximum error of 10% calculated by duplicating all the run; b addition 
of 0.20 g of BHT in the activation only. 
 
MMAO3A shows no considerable catalyst activity, for this reason the influence of the activation 
time is not considered. 
From the polymerisation data in table 2.1 it is clear that the catalyst activity depends on the 
activation time for all the aluminoxanes tested. In the case of the MAO, the use of BHT also 
influences the catalyst activation capability of the activator. For the activation using MAO, when 
increasing the catalyst activation time prior to injection into the reactor, the catalyst activity 
decreases from 4000 to 2650 kgPE/molTi*atm*hour after 15 minutes of activation time (run 1 and 2). 
Using the BHT solely in the activation step (run 3 and 4) there is no significant dependence on the 
activation time. Figure 2.1 summarises the data regarding the activation with MAO and MAO+BHT. 
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Figure 2.1: Catalyst activity as a function of activation time for the activation using MAO (filled squares) and 
MAO+BHT (unfilled squares). 
 
It is plausible to think that increasing the activation time (contact time between the catalyst and 
MAO), there could be a reaction between TMA and the catalyst (see scheme 2.2) that reduces the 
catalyst concentration by formation of dormant sites or catalyst modification (i.e. reduction of Ti 
(IV) into Ti (III) or ligand transfer to the TMA). When the concentration of TMA is reduced by the 
use of BHT in the activation (see scheme 1.3), the formation of dormant sites and the catalyst 
deactivation due to the free TMA are suppressed in the time range considered.  
For the catalytic system FI/PMAO (runs 5, 6 and 7), the catalyst activity reaches maximum after 
10 minutes of the activation time. Figure 2.2 summarises the data in table 2.1 for the PMAO. 
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Figure 2.2: Catalyst activity as a function of activation time for the activation using PMAO. 
 
For the catalytic system FI/MMAO12 the catalyst activity increases with the activation time to 
30 minutes. Figure 2.3 summarises the data in table 2.1 for the runs 8, 9 and 10. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Catalyst activity as a function of activation time for the activation using MMAO12. 
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For the catalytic systems FI/MAO, it is detrimental to increase the activation time, while for the 
catalytic systems FI/PMAO and FI/MMAO12 it is beneficial to leave the catalyst in contact with 
the aluminoxane for a certain time. The activation process (see figure 1.5) is in general dependent 
on the structure of the catalyst and co-catalyst. In comparison to the activation by MAO, possibly 
the PMAO and MMAO12 have slower capabilities to generate the active species during the 
polymerisation of ethylene. However, other catalyst deactivation processes can occur at longer 
activation times (over 30 minutes). 
 
2.3.2 Effect of the co-catalyst modifier on the catalyst activity 
 
Activations of the bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride 
catalyst using different aluminoxane co-catalysts are investigated. The effect of the BHT-modified 
co-catalysts on the catalyst performance and on the characteristics of the polymers produced is also 
evaluated. 
In table 2.2 are summarised the ethylene polymerisations data using the bis[N-(3-tert-
butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) dichloride catalyst activated with different 
aluminoxanes with and without BHT. Two different activation procedures are used according to the 
findings of the polymerisation results summarised in table 2.1. For MAO and MMAO3A no 
activation time is considered prior to injection in the reactor. For PMAO and MMAO12, 10 minutes 
of activation time is considered. The amount of BHT used is adjusted to exceed the total amount of 
aluminium trialkyl species present in the different co-catalysts. 
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Table 2.2: Ethylene polymerisation data using different aluminoxanes and in combination with BHT. 
Run Co-catalyst 
 
BHT 
(g) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp  a 
 
Mw  b 
 
Mn  b 
 
MWD 
Tm 
(°C) 
Crystal. c 
(%) 
1 MAO 0 28.4 4000 9.0 2.6 3.4 138.5 81 
11 MAO+BHT 1.00 35.1 4950 7.2 2.7 2.7 140.2 77 
12 PMAO 0 20.0 2900 10.7 3.0 3.6 139.6 79 
13 PMAO+BHT 1.57 27.5 4100 10.3 2.8 3.7 138.9 78 
14 MMAO12 0 23.4 3350 7.1 1.1 6.7 139.1 74 
15 MMAO12+BHT 2.90 29.6 4300 17.2 3.0 2.4 139.1 77 
16 MMAO3A 0 2.7 390 n.d. n.d. n.d. 140.2 73 
17 MMAO3A+BHT 1.57 29.9 4550 8.5 2.8 3.0 139.2 n.d. 
Other conditions: Al/Ti molar ratio, 1200 when MAO is used; Al/Ti molar ratio, 2600 for PMAO, MMAO12 and 
MMAO3A; catalyst, 6.2 ± 0.2 µmol; reaction volume, 750 ml of toluene; reaction time, 60 min; ethylene pressure, 1.1 
atm; temperature, 10 °C. a kgPE/molTi*atm*hour, with a maximum error of 10% calculated by duplicating all the run b 
106 g/mol, c crystallinity calculated from the theoretical value of 100% crystalline polyethylene, 293 J/g21. 
 
The catalyst activities of table 2.2 are summarised in figure 2.4: 
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Figure 2.4: Catalyst activity as a function of the different co-catalysts, filled symbols represent the value of catalyst 
activity when the catalyst is activated with aluminoxane only. The unfilled symbols represent catalyst activity when the 
BHT is added. 
 
From figure 2.4 the highest catalyst activity is obtained when the FI catalyst is activated with 
MAO+BHT, reaching values of 5000 kgPE/molTi*atm*hour. It is important to consider that the 
amount of MAO needed to activate the catalyst is less than half compared with the rest of the co-
catalysts used (Al/Ti molar ratio is 1200 compared with 2600). Generally, when MAO is used as 
co-catalyst, lower Al/Ti molar ratio corresponds to lower catalyst activity. Considering that the 
Al/Ti molar ratio used in the case of MAO is lower compared with the other aluminoxanes, the 
activation capability of the MAO is possibly underestimated if compared with the other 
aluminoxanes. 
The catalytic system, formed by the combination of FI catalyst and MMAO3A, has an activity of 
one order of magnitude lower compared to the rest of catalytic systems studied. The TiBAl (present 
in the MMAO3A) has been proved to be detrimental for the FI catalyst due to an interaction with 
the imino bond of the ligand frame22. It has to be noticed that the TiBAl is known to produce H-
Al(CH2CH(CH3)2)2 and isobutylene generated after β-hydrogen elimination. The H-
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Al(CH2CH(CH3)2)2 can interact with the catalyst leading to non-active species. However, a possible 
insertion of the butylene into the growing chain leading to a stop of the catalytic system cannot be 
ruled out. For all the co-catalysts investigated, in the presence of BHT the catalyst activity is 
enhanced. This is particularly striking in the case of MMAO3A: when this is used in combination 
with BHT, the catalyst activity increases from 390 to 4550 kgPE/molTi*atm*hour. Hence, it is 
reasonable to think that BHT interacts with both, TMA and TiBAl, trapping them and preventing 
their damaging influence on the FI catalyst. 
 Figure 2.5 shows the ethylene uptake profile normalised for the amount of catalyst as a function 
of polymerisation time for different activation procedures. 
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Figure 2.5: Ethylene uptake normalised by the amount of catalyst used as a function of polymerisation time. 
Activation with MAO (black filled squares), MAO with 15 minutes delay before the polymerisation starts (black 
unfilled squares), MAO in combination with BHT in the activation (red filled circles), MAO in combination with BHT 
in the activation with 15 minutes delay before the polymerisation starts (red unfilled circle symbols), MAO used in 
combination with BHT in the activation and in the scavenger (red crossed circles). 
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From the ethylene uptake profile of figure 2.5 it is clear that the BHT has a significant effect on 
the catalytic system. When the catalyst is activated with MAO only, the TMA present in 
equilibrium with the polymeric form can interact with the catalyst leading to non-active species 
towards the ethylene polymerisation (scheme 2.2). This effect becomes more pronounced when the 
contact time is longer than few minutes. If the TMA present in the co-catalyst is reduced using the 
BHT, the formation of the non-active species is suppressed up to at least 15 minutes; this is evident 
by the ethylene uptake profile that becomes similar to the activation with MAO without delay 
before the polymerisation starts. However, the remaining TMA present in the portion of MAO used 
as scavenger, can still interact with the catalyst leading to non-active species toward the ethylene 
polymerisation. If the BHT is used in combination with all the MAO used in the polymerisation, the 
non-active species formation is completely suppressed during the entire reaction and the ethylene 
uptake profile is higher compared to all the other profiles. 
 
2.3.3 Thermal characterisation  
 
DSC characterisation is a fast way to estimate the molecular weight range of the polymer 
produced and its crystallinity. As mentioned in the introduction (section 1.3.7), the first melting 
temperature of the nascent powder can differ between UHMWPE and lower molecular weight 
polyethylene’s. 
Figure 2.6 summarises the first melting point and crystallinity of the nascent samples of table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.6: Melting temperature (black squares refer to peak melting temperature in oC) and crystallinity (red 
circles in %) determination of the nascent polymers synthesised by the FI catalyst activated with different co-catalysts. 
It was not possible to determine crystallinity of the polymer synthesised using the MMAO3A+BHT because of the 
presence of trapped solvent residues in the polymer. 
 
Apart from the polymers synthesised using MMAO3A+BHT as co-catalyst, polymers produced 
using the co-catalysts MAO, PMAO and MMAO12 with and without BHT and MMAO3A show a 
well-defined melting peak with nominal melting temperature about 139 °C during the first heating 
ramp. This melting temperature is characteristic of nascent linear HDPE/UHMWPE. Crystalline 
contents estimated from the enthalpy of fusion are in the range of 73 up to 81%. 
 
2.3.4 Influence of polymerisation conditions on the entanglement density  
 
The entanglement density of the synthesised polymers has been tested following the annealing 
protocol in DSC and rheological measurements4. The presence of entanglements in the amorphous 
region of the semi-crystalline nascent powder is investigated by annealing experiments, as 
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described in the experimental section. Different annealing times under isothermal conditions are 
chosen in a broad range varying from 15 minutes up to 24 hours. The isothermal temperature for 
each polymer is determined using the equation 1. Figure 2.7 shows a typical evolution of the 
melting behaviour as depicted by DSC after the annealing step. Change in the ratio of the two peaks 
with the annealing time suggests differences in the enthalpic relaxation behaviour of the polymer 
synthesised using different co-catalysts. The fast evolution rate of the low temperature peak at the 
expense of the high temperature peak is associated to the lower entanglement density in the 
amorphous region of the semi-crystalline polymer23. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Melting curves after annealing, as a function of the heat flow plotted for different annealing times of the 
polymer synthesised using MAO as the co-catalyst.  
 
To be more specific, after annealing, the melting peak (called A1 in figure 1.19) at low 
temperature, approximately 136 °C, corresponds to crystalline domains that have melted during the 
annealing step and re-crystallised on cooling. The high melting temperature peak corresponds to the 
portion of crystals that remained in the crystalline phase during the annealing step and undergoes 
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some re-organisation process (probably thickening). The melting temperature of these crystals 
increases with respect to the nascent powder (139 °C) and is found in a range between 141 and 
142 °C. It is apparent that with the increasing annealing time, the low melting temperature peak 
becomes more pronounced and increases in area against the one with the higher melting 
temperature. It is anticipated that the melting process during the annealing step occurs by 
detachment of crystal stems - enthalpic relaxation process25. The successive detachments of stems 
are hindered due to entanglements present in amorphous regions connecting different crystalline 
domains. This is clearly observed when similar experiments are performed on a commercially 
available UHMWPE (synthesised using a ZN catalyst). Hence, the area of one peak (for simplicity 
the first peak, A1) normalised by the total area of the two peaks (A1 + A2) can give an indication 
on the distribution of entanglements in the amorphous region of the semi-crystalline polymer as 
obtained from the reactor. Subsequently to the first melting after the annealing step, a cooling and a 
second heating run is performed. The classic peaks for crystallisation and melting of melt-
crystallised polyethylene at 119 °C and 134 °C, respectively are obtained for all the polymers 
investigated. The evolution of the area as a function of the annealing time of figure 2.7 is plotted in 
figure 2.8. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of annealing time for the polymer synthesised using 
MAO as activator. 
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From figure 2.8 the normalised area grows quickly in the beginning and goes to a plateau value 
for long annealing time. The initial slope and the highest value reached at longer annealing time are 
related to the entanglement density of the polymer. Higher values at long annealing times and 
slopes have been related to a polymer with a lower entanglement density4. 
Annealing experiments have been performed for all the polymers synthesised using the different 
aluminoxanes with and without BHT of table 2.2 (runs 1,11-15 and 17). Figure 2.9 summarises the 
normalised area as a function of annealing time for the different polymers synthesised using 
different co-catalysts.  
 
 
Figure 2.9: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of time for the polymers synthesised. Filled symbols refer 
to polymers synthesised using different aluminoxanes, unfilled symbols to aluminoxanes+BHT. 
 
All the polymers synthesised show an increase of the normalised area as a function of annealing 
time, which suggests that the synthesised polymers have a reduced number of entanglements. Some 
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differences in the initial slope and the highest value reached at the largest annealing time are 
observed. In particular, for MAO, MAO+BHT and MMAO3A+BHT fast initial increase in the 
normalised area and high values of the normalised area (> 0.8) at the largest annealing time are 
observed, whereas in the polymers synthesised using PMAO, PMAO+BHT, MMAO12 and 
MMAO12+BHT, in spite of the initial fast growth, the normalised area at the largest annealing time 
remains below 0.5. It should be noted that whenever the co-catalyst is used with the BHT, the final 
normalised area value is higher compared with the co-catalyst without BHT (Figure 2.10).  
 
 
Figure 2.10: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of time for the polymers synthesised using MAO, 
MAO+BHT (a); PMAO, PMAO+BHT (b); MMAO12 and MMAO12+BHT (c); MMAO3A+BHT (d). 
 
Another independent technique used to obtain information on the entanglement density in the 
melt is rheology. Recently4,19, it has been shown that small amplitude oscillatory rheology at a fixed 
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frequency in the linear viscoelastic region can be used as a suitable technique to study the evolution 
of linear polyethylene melt from its metastable (‘disentangled’) state to the thermodynamic 
equilibrium (‘fully entangled’) state. The authors observed that the absolute value of the storage 
modulus measured just after melting of the disentangled nascent crystals is representative of the 
synthetic conditions and can be correlated with the initial density of entanglements in the polymeric 
network. The same reasoning is used in this study to classify the disentangled state of the 
synthesised polymers.  
 
 
Figure 2.11: Evolution of the elastic modulus with time for the polymers synthesised using: MAO (filled squares), 
MAO+BHT (unfilled squares), PMAO (filled circles), PMAO+BHT (unfilled circles), MMAO12 (filled up-triangles), 
MMAO12+BHT (unfilled up-triangles) and MMAO3A+BHT (unfilled down-triangles). 
 
Figure 2.11 shows the evolution in time of the linear elastic modulus G’ of the melt (build-up). 
All the polymers characterised show low starting values of the elastic modulus, approximately 0.7 
MPa, and the build-up of G’ with time. The starting values of the elastic modulus of the polymers 
synthesised using different co-catalysts are below 1 MPa, a signature of the “disentangled” state of 
the polymers. Furthermore, a qualitative relation between the starting point and the density of 
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entanglements in amorphous regions was suggested in previous works19. Lower values of the 
starting point of G’ should correspond to lower density of entanglements. Following this concept, 
rheological tests suggest that the addition of BHT has a noticeable influence in decreasing the 
entanglement density in the case of MAO. For the other co-catalysts this difference is also noticed, 
even though smaller and possibly within the instrument’s error. It is interesting to note that both 
rheology and DSC annealing experiments show similar differences in the entanglement density with 
the polymerisation conditions. 
In figure 2.11, modulus build-up is followed for 180 x 103 seconds. In this time window, values 
of G’ for most of polymers characterised are significantly lower than the expected value at the 
equilibrium melt state, 1.8-2.0 MPa. From the figure it is apparent that some of the polymers require 
much longer time to reach the equilibrium plateau modulus. These differences in the modulus build-
up time can be related with the differences in the weight-average molar masses of the polymers 
synthesised using the different aluminoxanes. Different molar masses will take different time to 
reach the thermodynamic stable state, in particular following the power law Mw2.4 (from ref. 19). 
 
2.3.5 Influence of co-catalyst on molecular weight and molecular weight distribution 
 
For a linear polymer melt, the relaxation time follows a phenomenological relation as Mw3.4. This 
relaxation time corresponds to the reciprocal value of the frequency where the G’/G” crossover is 
found. Though this crossover point expected at the low frequency is not found in the accessible 
frequency range of the rheometer, the observed trend in the elastic and loss modulus with the 
decreasing frequency allows an estimation of the molecular weight and molecular weight 
distribution of the polymers investigated. The polymer synthesised are expected to have molecular 
weight above 6*106 g/mol. As mentioned previously (section 2.2.4), for the purpose of molecular 
weight and molecular weight distribution determination, the problem of reaching the 
thermodynamic stable state for molecular weight longer than 6*106 g/mol is overcome by an 
annealing procedure in melt state prior to moulding.  The frequency sweep experiments for the 
molar mass determination are performed in the equilibrium polymer melt.   
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Figure 2.12: Evolution of the elastic (G’, upper curve) and loss modulus (G”, lower curve) as a function of 
frequency for the polymers synthesised using MAO (filled squares), MAO+BHT (unfilled squares), PMAO (filled 
circles), PMAO+BHT (unfilled circles), MMAO12 (filled up-triangles), MMAO12+BHT (unfilled up-triangles) and 
MMAO3A+BHT (unfilled down-triangles). 
 
Figure 2.12 shows frequency dependence of the viscoelastic functions (G’ and G”) for all the 
polymers in table 2.2 (except run 16, where the amount of polymer was not sufficient). The 
evolution of the elastic and loss modulus does not show crossover point in the range of frequencies 
tested (as low as 10-4 rad/sec). From the measured elastic and loss moduli, using TA Orchestrator 
commercial software, the weight-average molecular weights of the polymers produced are all above 
7*106 g/mol, which confirms the ability of the FI catalyst to produce UHMWPE also when 
activated with MAO as well as other aluminoxanes.  
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Figure 2.13: Molar mass distributions for the polymers synthesised using: top left, MAO (filled squares) and 
MAO+BHT (unfilled squares); top right, PMAO (filled circles) and PMAO+BHT (unfilled circles); bottom left, 
MMAO12+BHT (unfilled up-triangles); bottom right, MMAO3A+BHT (unfilled down-triangles). 
 
In particular, when BHT is not used in combination with the aluminoxanes, the Mw is slightly 
higher compared to the activations in presence of the co-catalyst modifier (Figure 2.13). However, 
the values of Mn of the polymer synthesised using the aluminoxanes with and without BHT are very 
similar.  The higher values of Mw are apparently in contrast with the previous findings that describe 
the use of BHT as a mean to prevent chain termination processes that lower the molecular weight12. 
However, this difference will be further investigated later (see section 2.4). The values of molecular 
weight distribution of the polymers synthesised are in the anticipated range of 2-4 for single site 
catalytic systems. BHT in combination with the co-catalysts reduces the molecular weight 
distribution (by avoiding the formation of a second active species, this will be explained later). The 
decrease in the molecular weight distribution in the presence of BHT is in agreement with earlier 
findings12. 
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2.3.6 Morphological characterisation 
 
The SEM images of the nascent powder samples of table 2.2 and a commercial sample, for 
comparison, are shown in figure 2.14: 
 
 
Figure 2.14: DSC images of the commercial sample and nascent UHMWPEs synthesised with different co-catalysts, 
magnification between 30k and 50k. 
 
The SEM images of all the synthesised samples (with the exception of the polymer synthesised 
using the MMAO3A as co-catalyst where the yield was extremely poor causing the presence of 
high content of alumina) show lamellae platelets of approximately 24 nm24 and the absence of 
fibrillar morphology, which is normally observed in the commercially available UHMWPE 
synthesised using a ZN catalyst. These morphologies are in agreement with the previous findings 
and suggest that the crystals are loosely packed25 causing the observed low bulk density of the 
synthesised polymer25. 
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2.4 A comparative study on the influence of polymerisation 
time with and without co-catalyst modifier 
 
In order to understand the effects of the use of the co-catalyst modifier on the catalyst 
performance, further studies have been made to investigate the effect of the use of BHT in the 
catalyst activation with increasing polymerisation time. Industrially, MAO is probably the most 
used co-catalyst and, academically, it is the most studied co-catalyst for the synthesis of polyolefins. 
For this reason, the use of MAO has been preferred over the other co-catalysts. 
 
2.4.1 Effect of polymerisation time on catalyst activity 
 
Table 2.3 summarises the polymerisation data and molecular weights (Mn, Mw and MWD) of the 
samples obtained when activating the FI catalyst with MAO and MAO in combination with BHT at 
different polymerisation time. 
 
Table 2.3: Polymerisation data obtained activating the FI catalyst with MAO and in combination with BHT at 
different polymerisation time. 
Run Polym.Time 
(min) 
Co-catalyst Yield 
(g) 
Rp a 
 
Mw*106 
(g/mol) 
Mn*106 
(g/mol) 
MWD 
18 2 MAO 2.0 8750 0.7 0.5 1.3 
19 2 MAO+BHT 3.2 13750 0.6 0.5 1.2 
20 10 MAO 8.1 6950 2.3 1.2 1.9 
21 10 MAO+BHT 9.3 8150 1.8 1.0 1.8 
22 30 MAO 17.3 4950 5.6 1.8 3.2 
23 30 MAO+BHT 20.6 6000 4.2 1.8 2.4 
1 60 MAO 28.4 4000 9.0 2.6 3.4 
11 60 MAO+BHT 35.1 4950 7.2 2.7 2.7 
Other conditions: Temperature, 10 °C; ethylene pressure, 1.1 atm; catalyst, 6.2 ± 0.2 µmol; Al/Ti = 1200; reaction 
volume, 0.75 l of toluene; a kgPE/molTi*atm*hour, with a maximum error of 10% calculated by duplicating all the run. 
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Higher catalyst activities in the presence of MAO+BHT are found in the whole range of 
polymerisation time compared to the activation with MAO alone. The difference in the catalyst 
activities for the two co-catalysts is greatest at the lowest polymerisation time, more than 50% 
compared to 20% for all other reaction times, in any case above the maximum error of 10%. The 
higher difference at the lowest polymerisation time is probably due to the higher error that could 
arise on quenching the reaction performed for shorter times when the catalyst is more active. As 
shown in figure 2.15, despite the difference in the absolute values of catalyst activity, both curves 
show a similar functional dependence with the polymerisation time, suggesting that the average 
behaviour of the catalyst may remain unchanged when activated by MAO or MAO+BHT. The 
catalyst activity for both curves decrease as a function of the polymerisation time. At 10 °C the fast 
crystallisation of the growing chain leads to incorporate the catalyst into it. The decrease in the 
catalyst activity can be attributed to a possible transfer of the catalyst dissolved into the reaction 
media to a heterogeneous system. 
 
 
Figure 2.15: Rp as a function of polymerisation time activated by MAO (filled squares) and MAO+BHT (unfilled 
circles), from Romano et al.5 
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The higher catalyst activity obtained, when using MAO+BHT, is attributed to the reduction of 
the detrimental influence that TMA has on the catalytic system. This is in agreement with previous 
findings12 and could be related with: 1) an increase in the polymerisation rate or 2) a higher number 
of active sites, or 3) a combination of the cases 1) and 2). In the case of 1) the increase in the 
polymerisation rate should result in higher values of molar mass, while in the case of 2) there 
should be no significant difference in the molar mass. Thus the evaluation of Mn and Mw should 
provide insights on the polymerisation mechanism in the presence of BHT.  
 
2.4.2 Effect of polymerisation time on molecular weight and molecular weight distribution 
 
As previously mentioned (section 2.2.4), molecular weight and molecular weight distribution 
determination can be retrieved by fitting the elastic and loss moduli data of frequency sweep 
characterisation of the polymers using commercial software. The frequency sweep characterisation 
of the polymers produced are summarised in figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.16: Frequency sweep tests for the polymers synthesised using MAO+BHT (top) and MAO (bottom). Filled 
symbols represent G’, unfilled symbols G” for the polymers synthesised at 2 (squares), 10 (circles), 30 (up-triangles) 
and 60 (down-triangles) minutes, from Romano et al.5 
Figure 2.16 shows the frequency sweep data obtained from the polymer melts in the 
thermodynamically stable state, that is, after achieving the entangled melt state in the disentangled 
polymer. In broad generality, the shift in the crossover point to the lower frequencies is suggestive 
of the increasing Mw. This becomes apparent in the polymers obtained after 2 and 10 min 
polymerisation time. For example, with the increasing polymerisation time, in the case of polymers 
activated by MAO+BHT, the crossover shifts from 0.5 to 0.003 rad/s approximately. On the right 
side of the crossover point, at higher frequencies, the loss modulus decreases with the increasing 
polymerisation time. This is also indicative of the increasing molecular weight with polymerisation 
time. Figure 2.17 summarises the estimation of molar masses (Mn and Mw). Molecular weight 
determinations for the polymers of runs 2 and 21 have also been performed using GPC obtaining 
good matches with the rheological characterisations26. 
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Figure 2.17: Molar masses (Mw (squares), Mn (circles)) as a function of polymerisation time activated by MAO 
(filled symbols) and MAO+BHT (unfilled symbols), from Romano et al.5 
 
Increasing the polymerisation time from 2 to 60 min, the Mw increases from 0.6 to 9*106 g/mol 
confirming the synthesis of UHMWPE using the FI catalyst. Moreover, the living behaviour is 
confirmed in the earlier stages of polymerisation, an observation in accordance with earlier findings 
in similar conditions2. After the first minutes of reaction, the trap of the active site into the growing 
chain further contribute in the broadening of the molecular weight distribution. For polymerisation 
time longer than few minutes, the catalyst activated with either of the co-catalyst, follows a Shulz-
Flory distribution of molar mass27. Mn varies in the range between 0.5-2.7 million. Both Mw and Mn 
show the same functional dependence when the catalyst is activated with and without BHT, with the 
difference that Mn is similar in both cases while Mw grows faster in the activation with MAO alone. 
The similarity in the values found for Mn suggests that the catalyst behaviour in terms of 
polymerisation rate is the same for both activations, while the difference in Mw suggests higher 
molar masses when TMA is present in the reaction system (no BHT used). In the case of 
MAO+BHT this is apparently in contrast with literature findings where TMA is generally indicated 
as a chain termination agent that broadens the molecular weight distribution by increasing the 
fraction of lower molecular weight. The hypothesis to justify this finding is the possible formation 
of a bis-phenoxyimine titanium (IV)-TMA species which is capable of synthesising longer chains, 
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thus leading to a tail in the molar mass distribution in the higher value of molar masses. Our 
findings are supported from previous studies in which the authors show evidence of the formation 
of another species after activation with dried MAO via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy. Previous studies on the interaction between aluminium trialkyls and another bis-
phenoxyimine catalyst, reported by Fujita et al.22,28, showed that the TiBAl can interact with the 
imine bond on the ligand framework, resulting in a different catalytic species (a bis-(phenoxyamino) 
one) that produces higher molecular masses. The electronic and steric configuration of the catalyst 
used in the present work is different from the one mentioned in the previous studies22, but the 
finding of a higher Mw component and similar Mn in the presence of TMA, could be justified by 
invoking a similar situation, with the formation of a small fraction of a secondary catalytic species 
having higher molecular weight capability. In a more recent paper29 the same authors have further 
strengthened their hypothesis on the formation of additional species when the FI catalyst is 
activated with MAO, though the activity of this species is considerably small. The mechanism 
proposed by Fujita and co-workers can be used to explain our results, if we regard the main active 
species to be the same with and without BHT, while the secondary active species with higher 
molecular weight capability would only be formed in the presence of free TMA.  
The molecular weights of the polymers synthesised in presence or absence of TMA (without or 
with BHT respectively) have similar values of molecular weights at all the polymerisation time 
investigated. This indicates that the chain termination to the TMA is not the main chain termination 
process for the catalyst used (See scheme 2.3, A). 
 
2.4.3 Effect of polymerisation time on entanglement density 
 
In order to understand further the effect of BHT on the catalyst performance, rheological 
measurements are carried out to monitor the formation of entanglements and to correlate them with 
the polymerisation conditions. Figure 2.18 shows the normalised storage modulus build-up as a 
function of time for the polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst activated with MAO and 
MAO+BHT for the polymerisation times of 2, 10 and 30 minutes. As mentioned previously 
(sections 2.2.4, 2.3.5), the nascent powder of polymers synthesised at longer polymerisation time 
(60 min) having molecular weight that exceed 6*106 g/mol are not capable to reach the 
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thermodynamic equilibrium state in a reasonable amount of time and for this reason they are not 
included in the discussion. 
 
 
Figure 2.18: Elastic modulus normalised by its value at the equilibrium (G'N) during build-up for polymers obtained 
after 2 (squares), 10 (circles) and 30 (up triangles) min reaction activated using MAO (filled symbols) and MAO+BHT 
(unfilled symbols). Arrows point the estimated tm for the different reaction times and co-catalysts. 1,3,5 correspond to 
the reaction using MAO-BHT for 2, 10 and 30 minutes polymerisation time, respectively. 2,4,6 correspond to the 
reaction using MAO for 2, 10 and 30 minutes respectively, reproduced from Romano et al.5 
The figure depicts the normalised storage modulus, where the normalisation is performed by 
dividing each point by the storage modulus plateau achieved at the thermodynamic equilibrium 
state. The normalisation is required because in the spectra of frequency (frequency sweep), the 
values of elastic modulus at 10 rad/sec, in which the modulus build-up is performed, depends on the 
molecular weight of the polymer characterised. For both activations, MAO and MAO+BHT, the 
low starting value of G' is indicative of the low average density of entanglements formed during 
polymerisation. From figure 2.18 it is apparent that the density of entanglements achieved on 
polymerisation decreases with increasing polymerisation time. These findings are in agreement with 
previous studies19 performed in our group, where they have been related to the fast crystallisation of 
the chain segments produced after few minutes of reaction. From figure 2.18 we can observe that 
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the entanglement density of the polymer produced after 2 min polymerisation time is larger when 
the catalyst is activated with MAO+BHT compared to the catalyst activation with MAO only. 
Considering that the polymers have the same molecular weight, this suggests that the concentration 
of active sites is larger when the catalyst is activated by MAO+BHT. When increasing the 
polymerisation time, the difference in the starting entanglement density decreases, till it disappears 
for the 30 minutes polymerisation time. Recalling ref. 19, the possible explanation on the presence 
of the higher entanglement density, at the initial stages of polymerisation, is attributed to the 
absence of crystallisation and fast rate of polymerisation. Once the nucleation barrier is surpassed 
with the onset of crystallisation, the crystallisation rate increases and the polymerisation rate 
decreases. The latter occurs due to difficulty in the ethylene diffusion to catalyst centre surrounded 
by polymer. Since the catalyst activity is higher on activation with MAO+BHT, due to the higher 
number of active sites present, the formation of entanglements prior to crystallisation will be higher 
compared to the MAO activation. This explains the greater difference in the initial elastic modulus 
at the shorter polymerisation times. When increasing the polymerisation time, due to the ‘dilution’ 
of the entanglements, the difference in the initial modulus of the polymer obtained from 
MAO+BHT and MAO activated catalyst decreases. Considering that for the same polymerisation 
time, the amount of polymer obtained from MAO-BHT is higher than MAO, the initial modulus 
reverts, for an example see figure 2.18 polymerisation time 30 min. This further confirms dilution in 
entanglements with the increasing polymerisation time. Figure 2.18 also provide information on the 
time required for the metastable melt to reach the equilibrium state corresponding to the time 
required to reach 98% of the plateau modulus (tm, also called modulus build-up time). It is apparent 
that with increasing polymerisation time (or molar mass in this case), the modulus build-up time to 
reach the equilibrium melt state increases. Figure 2.19 shows a comparison between the polymers of 
this study and earlier reported data19 of the entanglement formation time as a function of number-
average (a) and weight-average (b) molar masses.  
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Figure 2.19: Modulus build-up time as a function of (a) Mn and (b) Mw for samples synthesised using MAO 
(unfilled circles) and MAO-BHT (unfilled up triangles). Filled symbols correspond to data from earlier studies19, 
reproduced from Romano et al.5 
 
The agreement between our data and the previous ones nicely confirms the relationship tm ~ Mn3, 
suggesting that the entanglement formation during the transformation of the polymer melt, from 
metastable to thermodynamic stable state, follows a chain diffusion process mainly via 
reptation19,30,31. 
 
2.4.4 Effect of the co-catalyst modifier on the mechanical properties 
 
In order to test possible differences in the mechanical properties (in terms of breaking tenacity, 
modulus and force required to stretch the polymer), two polymers synthesised with and without 
BHT have been evaluated. The polymers characterised correspond to the runs 1 and 11 of table 2.2 
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having the highest values of molecular weight. Table 2.4 and figures 2.20, 2.21, 2.22 summarise the 
main mechanical properties measured for the two polymers. 
 
Table 2.4: Mechanical properties (stretching force, modulus and breaking tenacity) of the samples synthesised at 60 
minutes reaction time as a function of draw ratio. 
Co-catalyst Draw Ratio Stretching 
Force 
(N) 
Modulus 
(N/Tex) 
Breaking 
tenacity 
(N/Tex) 
MAO 
21 167 36 1.09 
75 130 141 2.91 
136 142 181 3.95 
161 176 180 3.87 
170 170 188 4.10 
183 -- 184 3.97 
MAO+BHT 
21 -- 38 1.18 
88 160 162 3.36 
117 137 179 3.64 
131 148 194 3.82 
142 137 185 3.73 
155 155 193 4.05 
185 160 191 4.09 
Stretching conditions: Temperature of calender, 130 °C; pressure rolls, 5.9 atm; temperature hot plate for second and 
third stretching, 140 °C. 
The first information that can be obtained from the figures 2.20 and 2.21 is the ability of the 
polymer to be stretched in the solid state at very high draw ratio (further confirmation of the 
disentanglement state of the polymer produced), combined with high values of strength (Figure 2.20) 
and modulus (Figure 2.21).  
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Figure 2.20: Breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio for the polymers synthesised for 60 minutes using MAO 
(filled squares) and BHT-modified MAO (unfilled circles) as co-catalysts. The red line called “mastercurve” is a curve 
of breaking tenacity vs draw ratio built using previous disentangled UHMWPE samples at Teijin Aramid facilities, used 
as reference. 
 
The red line in figure 2.20 is built using previous samples of disentangled UHMWPE samples 
and it is used as reference for new samples. The two samples evaluated can reach draw ratios of 180 
and over, and they show increasing values of breaking tenacity up to a plateau value of around 4.0 
N/Tex (corresponding to 3.88 GPa using an average density value of 0.97 g/cm3). All the 
measurements of breaking tenacity lie over the mastercurve indicating that the polymer synthesised 
have excellent mechanical properties in terms of breaking tenacity. No significant differences are 
found comparing the values of breaking tenacity synthesised using MAO and BHT-modified MAO. 
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Figure 2.21: Modulus as a function of draw ratio for the polymers synthesised for 60 minutes using MAO (filled 
squares) and BHT-modified MAO (unfilled circles) as co-catalysts. 
 
Figure 2.21 shows the modulus as a function of draw ratio. A similar behaviour of the tensile 
modulus as a function of draw ratio is found for both polymers, with a plateau value for high draw 
ratio around 190 N/Tex (184 GPa). Also in this case, no significant differences can be found 
between MAO and MAO+BHT. Considering the high values of tensile modulus and breaking 
tenacity achieved, both polymers are suitable for high modulus/high tensile applications. 
Figure 2.22 shows the force required to stretch the polymer as a function of draw ratio. 
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Figure 2.22: Stretching force as a function of draw ratio for the polymers synthesised for 60 minutes using MAO 
(filled squares) and BHT-modified MAO (unfilled circles) as co-catalysts. 
 
An average force of ~150 N is required to stretch the polymers independently of the draw ratio. 
The scattered data are due to two distinct factors: 1) during the stretching, there is a continuous 
decrease in the thickness of the tape; lower thickness corresponds to lower force required to stretch 
the tape 2) contrarily, increasing the draw ratio, a higher chain alignment is achieved, increasing 
also the interaction between the chains; as consequence, further stretching of the chains require 
higher force to slip past each other. According to which factor is predominant a higher or lower 
force is required. 
The relative low values require to stretch the sample up to high draw ratio is another indication 
of the disentangled character of the polymers produced3. 
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2.5 Conclusions and future work 
 
In this chapter the catalyst bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)-pentafluoroanilinato] titanium (IV) 
dichloride (commonly known as the FI) is activated with different aluminoxane co-catalysts (MAO, 
PMAO, MMAO12 and MMAO3A) using different activation procedures, such as activation time 
and the presence of BHT during the activation. The influence of co-catalyst and the activation 
procedures on the entangled state of the synthesised UHMWPE has been investigated. These studies 
have been further extended to follow the influence of polymerisation time on the entangled state of 
the polymer with and without the co-catalyst modifier.  
The observations are that the activation using the MAO leads to high catalyst activity (4000 
KgPE/molTi*atm*hour) towards the ethylene polymerisation. Increasing the contact time between 
the catalyst and the co-catalyst prior to injection, leads to a lower catalyst activity (2650 
KgPE/molTi*atm*hour). The decrease in the catalyst activity is associated with the presence of free 
TMA in MAO that can negatively interact with the catalytic active species (i.e. dormant sites, 
scheme 2.2). To enhance the activation time a TMA scavenger, BHT, is used and its influence on 
the catalyst activity has been tested.  
The presence of the BHT enhances the activation time without influencing the catalyst activity 
up to 15 minutes. It is shown that the catalyst activity can be further enhanced by removal of the 
TMA present in MAO used as the scavenger. For example in the optimum conditions, explored in 
this study, the catalyst activity can be enhanced from 2650 to 4200 KgPE/molTi*atm*hour.  
It is apparent that by varying the co-catalyst, the catalyst activity is strongly influenced and the 
presence of BHT, independently of the co-catalyst, increases the catalyst activity. This increase in 
the catalyst activity is more pronounced in the presence of MMAO3A compared to the other co-
catalysts because of the presence of TiBAl. The catalyst activity is more influenced in the presence 
of the co-catalyst MAO compared to PMAO, MMAO12 and MMAO3A, even on using the larger 
amount of Al/Ti molar ratio for the latter three co-catalysts.  
The influence of co-catalyst (with and without BHT) on the entanglement density of the nascent 
polymer has been investigated by DSC and rheology. The observations are that in the presence of 
BHT lower entanglement density in the amorphous state of the nascent semi-crystalline polymer 
exists. In the presence of the co-catalysts PMAO, MMAO12 (with and without BHT) the 
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entanglement density is found to be higher than the MAO (with and without BHT). The presence of 
low entanglement density allows solid state processing of the UHMWPE in the co-catalyst MAO 
with and without BHT. Studies on the uniaxial solid state deformation of the polymers synthesised 
using the other co-catalysts is in progress.  
It has to be noted that all catalytic systems scouted in this study are capable of synthesising linear 
polyethylene having molar mass greater than a million g/mol. Compared to the number-average 
molar mass, the weight-average molar mass increases faster with the increasing polymerisation time 
reaching up to thirteen million g/mol for the polymerisation time of 60 minutes at atmospheric 
pressure.  In the presence of BHT the polydispersity index decreases, mainly due to slight decrease 
in the high end molar mass tail. A possible explanation for this decrease is attributed to the absence 
of a secondary active species resulting from the interaction of TMA with the FI ligand frame.  
Recent study from Bochmann et al. shows the formation of an outer sphere ion pair when the FI 
catalyst is activated with MAO7. The formation of an outer sphere ion pair is likely not to strongly 
influence the insertion energies for small changes in the co-catalyst structure. Considering that the 
effect of the co-catalyst on the molecular weight on the final polymer is not pronounced, possibly 
the outer sphere ion pairs are formed also when different co-catalysts are used in the catalyst 
activation. 
In the following chapter 3, influence of co-catalysts on a catalyst having chromium as the 
metallic centre will be addressed.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE using the [1-(8-
quinolyl)indenyl] chromium (III) dichloride catalyst 
 
 
In this chapter, the catalytic behaviour in ethylene polymerisation of the [1-(8-quinolyl)indenyl] 
chromium (III) dichloride catalyst activated using different aluminoxanes, with and without a co-
catalyst modifier (BHT) and with different activation procedures is tested.  
The catalyst can be activated with MAO and the resulting polymer cannot be easily processed in 
solid-state to make the high modulus/high strength tapes. When the BHT is used in combination 
with the portion of MAO used as scavenger, the resulting polymer having lower number of 
entanglements and can be processed in solid-state to make high modulus/high strength tapes. The 
nascent polymer shows molecular weight above 1 million g/mol (rheology and mechanical 
properties). The polymerisation can be up-scaled up to 9 l using catalytic conditions similar to 
those desired industrially without significant loss in catalytic activity while retaining the solid state 
processability.  
Other aluminoxanes can also activate the QC catalyst even in the presence of the co-catalyst 
modifier. The polymers synthesised also show some evidences of the disentangled state (build-up of 
the elastic modulus and normalised area). However, the presence of chain branches makes polymer 
characterisation challenging.   
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3.1 Introduction 
 
Chromium catalysts for olefin polymerisation are known since 1951 with the discovery of 
Phillips heterogeneous systems1,2,3, based on chromium oxide on silica. The studies that followed 
the discovery of this catalytic system run in parallel with the Ziegler-Natta ones. Many 
homogeneous catalysts have been synthesised and studied with the intention to elucidate the 
mechanisms that occur within the heterogeneous system. In the heterogeneous systems, the 
chromium (II) species is believed to be the active centre, but homogenous systems based on this 
species are only able to produce oligomers of ethylene.  These systems have industrial significance 
for the trimerisation of ethylene into 1-hexene, a product highly used in the synthesis of linear low 
density polyethylene. Following the family of catalyst based on chromium (II), catalysts based on 
chromium (III) and cyclopentadienyl ligands have been proposed which are capable of promoting 
the synthesis of polyethylene4,5. Considering the focus of this dissertation on UHMWPE, we will 
then target in this introduction only homogeneous catalytic systems based on chromium (III). 
The first studies aimed to prove the possibility of synthesising polyethylene with 
cyclopentadienyl(alkyl) chromium (III) catalysts were performed by Theopold et. al.6. However, 
this family of catalysts undergo catalyst deactivation after activation. Successively, several studies 
have been conducted by Enders et al. to prevent the catalyst decomposition after activation and 
improve the catalyst stability at higher temperature for industrial applications. The catalytic systems 
developed by Enders are based on half-sandwich chromium (III) complexes where an additional 
nitrogen donor coordinates the chromium centre5. Due to the rather low steric hindrance at the 
active site, some of them are also capable to polymerise higher α-olefins. Some catalytic systems 
developed by Enders are reproduced in scheme 3.1. 
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Scheme 3.1: Selection of catalyst (and respective ligand) structures developed by Enders et al., reproduced from 
Enders et al.5 
 
The catalysts of scheme 3.1 can be successfully activated using MAO, resulting in systems with 
a high catalyst activity (3000-3500 kgPE/molCr*bar*hour) for 5, 7, 8 (Scheme 3.1). In addition, 
relatively low reaction temperatures have been used (21 °C), a fundamental requirement for the 
synthesis of disentangled PE. However, the polymers synthesised using the catalysts of scheme 3.1 
have a molecular weight in the range of 1-5*105 g/mol (HDPE), far below the needs of the current 
project.  
Recently, Enders and co-workers have shown that some of these systems (Scheme 3.2) can 
achieve higher molecular weights, if a suitable co-catalyst modifier is used7. 
 
 
Scheme 3.2: Catalyst used in the synthesis of UHMWPE, partially reproduced from Enders et al.7 
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In order to elucidate the influence of the co-catalyst on the termination mechanism, the authors 
have performed the polymerisations by adding to the PMAO different co-catalyst modifiers such as 
aluminium trialkyls (TMA and TEA), hydridoboranes (9-borabicyclo[3,3,1]nonane (9-BBN)) and 
PhSiH3.  They found that, in the presence of boranes, it is possible to achieve a PE with a molecular 
weight of 5*106 g/mol. When TMA or TEA are added to PMAO instead, a reduction of the 
molecular weight is noted. A DFT study on the chain termination to the TMA, TEA and 9-BBN 
modifiers support the experimental findings, as for the catalyst considered, the chain termination to 
the aluminium alkyls is favoured over the chain termination to the borane modifiers (Scheme 3.3). 
In the same article, they also briefly mentioned the use of BHT as co-catalyst modifier to increase 
the molecular weight of the polymer produced. 
 
 
Scheme 3.3: DFT study on the transition states of the chain termination and insertion when two kinds of modifiers 
are used, reproduced from Enders et al.7 
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Considering the similarities in structure between the catalysts considered in the DFT study 
(scheme 3.3) and the catalyst chosen for this project (Scheme 3.1, 8), it is plausible to expect a 
similar behaviour in terms of chain termination process. 
For this reason, we have performed a systematic study on the type of aluminoxanes used for the 
activation of the QC catalyst, as well as the effect of modifying them with BHT. Section 3.3 will 
focus on the use of BHT in combination with MAO, section 3.4 is devoted to the influence that 
different aluminoxanes co-catalysts (with and without BHT) have on the catalyst performance. 
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3.2 Experimental procedures 
 
3.2.1 Materials 
 
All manipulations of air and moisture-sensitive compounds are performed under nitrogen or 
argon atmosphere using standard high-vacuum Schlenk techniques or in a glovebox. The same 
materials listed in section 2.2.1 are used with the exception of the catalyst. [1-(8-quinolyl)indenyl] 
chromium (III) dichloride is custom-made by MCat and used as received. 
 
3.2.2 Polymerisation procedures 
 
The polymerisation procedure used is similar in all cases, except for the activation of the 
catalytic system.  
A Büchi 2.0 l cylindrical round bottom jacketed glass vessel and a stainless steel lid equipped 
with a thermometer probe, gauge, ethylene feeding pipe, two pipes for vacuum and nitrogen, 
injection switch and a Büchi Cyclone 075 stirrer bar having three 4 blades propellers are kept under 
vacuum overnight at 125 °C by the means of a feedback loop control Huber Unistat 425 thermo-
regulator. The reactor vessel is backfilled with nitrogen and, after at least 3 cycles of 
vacuum/nitrogen, anhydrous toluene is introduced at room temperature. The solvent temperature is 
set at 10 °C and controlled by the thermostat probe connected to the thermo-regulator.  
1. Polymerisation with co-catalyst modifier, modifier used in the activation 
In a glove-box, the desired amount of BHT is dissolved in the total aluminoxane under magnetic 
stirring for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes of reaction between aluminoxane and BHT, 80% of the 
total solution is added to the reaction media (as scavenger). The nitrogen stream is then replaced by 
ethylene gas, and the solvent is saturated with the desired ethylene pressure. When the solvent 
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saturation is reached at the desired temperature, the polymerisation is initiated by addition of the 
desired amount of QC catalyst previously dissolved in 2-4 ml of toluene and activated by 20% of 
the remaining aluminoxane+BHT solution (as activator) and the monomer pressure is quickly set at 
the desired pressure. 
2. Polymerisation without co-catalyst modifier 
80% of the total aluminoxane solution is added to the reaction media. When the solvent 
saturation is reached at the desired temperature, the polymerisation is initiated by addition of 2.4 
mg of QC catalyst previously dissolved in 2-4 ml of toluene and activated by 20% of the total 
aluminoxane solution and the monomer pressure is quickly set at the desired pressure.  
3. Polymerisation with co-catalyst modifier, modifier not used in the activation 
In a glove-box, the desired amount of BHT is dissolved in 80% of the total aluminoxane used 
and kept under magnetic stirring for 30 minutes. After the 30 minutes of reaction between 
aluminoxane and BHT, the solution is added to the reaction media (as scavenger). When the solvent 
saturation is reached at the desired temperature, the polymerisation is initiated by addition of the 
desired amount of QC catalyst previously dissolved in 2-4 ml of toluene and activated by 20% of 
the total aluminoxane (as activator).  
For all the polymerisation procedures, the pressure of ethylene is kept at the desired value by 
means of a press-flow meter Büchi BPC6002 and the reaction media is stirred at 1250 rpm. After 
the required polymerisation time, the reaction is quenched by the addition of methanol. The 
resulting polyethylene is filtered, washed with copious amount of methanol/acetone and the 
polymer is dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 40 °C. 
 
3.2.3 Polymer characterisation with Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) 
 
The nascent powder is compressed into a plate of 50 mm diameter and thickness 0.6 – 0.8 mm at 
a fixed temperature of 125 °C, under a maximum force of 20 tons for an average time of 20 minutes. 
The resulting disk is deposited on a MKII Golden GateTM Single Reflection ATR system cell. The 
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measurement is carried out using a Shimadzu Fourier Transform InfraRed (FT-IR) 8400s 
spectrometer, collecting 64 scans using a resolution of 4 cm-1 in the range of 600-4000 cm-1. 
 
3.2.4 Other characterisations 
 
Similar thermal, rheological, mechanical and morphological analyses as described in 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 
2.2.5 and 2.2.6 are used. 
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3.3 Catalyst activation 
 
The main goal of this study is to determine the right reaction conditions in which the QC catalyst 
can synthesise disentangled UHMWPE, that can be solid-state processed into high modulus/high 
strength tapes. The effect of the co-catalyst modifier (BHT) used in combination with MAO is 
studied. It is found that by simply changing the addition sequence of the chemicals used, dramatic 
changes in the catalyst performance are observed. A tentative explanation is given on the basis of 
the presented results. 
 
3.3.1 Influence of the co-catalyst modifier on catalyst activity 
 
The following table (3.1) summarises the ethylene polymerisation results using the QC catalyst 
activated with and without BHT according to the different polymerisation procedures described in 
the section 3.2.2. 
 
Table 3.1: Ethylene polymerisation results using different polymerisation procedure. 
Run 
Toluene 
(l) 
Co-catalyst as 
Activatorb  
(ml) 
Co-catalyst as 
Scavengerb 
(ml) 
Co-catalyst 
modifier 
(g) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp  a 
 
Cr_1 0.75 MAO+BHT (1) MAO+BHT (4) 1.00 1.9 300 
Cr_2 1.00 MAO (1) MAO (4) 0.00 41.1 5450 
Cr_3 1.00 MAO (1) MAO+BHT (4) 0.55 32.6 4350 
Other conditions: Catalyst, 6.6 ± 0.5 µmol; temperature, 10 °C; ethylene pressure, 1.1 atm; polymerisation time, 60 
min; Al/Cr = 1150; activation time, 5 minutes; a kgPE/molCr*atm*hour the maximum difference in the catalyst activity 
recorded is 10% on two different runs.; b values in parenthesis represent the volume in ml of MAO used. 
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When the BHT is used in combination with MAO (run Cr_1) according to the polymerisation 
procedure 1, a very low catalyst activity is observed (300 kgPE/molCr*atm*h). If no BHT is used 
instead, according to the procedure 2 (run Cr_2) the catalyst activity increases considerably to a 
value of 5450 kgPE/molCr*atm*hour. This result led us to believe that the BHT could in some way 
interact with the catalytic centre, by deactivating it. However, it has to be mentioned that by 
removing the TMA, the catalyst may not be activated. To prove this hypothesis, we applied a third 
polymerisation procedure where the BHT was added only to the MAO used as scavenger, while the 
catalyst was activated by MAO alone. When used in these conditions (run Cr_3), the catalyst 
activity is still high (4350 kgPE/molCr*atm*hour) but slightly lower compared to run Cr_2. Figure 
3.1 summarises the ethylene uptake as a function of polymerisation time for the runs of table 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Ethylene uptake as a function of polymerisation time for the runs Cr_1 (unfilled circles), Cr_2 (unfilled 
squares) and Cr_3 (unfilled up-triangles).  
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From figure 3.1 it is interesting to note that both Cr_2 and Cr_3 start with almost the same 
uptake, but after few minutes Cr_3 starts to deviate slightly towards a lower value. This may 
suggest a competition between ethylene and BHT for the interaction with the chromium metal 
centre, possibly more favourable for the ethylene. The possible formation of the adduct Cr-phenol 
may be the cause of the low catalyst activity for the run Cr_1. However, it cannot be ruled out that 
the TMA has a significant role in the catalyst activation. In the scenario where the TMA has a role 
in the catalyst activation, the absence of TMA (depleted by the BHT) in the run Cr_1 may be one of 
the causes for the low catalyst activity. Comparing the catalysts structure of the chromium-based 
catalyst with the titanium-based one (see figure 1.17), it is evident that the steric hindrance at the 
active site of the tetrahedral chromium catalyst is considerably less than the octahedral titanium 
catalyst; moreover, the FI catalyst has two tert-butyl groups protruding from the front of the 
complex, which may further reduce the possibility of interaction with the BHT8. 
The ethylene uptake profiles in figure 3.1 suggest that, by removing the BHT from the activation 
step, it is possible to lower considerably the formation of the inactive QC-BHT species. Due to the 
low yield obtained for Cr_1, that made it impossible to perform a full characterisation especially for 
the mechanical tests, we have not included it in the following discussion. 
Recalling figure 1.17 it is apparent that the ligand packing in the FI catalyst is much closer to the 
metallic centre compared to the QC catalyst. In addition, late metals are more inclined to the 
possible formation of branches if compared with early metals. The more open ligand packing in QC 
compared with the FI catalyst also tends to accommodate more cumbersome olefins for the 
insertion. For these reasons it is necessary to check the possible presence of branches in the 
synthesised samples. 
 
3.3.2 Infrared spectroscopy characterisation 
 
In order to test the possible presence of branching, a fast and easy technique that could be used is 
the infrared spectroscopy. FT-IR is largely used to determine the content and the type of small 
chain branching (commonly up to 6 carbon atoms) in LDPE9 due to its large industrial production. 
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Information on the long chain branches can also be obtained; however, it is more difficult to 
determine the length of the long branches. 
FT-IR spectra of the polymer of runs Cr_2 and Cr_3 are shown in figures 3.3 and 3.4 
respectively. For comparison, figure 3.5 shows the FT-IR spectra of the polymers synthesised using 
the FI catalyst activated with MAO and MAO+BHT (run 1 and run 11 respectively of section 2.3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: FT-IR spectrum of the run Cr_2, no modifier used in the reaction. 
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Figure 3.3: FT-IR spectrum of the run Cr_3, modifier used in the reaction. 
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Figure 3.4: FT-IR spectra of the polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst activated with MAO (run 1, black solid 
line) and MAO+BHT (run 11, red dash line). 
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All the polymers tested (Figures 3.3-3.5) show the classic bands at 2915-2847 cm-1 (asymmetric 
and symmetric C-H stretching), 1460-1115 cm-1 (CH2 bending modes) and 719-729 cm-1 (CH2 
rocking modes) 10 ; no additional bands in the region 900-1350 cm-1 are observed (generally 
observed in branched PE). Hence, the possible presence of branches cannot be confirmed for the 
polymer of runs Cr_2 and Cr_3 or are below the accepted sensitivity for the technique (1/1000 
carbons). 
The possible presence of branches has been further investigated by solid state NMR 
spectroscopy without obtaining direct evidence of branches for the polymers Cr_211. 
 
3.3.3 Thermal characterisations 
 
The values of first and second melting points of the thermal scan according to procedure 2.2.3 
are summarised in table 3.2 and an example of the DSC scan for the run Cr_2 is shown in figure 3.6. 
 
Table 3.2: Thermal characterisation for the polymers of the runs Cr_2 and Cr_3. 
Run 
 
First Melting 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Crystallisation 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Second Melting 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Crystallinitya 
 
% 
Cr_2 139.7 119.0 134.0 76 
Cr_3 140.1 118.9 133.5 74 
a Crystallinity value calculated based on the 100% crystalline polyethylene12. 
 
The values of first melting temperature for both polymers are 140 °C, which can only suggest 
the synthesis of PE exceeding 1*105 g/mol. For all polymers, crystallisation and second melting 
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temperature values are 119 °C and ~134 °C respectively13 and an average value of crystallinity of 
~75%; similarly to the values found for the polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Example of DSC scan (run Cr_2), no modifier used in the reaction. 
The evolution of the entanglement formation can be traced using annealing experiments slightly 
below the melting temperature (see sections 1.3.7 and 2.3.4)14,15. The overlay of the evolution of 
the normalised areas as a function of annealing time for the polymers of runs Cr_2 and Cr_3 are 
shown in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of annealing time for the runs Cr_2 (filled squares) and 
Cr_3 (unfilled squares). 
 
Similar trends of the evolution of the normalised areas are found for the two polymers tested. In 
particular, the areas normalised increase as a function of annealing time and they both reach a value 
of ~0.8. The results of figure 3.7 suggest that the polymers produced have reduced number of 
entanglements between the chains. It has to be noticed that, contrary to the case of the polymers 
synthesised using the FI catalyst, when the BHT is used in combination with the MAO the value 
achieved at high annealing time is lower compared with the values when only MAO is used in the 
activation. However, the study conducted by Pandey et al., refers to polymers having relatively 
similar molecular weight. Potentially, the two polymers synthesised may be low and high molecular 
weight (below and above 1 million g/mol) and the difference observed could be related to the 
difference in the molecular weight rather than differences in the entanglement density of the 
polymer produced. 
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3.3.4 Effect on rheological properties 
 
To determine the entanglement density of the polymers synthesised from polymerisation runs 
Cr_2 and Cr_3, dynamic time sweep experiments are performed on the compressed nascent powder. 
The elastic modulus of the polymers synthesised using different activations are summarised in the 
figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Elastic modulus (G’) as a function of time for the runs Cr_2 (filled squares) and Cr_3 (unfilled squares).  
 
Both polymers tested show build-up of the elastic modulus with time and a low starting value. 
These indications are characteristic of polyethylene having a reduced number of entanglements. In 
particular for the run Cr_3, the modulus build-up occurs much slower compared to the run Cr_2. 
Moreover, the plateau value reached is much lower in the case of Cr_3 compared to Cr_2. In the 
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scenario where the chains are linear (having no branches), the slow modulus build-up and the low 
plateau value in Cr_3 suggests that the polymer synthesised has a molecular weight well-above 1 
million g/mol. This remarkable distinction in the two polymerisation conditions is not so apparent 
in the experiments performed by DSC.  This can be attributed to the normalised enthalpic relaxation 
process, which though will be dependent on the molar mass but in rheology because of following 
the modulus build-up power law (tm µ Mw2.4) will be more pronounced. The starting low modulus 
of the Cr_3 suggests the formation of lower number of entanglements during polymerisation. 
Oscillation frequency sweep tests are carried out on the nascent powder, and the results are 
summarised in figure 3.9. To recall, these tests can give information about the molecular 
weight/distribution of the polymer. In particular, a crossover between elastic and loss moduli at 
higher frequency is related to a lower molecular weight of the polymer.  
 
 
Figure 3.8: Elastic (squares) and loss (circles) moduli as a function of frequency for the runs Cr_2 (filled symbols) 
and Cr_3 (unfilled symbols).  
The oscillation frequency sweep tests carried out on the polymers of the runs Cr_2 and Cr_3 
show no crossover points of the elastic and loss moduli even at the lowest frequency of 10-3 rad/sec.  
However, if we extrapolate the data of the viscoelastic functions (G' and G"), the crossover point 
will appear below 10-3 rad/sec. It is rather obvious that the cross over for Cr_2 will be at higher 
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frequency compared to Cr_3. This difference suggests a higher molecular weight in the case of the 
polymer synthesised using MAO+BHT where the relaxation is expected at lower frequency. In a 
scenario where the chains have no branches, the polymer of run Cr_2 is expected to have the cross-
over point of about 1 rad/sec according to the reported molecular weight5. The shift at much lower 
frequency is possibly attributed to branches that sensibly lower the relaxation time.  
The modulus build-up performed on the pre-annealed sample (procedure applied for polymer 
expecting to have molar mass exceeding 6*106 g/mol) shows similar result of figure 3.8. Due to the 
impossibility of reaching the thermodynamic stable state expected for linear polyethylene (1.8-2.0 
MPa at 160 °C), molecular weight and molecular weight distribution could not be determined. The 
presence of branches explains also the incapability of reaching the thermodynamic stable state 
expected for linear polyethylene even when the sample is pre-annealed. 
 
3.3.5 Effect on mechanical properties 
 
Considering the contradictory rheological and thermal results (annealing experiments), an 
additional polymer characterisation that could help to have an idea of the molecular weight as well 
as the disentangled nature of the polymer produced, is the evaluation of the mechanical properties. 
According to previous findings16, the value of breaking tenacity and modulus strongly depend on 
molecular weight, while information on the disentangled nature can be given by the force required 
to stretch the polymer tested.  In particular, high values of tenacity (>3.6 N/Tex, >3.5 GPa) and 
modulus (>160 N/Tex, >155 GPa) are characteristic of linear UHMWPE, whereas low force 
required stretching the sample (< 200 N) is linked to the disentangled nature. Table 3.3 summarises 
the mechanical properties of both Cr_2 and Cr_3 of table 3.1. 
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Table 3.3: Mechanical properties of the polymers of runs Cr_2 and Cr_3. 
Run Draw Ratio Stretching Force 
(N) 
Breaking Tenacity 
(N/Tex) 
Modulus 
(N/Tex) 
Cr_2 62 67 2.49 143 
Cr_3 79 164 2.96 218 
Cr_3 90 180 3.09 214 
Cr_3 134 199 3.44 156 
Cr_3 163 203 3.61 174 
Cr_3 184 210 3.61 184 
 
From the data of table 3.3 the values of mechanical properties at high draw ratio (> 60) for Cr_2 
are missing due to tape breaking and impossibility to stretch the compressed nascent powder above 
a draw ratio of 60. The impossibility of solid-state processing the polymer Cr_2 reinforces the 
hypothesis of a polyethylene having very low molecular weight and/or contains some branches. The 
breaking tenacity and modulus of Cr_3 are shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11 respectively. 
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Figure 3.9: Breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio for the run Cr_3, modifier used in the reaction. The solid 
line called “mastercurve” is a curve of breaking tenacity vs draw ratio from disentangled UHMWPE samples made by 
the FI catalyst, and used as reference at the partner company (Teijin Aramid). 
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The breaking tenacity increases as a function of draw ratio and reaches a plateau value of 3.6 
N/Tex (3.5 GPa) at a draw ratio of 184. The values at high draw ratio (>100) are slightly below the 
mastercurve. Considering that this was the first attempt to replicate the properties of the polymer 
obtained with the FI catalyst, it suggests that this catalyst could constitute a valid alternative. 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Modulus as a function of draw ratio for the run Cr_3, modifier used in the reaction. 
 
Also the tensile modulus increases as a function of draw ratio and reaches a plateau value of 
~210 N/Tex (~204 GPa). The high values of breaking tenacity and tensile modulus are in agreement 
with the synthesis of polyethylene having a very high molecular weight. The force required to 
stretch the polymer is summarised in figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.11: Stretching force as a function of draw ratio for the run Cr_3, modifier used in the reaction. 
 
The average value of the force required to stretch the sample is ~190 N, which is a relative low 
stretching force, associated with disentangled UHMWPE16.  
 
3.3.6 Morphological characterisation 
 
SEM images of the polymers of runs Cr_2 and Cr_3 are shown in figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12: SEM images of the polymers of runs Cr_2 (left) and Cr_3 (right). 
 
The two images show large extended lamellae zones similarly of the SEM images of previous 
findings16 and the polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst.  
 
3.3.7 Consideration on the polymers synthesised 
 
The first melting temperature cannot be used to discriminate between branched and linear 
polyethylene; the long chain branches can co-crystallise with the main chain backbone so that 
differences in the values of enthalpy between linear and branched polyethylene cannot be 
appreciated. Considering that the thermal characterisation of section 3.3.3 shows no significant 
difference with the thermal characterisation of the polymer synthesised using the FI catalyst 
(section 2.3.3) we can only infer that the polymer synthesised may or may not contain branches, 
with a molecular weight exceeding ~1*105 g/mol. 
Linear rheological response of branched polyethylene is known to be heavily affected by the 
microstructural architecture of the polymer (frequency of branching and branching length) and 
molar mass17. Long chain branched polyethylene samples exceeding ~1*104 g/mol do not show any 
crossover points of the viscoelastic functions in the range of frequencies explored (100-10-4 
rad/sec)17. The presence of branches would explain the different plateau value reached in the 
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modulus build-up compared with the expected value for linear polyethylene. To recall, the method 
of Mead18 applied to determine the molecular weight and molecular weight distribution cannot be 
used because it refers to linear polyethylene once the polymer time has reached the thermodynamic 
stable state. It is still possible to determine the molecular weight and molecular weight distribution 
of the polymer produced via rheological measurements using other theoretical models; however, 
this determination requires the microstructural resolution in terms of both chain length and 
periodicity of the branches and this is beyond the scope of the current study. It must be noticed that 
currently there are no available commercial software for the determination of the molar mass and 
molecular weight distribution of branched HDPE/UHMWPE. Considering the promising results 
obtained and the lack of knowledge in this particular area, this kind of study can potentially be 
explored as future work. 
The very different mechanical properties observed for Cr_2 and Cr_3 further support the idea 
that the polymers synthesised are structurally different. According to the rheological 
characterisation and the impossibility of stretching the polymer over a draw ratio of 60, the polymer 
synthesised using MAO (without BHT, run Cr_2) could be polyethylene with molecular weight 
below 1 million g/mol with chain branches. Using BHT in combination with MAO as scavenger 
(run Cr_3), the concentration of the TMA can be effectively reduced, thus enhancing the molecular 
weight of the polymer produced. This is supported by the observations that: 1) the cross-over point 
of elastic and loss moduli in rheological frequency sweep experiments tends towards lower 
frequencies compared with Cr_2 (Figure 3.9) and 2) the mechanical properties of the polymer 
produced are similar in terms of tensile strength and modulus to the UHMWPE samples produced 
with the FI catalyst. Although the FT-IR spectra of figure 3.3 and 3.4 show no bands related to 
branches, the presence of branches in amounts that fall below the instrument sensitivity cannot be 
excluded.  
The disentangled state of the polymers produced for the run Cr_3 is confirmed by several 
features: 1) The increase of the normalised area as a function of annealing time (figure 3.7) in the 
DSC experiments 2) build-up in time of the elastic modulus (figure 3.8) in rheological experiments 
3) low force required to stretch the polymer (figure 3.12). It must be noticed that the possible 
presence of branches couple with the effect of different molecular weights on these experiments is, 
at present, not fully understood. 
It is however interesting to point out that, in suitable reaction conditions and with a careful 
choice of scavenger and modifier, it is possible to synthesise disentangled UHMWPE. To our best 
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knowledge, this is the first attempt to synthesise disentangled UHMWPE, which can be solid state 
processed into high modulus/high strength tapes, using an homogeneous catalyst not based on 
group (IV) metals19.  
The polymerisation procedure can be up-scaled to higher volumes and using industrial-like 
conditions without having sensible decrease in the catalyst activity, retaining the good mechanical 
properties20. This subject has been addressed in detail in the appendix 4 of this thesis where the up-
scaling from 1 l to 9 l reactor has been done successfully. In summary, the polymer obtained using 
the conditions similar to Cr_3 show desired mechanical properties in the uniaxially drawn tapes. 
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3.4 Aluminoxane co-catalysts 
 
In order to complete the parallel between the FI and the QC catalyst, we have studied the effect 
of using different aluminoxanes on the catalyst performance, with and without the addition of the 
modifier. The polymers synthesised are characterised via DSC and rheology and a tentative 
explanation for the observed differences in term of catalyst performance and disentangled state is 
given for the different co-catalysts and also in relation to the FI catalyst. 
 
3.4.1 Effect on catalyst activity 
 
The ethylene polymerisation data of the polymer synthesised using the QC catalyst activated 
with different aluminoxanes (polymerisation procedure 2) and in combination with BHT 
(polymerisation procedure 3) are summarised in table 3.4. The amount of BHT used is adjusted 
according to the amount of ‘free’ aluminium trialkyls present in equilibrium with the polymeric 
form, as reported by the manufacturer, in order to keep the BHT/aluminium trialkyls ratio 
approximately 1.5. 
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Table 3.4: Ethylene polymerisation data using the QC catalyst activated with different aluminoxanes with and 
without BHT. 
Run 
Co-catalyst  as 
activator 
Co-catalyst  as 
scavenger 
Co-catalyst 
modifier (BHT) 
(g) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp  a 
 
Cr_2 MAO MAO 0.00 41.1 5450 
Cr_3 MAO MAO+BHT 0.55 32.6 4350 
Cr_4 PMAO PMAO 0.00 45.3 6250 
Cr_5 PMAO PMAO+BHT 0.72 26.7 3850 
Cr_6 MMAO12 MMAO12 0.00 37.8 5000 
Cr_7 MMAO12 MMAO12+BHT 1.94 29.5 4250 
Cr_8 MMAO3A MMAO3A 0.00 10.0 1300 
Cr_9 MMAO3A MMAO3A +BHT 1.07 15.6 2000 
Other conditions: Al/Ti molar ratio is 1150 when MAO is used; Al/Ti molar ratio is 2050 when PMAO, MMAO12 
and MMAO3A are used; catalyst, 6.6 ± 0.5 µmol; reaction solvent, 750 ml of toluene; temperature, 10 °C; ethylene 
pressure, 1.1 atm; polymerisation time, 60 min; activation time, 5 minutes; a kgPE/molCr*atm*hour, the maximum 
difference in the catalyst activity recorded is 10% on two different runs. 
 
The QC catalyst is successfully activated using all the aluminoxanes tested. Figure 3.14 
summarises the catalyst activity for all the co-catalyst used. 
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Figure 3.13: Catalyst activity as a function of the different aluminoxanes used; filled symbols represent the values 
of catalyst activity when the catalyst is activated with aluminoxanes only, unfilled symbols represent catalyst activity 
when the BHT is added. 
 
The QC catalyst shows the highest catalyst activity when activated with PMAO (6250 
kgPE/molCr*atm*hour), but a good catalyst activity is also recorded with both MAO (5450 
kgPE/molCr*atm*hour) and MMAO12 (5000 kgPE/molCr*atm*hour). It must be noticed that the 
Al/Ti molar ratio is lower when MAO is used; hence, the comparison of MAO with the other 
aluminoxane is possibly underestimated (see section 2.3.2).  
Not surprisingly, when the QC catalyst is activated with MAO, PMAO and MMAO12 and 
injected in the reactor containing the BHT, the catalyst activity decreases, opposite to the 
observations made using the FI catalyst, with the notable exception of MMAO3A. With this co-
catalyst, the activity increases by 54% in the presence of BHT. Compared with the Ti-based catalyst, 
the Cr-based catalyst is capable to interact with the BHT leading to inactive species and this is the 
cause of the decrease in the catalyst activity when the BHT is used. 
The MMAO3A is the only co-catalyst that is sold in heptane solution instead of toluene, and this 
may be one of the causes for the observed difference. It has been observed that the catalyst 
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dissolution in heptane is more efficient than in toluene. Possibly, the dispersion of the catalyst from 
the heptane solution to the toluene medium is not. This could justify why the reactivity is higher in 
the presence of BHT, which is instead more akin to toluene. 
 
3.4.2 Effect on thermal properties 
 
The values of first and second melting points as measured by DSC experiments are summarised 
in table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5: Thermal characterisation of the polymer synthesised using the QC catalyst activated with different 
aluminoxanes with and without BHT. 
Run 
 
Co-catalyst First Melting 
Temp. 
(°C) 
Crystal. 
Temp. 
(°C) 
Second Melting 
Temp. 
(°C) 
Crystal.a 
 
% 
Cr_2b MAO 139.7 119.0 134.0 76 
Cr_3b MAO+BHT 140.1 118.9 133.5 74 
Cr_4 PMAO 139.9 120.0 133.7 75 
Cr_5 PMAO+BHT 140.1 119.5 133.6 73 
Cr_6 MMAO12 140.0 119.0 133.3 75 
Cr_7 MMAO12+BHT 139.8 119.2 133.7 72 
Cr_8 MMAO3A 139.8 118.5 133.2 77 
Cr_9 MMAO3A +BHT 139.4 119.2 133.3 76 
a Crystallinity value calculated based on the 100% crystalline polyethylene value of 293 J/g12 ; b values from table 
3.2. 
 
The values of the first melting temperature and crystallinity are summarised in figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.14: First melting temperature (black squares refer to peak melting temperature in oC) and crystallinity (red 
circles in %) from DSC characterisations of the nascent polymers. 
 
The values of the first melting temperature of the polymers produced range between 139.4 and 
140.1 °C with a crystallinity in the range of 72-77%. The average value of crystallisation 
temperature is 119.1 °C and the average second melting temperature is 133.5 °C. These values are 
all in accordance with those expected for PE exceeding 1*105 g/mol. 
DSC experiments with an annealing step are performed to evaluate the entanglement density, as 
previously explained in section 1.3.7. The results are summarised in figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.15: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of annealing time for the polymers synthesised. Filled 
symbols refer to polymers synthesised using different aluminoxanes, unfilled symbols to aluminoxanes+BHT. 
 
From figure 3.16 it is possible to see at a glance that the polymers synthesised using MMAO3A 
and  MAO (with and without BHT), show a consistent build-up of the normalised area as a function 
of annealing time, while those synthesised using PMAO and MMAO12 (with and without BHT) 
show a lower build-up with increasing annealing time. Interestingly, in all cases the plateau values 
for the normalised area at long annealing time are lower for the polymers synthesised in the 
presence of BHT (see figure 3.17). This tendency is opposite to what observed when using the FI 
catalyst in combination with different aluminoxanes (see figure 2.10). As pointed out in section 
3.3.3, we should take into account the possibility that the polymers synthesised without BHT may 
contain some branches and/or lower molecular weights compared to those obtained in the presence 
of the modifier. In case of long branches, they can co-crystallise with the main chains, and act as 
additional ‘chain ends’, which in turn increases the stems detachment and speed up the entangling 
process. Moreover, shorter chains can re-entangle faster than longer ones21.  
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Figure 3.16: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of time for the polymers synthesised using: top left, 
MAO (filled squares) and MAO+BHT (unfilled squares); top right, PMAO (filled circles) and PMAO+BHT (unfilled 
circles); bottom left, MMAO12 (filled up-triangles) and MMAO12+BHT (unfilled up-triangles); bottom right, 
MMAO3A (filled down-triangles) and MMAO3A+BHT (unfilled down-triangles). 
 
The correlation of the annealing experiments to the disentanglement state is valid for linear 
polymers of similar molecular weigths15, in our situation these conditions cannot be verified, so 
further studies would be needed in this direction, possibly after a better determination of molecular 
weight and branching content. 
 
3.4.3 Effect on rheological properties 
 
As described previously, oscillation amplitude sweep experiments at fixed strain allow to 
retrieve information regarding the disentangled state of the nascent polymer14, 22 . Figure 3.18 
summarises the build-up of the elastic modulus as a function of time for the polymers of table 3.5. 
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Figure 3.17: Evolution of the elastic modulus with time for polymers synthesised using MAO (filled squares), 
MAO+BHT (unfilled squares), PMAO (filled circles), PMAO+BHT (unfilled circles), MMAO12 (filled up-triangles) 
and MMAO12+BHT (unfilled up-triangles). 
 
We have not been able to run these experiments for the polymers synthesised using MMAO3A 
and MMAO3A+BHT as the nascent powders did not sinter adequately when using the procedure 
seen in section 2.2.3 possibly due to residual solvent in the nascent powder. 
All the polymers synthesised show build-up of the elastic modulus with time and a relative low 
starting point values which, according to previous findings14,22, reflect a lower number of 
entanglements between the chains in the amorphous part of the nascent powder. The increase of the 
elastic modulus is very slow for all the polymers produced, except for the polymer synthesised 
using MAO as co-catalyst; the same slow increase of the elastic modulus has been observed for the 
larger molecular weight polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst. The thermodynamic stable state 
expected for linear polyethylene (1.8-2.0 MPa at 160 °C) is never achieved during the time 
investigated, even if a pre-annealing procedure is applied to the samples as described in section 
2.2.4. This phenomenon could be related with the presence of branches, coupled with large 
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molecular weight of the polymer produced. Similar to the polymer synthesised using the FI catalyst, 
when the activator is MAO alone, the starting point of the elastic modulus is higher compared to 
when BHT is present in the reaction. An opposite tendency is observed for PMAO alone, where a 
lower starting point is observed if compared to the polymer synthesised using BHT. The starting 
points of the elastic modulus for the polymers synthesised using MMAO12 and MMAO12 in 
combination with BHT are instead very similar. In the case of linear polyethylene, lower values of 
starting point in the elastic modulus reflect a lower amount of entanglements in the nascent powder 
samples. Unfortunately, in the absence of data for molar mass and the quantification of the branches 
of the polymers synthesised, it is not possible to establish a correlation between the solid phase 
morphology and the linear rheological response of the melt state obtained on melting the nascent 
powder (starting point of modulus build-up).  
Frequency sweep tests are carried out on the synthesised samples. As mentioned before, for both 
the nascent powders and the pre-annealed samples the thermodynamic stable state of the elastic 
modulus expected for the linear polyethylene is not reached; for this reason, we have chosen to 
carry out oscillation frequency sweep tests once the elastic modulus was not significantly changing 
with time. Unfortunately, the determination of the molecular weight and molecular weight 
distribution is not possible, as the models used are only valid for linear polyethylene reaching a 
plateau value of ~1.8-2.0 MPa in the experimental conditions used, however, a rough determination 
of the range of the molecular weight of the polymers synthesised can be obtained by comparing the 
tendency to crossover of the viscoelastic functions. The overlay of the frequency sweep tests is 
shown in figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.18: Evolution of the elastic (G’, upper curve) and loss (G”, lower curve) moduli as a function of frequency 
for the polymers synthesised using MAO (filled squares), MAO+BHT (unfilled squares), PMAO (filled circles), 
PMAO+BHT (unfilled circles), MMAO12 (filled up-triangles) and MMAO12+BHT (unfilled up-triangles). 
 
It is apparent from figure 3.19 that none of the polymers tested show crossover point between 
elastic and loss moduli up to 10-3 rad/sec, indicating a molecular weight of the polymers produced 
that exceed ~1*104 g/mol if long chain branches are present. The values of the loss modulus for the 
polymers synthesised using MMAO12 and PMAO (both also in combination with BHT) are one 
order of magnitude lower than the elastic modulus leading to higher error during the measurement. 
Unfortunately at the present stage a proper determination of the branches is imperative to advance 
hypothesis and determine molecular weights and molecular weight distribution through rheology. 
In the future work, it would be interesting to determine the relationship between chain branches and 
the rheological properties within the metastable disentangled state of the nascent powder for 
polymer having a molecular weight exceeding 1*106 g/mol. FT-IR spectra of the polymers 
synthesised show no peaks corresponding to the chain branches; however, we cannot rule out the 
possible presence in an amount below the sensitivity of the spectroscopic technique (1/1000 C). In 
order to determine the branches content and their length, 13C NMR – Solid State NMR, GPC 
coupled with FT-IR measurements will be considered. 
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3.5 Partial conclusions and future work 
 
In this third chapter, the catalytic behaviour in ethylene polymerisation of the [1-(8-
quinolyl)indenyl] chromium (III) dichloride catalyst (QC) activated using different aluminoxanes, 
with and without a modifier and with different activation procedures is studied. A possible up-
scaling of the polymerisation process is also investigated (see appendix 4 of this thesis). 
According to previous findings, the QC catalyst is supposed to produce polyethylene with a 
molecular weight of ~2*105 g/mol when activated with MAO5 alone and, for a similar catalyst 
structure, the main chain termination is found to be the transfer to the TMA/TEA7. The idea that we 
have applied in this chapter is to use the BHT to reduce the TMA concentration by ‘trapping’ it in a 
more sterically hindered species, in order to enhance the molecular weight capability of the catalyst. 
We verified that the catalyst can be successfully activated using MAO alone, leading to a very high 
catalyst activity of 5450 kgPE/molCr*atm*hour in the tested conditions (see table 3.1). However, the 
catalyst has a very poor activity when activated with MAO in combination with BHT. If the BHT is 
removed from the portion of MAO used in the activation (20% of the total MAO), but it is used 
only in combination with the portion of MAO used as scavenger (80% of the total MAO), a catalyst 
activity of 4350 kgPE/molCr*atm*hour is observed. The observed behaviour when the BHT is used 
in the activation is tentatively ascribed to an interaction between the catalyst and the BHT leading 
to an inactive species. If the activation is then performed with MAO alone and the BHT is used 
with the ‘scavenging’ portion of MAO, the catalyst is capable to polymerise the ethylene, with a 20% 
reduction of the activity, as possibly a small fraction of catalyst is deactivated during the 
polymerisation process by the BHT. In a more advanced hypothesis, the thermodynamic of the 
interaction between the catalyst and ethylene or BHT could be both favourable, but the kinetic of 
coordination of the ethylene is faster compared with the kinetic of the reaction with the BHT. This 
implies that the catalyst can form an active species in the presence of MAO alone, and once 
injected in the reactor containing both ethylene and BHT, it will react preferably with the former, 
though a certain interaction with the latter cannot be avoided and it is responsible for the observed 
decrease in activity. This situation has not been found when using the FI catalyst. We should bear 
in mind that the FI catalyst is an octahedral system having two tert-butyl groups that can sterically 
“protect” the metal centre from the interaction with the phenolic oxygen located between the two 2 
tert-butyl groups in position 2 and 6 of the aromatic ring of the phenol8. On the other side, the QC 
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catalyst is a more open distorted tetrahedral system without cumbersome groups on the ligand. 
Hence, the phenolic oxygen of the BHT can easily reach the chromium without experiencing a 
strong steric repulsion from the ligand frame. From the electronic point of view, Fujita et al. have 
recently published a study where a polar co-monomer is incorporated in the main chain using 
different bis-phenoxyimine catalysts23. Hence, the combination of steric hindrance and tolerance to 
polar monomer make the FI less akin to interact with the BHT. However, the absence of TMA in 
the catalyst activation may have an influence and cannot be ruled out. 
The thermal characterisation of the polymers synthesised using the two polymerisation 
procedures (with and without BHT) show very similar values of the first (~140 °C) and the second 
(134 °C) melting temperature, crystallisation temperature (119 °C) and crystallinity (75%) that 
could suggest the synthesis of polyethylene with a molecular weight above 1*105 g/mol. Annealing 
experiments performed on the samples show an increase of the normalised area as a function of the 
annealing time, thus suggesting an initial disentangled state of the nascent polymers. The values 
reached for long annealing time as well as the growing rate, are slightly higher for the polymer 
synthesised using MAO if compared with the polymer synthesised in the presence of BHT. This 
difference is in contrast with the finding (see section 2.3.4) from the FI system, where the BHT 
tends to produce more chains, in a disentangled state. However, as pointed out in this chapter, the 
evolution of the area of the two peaks has been clearly explained and related to the molecular 
organisation within linear polymers15 of “similar” molecular weights. The possible presence of 
branches in the polymers synthesised with the QC systems obviously complicate the picture. 
Differences in the rheological characterisation of the polymers produced are also found if 
compared with the polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst. The modulus build-up of the 
polymers produced is slow in all cases and shows low starting values that suggest a disentangled 
state. However, the thermodynamically stable state expected for linear polyethylene is not achieved 
in the experimental time considered. The build-up of the elastic modulus performed on the annealed 
samples show similar behaviour of the nascent powder samples. The frequency sweep of the 
polymers produced show no crossover point between the elastic and loss moduli in the region of 
frequencies considered, indicating a molecular weight exceeding 6*106 g/mol in case of linear 
polyethylene or ~1*105 g/mol in case of branched polyethylene. 
The mechanical properties of the polymer produced activating the catalyst with MAO, with and 
without BHT, have been evaluated. For the polymer synthesised using MAO only, it was not 
possible to stretch the polymer at draw ratio beyond ~60, suggesting a low molecular weight and/or 
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the presence of branches in the polymer produced. The polymer synthesised using MAO in 
combination with BHT can be stretched in the solid state up to very high draw ratios. The high 
values of breaking tenacity and modulus achieved are in agreement with the synthesis of 
UHMWPE. The values of breaking tenacity and modulus coupled with a relative low force required 
to stretch the polymer suggest that the polymer synthesised have a reduced number of 
entanglements between the chains (entangled polymers can be stretched at high draw ratio using 
higher force; however, the values of tenacity and modulus achieved are generally lower16). 
The FT-IR spectra of the polymers produced have been performed in order to check the presence 
of branches. The FT-IR spectra (Figure 3.3 and 3.4) of the polymers synthesised using MAO and 
MAO+BHT do not show additional peaks in the range of 750-1500 cm-1 that could be attributed to 
chain branches. It has to be noticed that the accepted sensitivity of the infrared technique for this 
determination is 1/1000 carbon. It cannot be excluded the presence of branches below this value. 
The SEM images of the two polymers synthesised show some extended lamellae zones already 
found in previous findings16, but no additional information can be inferred from them. 
For the polymer synthesised using MAO in combination with BHT, according to the high values 
achieved of the breaking tenacity and modulus, coupled with a tendency of the viscoelastic 
functions to crossover at lower frequencies, the molecular weight of the polymer produced is above 
1 million g/mol. Considering the increase of the molecular weight of the polymer produced when 
the concentration of TMA is considerably reduced (by the BHT), the initial hypothesis that the 
main chain termination process is the transfer of the growing chain to the TMA for the QC catalyst, 
is verified (section 3.1). The polymer synthesised shows some evidences of the disentangled state: 1) 
Build-up of the elastic modulus with time in the rheological experiments, 2) increase of the 
normalised area with the annealing time in the DSC experiments, 3) a relative low force required to 
stretch the polymer during tensile tests. In our best knowledge, the [1-(8-quinolyl)indenyl] 
chromium (III) dichloride catalyst activated with MAO in combination with BHT, is the first 
successful attempt to synthesise disentangled UHMWPE using a homogeneous catalytic system not 
based on a group 4 metal, leading to a polymer that can be solid state processed in order to obtain 
high modulus/high strength tapes. These findings prove that the disentangled state of the polymer 
produced can be, in principle, achieved with any catalytic systems in suitable reaction conditions. 
The process (using MAO+BHT) can be scaled up to 9 l without a significant loss in catalyst 
activity retaining the good mechanical properties (Appendix 4).  
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Beside MAO, different aluminoxanes have been tested in the activation of the QC catalyst. The 
effect of the co-catalyst modifier has also been considered. PMAO, MMAO12 and MMAO3A can 
successfully activate the QC catalyst toward the polymerisation of ethylene. When the co-catalyst 
modifier is used in combination with MAO, PMAO and MMAO12 (all as scavengers), the catalyst 
activity slightly decreases. Opposite tendency is observed when the catalyst is activated with 
MMAO3A and the BHT is used with the portion of aluminoxane used as scavenger. We ascribe 
this difference to the fact that this aluminoxane is in heptane solution, instead of a toluene one. We 
observed that the QC catalyst is better soluble in heptane, while the BHT prefers the toluene; this 
could possibly lead to ‘segregation’ at molecular level that slows down the interaction between 
BHT and the catalyst. These preliminary data could open an interesting research line on the effect 
of the solvent on the catalyst activity and the characteristics of the polymer produced (in terms of 
molecular weight, entanglement density and mechanical properties), and further studies on this 
subject are needed to confirm the hypothesis made.  
The DSC characterisation of the polymers produced suggest the synthesis of polyethylene with a 
molecular weight above 1*105 g/mol, based on the average value of first melting temperature of 
~140 °C and high crystallinity (average of 75%). DSC annealing experiments conducted on the 
polymers show a significant increase of the normalised area for the polymers synthesised using 
MMAO3A and MMAO3A in combination with BHT. For the polymers synthesised using PMAO 
and MMAO12, both with and without BHT, the increase of the normalised area as a function of 
annealing time is less pronounced. The values reached at high annealing times for the polymer 
synthesised in the presence of BHT are always lower compared to those without. A possible 
explanation could be related to the different molecular weight of the polymer produced and/or 
possible presence of branches. If the polymer synthesised using aluminoxanes without BHT 
contains more branches, these can act as additional ‘chain ends’ and depending on the length of the 
chain branches will strongly suppress (molar mass of chain branches is sufficiently high to form 
entanglements with the neighbouring chain) or enhance the entanglement process (if the chain 
branches are only few methylene segments). However, at this stage we cannot verify this 
hypothesis, as the content and length of branches, as well as the molecular weight of the polymers 
produced are not known. It would be interesting to address the effect of chain branches on the 
annealing experiments in a future study. For the polymer synthesised using MMAO3A and 
MMAO3A in combination with BHT it was not possible to obtain a well-sintered material for 
rheological characterisation, the reason for this is possibly ascribed to  residual solvent in the 
polymers. For the polymer synthesised using PMAO, PMAO+BHT, MMAO12 and 
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MMAO12+BHT the rheological experiments show build-up of the elastic modulus indicating a 
reduced number of entanglements between the chains. Similarly to the case of the polymer 
synthesised using MAO, the thermodynamic equilibrium stable state for linear polyethylene is not 
achieved. The frequency sweeps for all the polymers produced show no crossover point in the range 
of frequencies considered, indicating either a linear, extremely high molecular weight material or 
polyethylene with branches. As a hypothesis on the structure-activity relationship is particularly 
difficult without the determination of the molecular weight and molecular weight distribution, we 
would like to further investigate the possible presence of branches (frequency and length), possibly 
using 13C NMR – Solid State NMR, as well as GPC coupled with FT-IR.  
As a final consideration, we should bear in mind that branched polyethylene could be 
advantageous for certain applications, due to a lower creep if compared with non-branched polymer 
(i.e. production of high modulus/high strength ropes)24. This feature could justify the reason to 
further investigate the QC catalytic system in a variety of reaction conditions. Further studies on the 
mechanical properties of co-catalysts beyond MAO are also in progress. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Influence of molar mass on tensile strength and tensile modulus 
of linear disentangled UHMWPE 
 
 
In the earlier chapters of this thesis, the influence of catalytic systems on the synthesis of both 
linear and branched disentangled UHMWPE has been addressed. In literature it has been also 
suggested that with the increasing molar mass, i.e. with the decreasing the number of chain ends, it 
shall be possible to enhance the mechanical properties of the uniaxially drawn chains. However, 
such a possibility in solution spinning gets restricted because of the requirement of low polymer 
concentration with the increasing molar mass and decreasing molar mass distribution. The 
synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE and its ease in processability in solid-state provides new 
opportunities to address the influence of molar mass on mechanical properties of the polymers. 
 In this chapter the influence of molecular characteristics (Mw and Mn) on the mechanical 
properties of UHMWPE processed in the solid-state is addressed. The polymers with the increasing 
molecular masses are synthesised either by increasing the polymerisation time or by increasing the 
ethylene pressure. The resulting polymers are characterised and the mechanical properties are 
related with the molar masses and entanglement density. 
The first set of polymers with the increasing molar masses Mw in the range of 2.3-8.0*106 g/mol 
and 1.0-2.6*106 g/mol for Mn has been synthesised at a constant pressure, and similar 
polymerisation conditions, except the polymerisation time. With the decrease in the entanglement 
density the tensile strength and the tensile modulus increases with the increasing molar mass (or 
the increasing polymerisation time). Polymers synthesised for the low polymerisation times (low 
molar masses) require lower stretching force during solid-state processing. 
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The second set of polymers has been synthesised at higher monomer pressures for constant 
polymerisation time. These set of polymers, at higher monomer pressure, show an increase in Mw 
and constant Mn. This finding suggests a possible chain termination to the incoming monomer. The 
entanglement density increases with the ethylene pressure possibly due to increase in temperature 
during polymerisation. Thus for very high molar mass the tensile strength decreases while the 
modulus and the force required for uniaxial stretching increases. 
Overlay of the mechanical properties at high draw ratio for different molar mass parameters, 
Mn and Mw, show different trends. Influence on mechanical properties is more pronounced for Mn 
rather than Mw.  
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4.1 Introduction 
 
As briefly mentioned in the general introduction, polyethylene is a generic name of a class of 
polymers having a very broad range of applications that vary with the crystal density, crystallinity 
and thus the associated bulk density of the material which is strictly related to molecular 
architecture. Polymer properties can be varied by modifying the molar mass and the branching 
content of the polymer synthesised. For instance, Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) is flexible and 
soft; the macroscopic mechanical properties are intimately related to its highly branched 
microstructure, which does not allow the formation of densely packed crystalline structure. The 
properties of polyethylene can be drastically modified by increasing the molecular weight above 1 
million g/mol and removing/reducing the branching. Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene is 
used to produce fibres and tapes having unprecedented mechanical properties required for an 
engineering material rather than commodity plastics1,2,3. Moreover, because of its bio-compatibility, 
high abrasion resistance, low fatigue and adhesive wear it can also be used as a synthetic material 
for hip and knee prostheses and joint replacements4,5. The added unique properties of high molar 
mass make UHMWPE of great relevance. Beside many studies conducted to prove its usefulness in 
several applications, fundamental studies have been carried out to understand the effect of synthetic 
conditions6 on the material’s properties. 
In Section 1.2.5 of this thesis has also been discussed that one of the main drawbacks of 
UHMWPE is the extremely high melt viscosity, which does not allow the use of the classic 
processing techniques like injection, blow moulding or extrusion, commonly used to process 
thermoplastics. An alternative route to process UHMWPE was introduced in the 80s by Smith and 
Lemstra7,8,9,10 (Figure 1.11). The processing route, aimed to reduce the viscosity of the polymer by 
reducing the entanglements between the chains, required the dissolution of the polymer in a suitable 
solvent in a ratio of 5% v/v (polymer in the solvent) to produce a viscous solution that can be 
drawn/spinned into fibres. Later, Rastogi et al.11, showed that it is possible to directly synthesise 
UHMWPE having reduced number of entanglements, leading to a polymer with an initial melt 
viscosity lower than the commercial (entangled) UHMWPE (Section 1.2.6). The virgin nascent 
powder having reduced number of entanglements can be solid-state processed below the melting 
temperature, to produce fibres and tapes of UHMWPE12. This route to process the polymer avoids 
the usage of large amount of solvent, uses milder temperature conditions during the process, 
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reducing the polymer degradation, and gives also better mechanical properties12. In this study we 
aim to address the effect of reaction conditions (in particular monomer pressure) and different 
molecular weights on the mechanical properties of the polymer. For the purpose, a series of 
UHMWPE are synthesised using the FI catalyst precursor activated with MAO and BHT-modified 
MAO. The ‘quasi-living’ behaviour of this catalytic system (see section 2.4) allows tailoring of the 
molecular characteristics of the synthesised polymer13. 
One of the unique features of the adopted synthesis in this thesis is that the molar mass can be 
increased by increasing the polymerisation time, at atmospheric monomer pressure. However, it 
becomes apparent that with the increasing polymerisation time the catalyst loses its quasi-living 
nature thus restricting the continuous increase in molar mass with the polymerisation time while 
maintaining the narrow polydispersity. Considering the high activity of the FI catalytic system at 
(and below) room temperature, the other thermodynamic parameter that shall be of relevance in 
controlling the molar mass, while maintaining the disentangled state, can be ethylene pressure.  
Such a possibility will also provide unique opportunity to investigate the influence of molar mass 
and molar mass distribution on the mechanical properties.  
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4.2 Experimental procedures 
 
4.2.1 Materials 
 
The same materials listed in section 2.2.1 are used. 
 
4.2.2 Polymerisation procedures 
 
Two different polymerisation procedures are used to synthesise polymers having different 
molecular weights. In the section 2.2.2-2 polymerisation procedure for the polymers synthesised at 
different time is described. What follows is the polymerisation procedure for the polymers 
synthesised at different monomer pressure. With the increasing monomer pressure, the 
polymerisation rate increases significantly leading to high yield. Due to technical limitations on 
supply the necessary ethylene rate, the use of BHT (which would further increase the ethylene 
uptake) is limited to the syntheses at different polymerisation times at atmospheric pressure. 
A Büchi 1.6 l jacketed glass vessel and a stainless steel lid equipped with a thermometer probe, 
gauge, ethylene feeding pipe, two pipes for vacuum and nitrogen, injection switch and a Büchi 
Cyclone 075 equipped with two 4-bladed (35 mm and 50 mm) propellers are kept under vacuum 
overnight at 125 °C by the means of a feedback loop control Huber Unistat 425 thermo-regulator. 
The reactor vessel is backfilled with nitrogen and, after at least 3 cycles of vacuum/nitrogen, 
anhydrous toluene is introduced at room temperature. The desired amount of MAO solution (80% 
of the total) is introduced into the reactor vessel as scavenger. The solvent temperature in the vessel 
is set at 10 °C and controlled by the thermostat probe connected to the thermo-regulator. After the 
desired temperature is reached, the nitrogen stream is then replaced by ethylene gas, and the solvent 
is saturated with absolute monomer pressure of 1.1 atm. The pressure of ethylene is kept at the 
desired value by means of a pressflow meter Büchi BPC6002 and the reaction medium is stirred at 
1250 rpm. When the solvent saturation is reached at the desired temperature, the polymerisation is 
initiated by addition of the desired amount of FI catalyst previously dissolved in 1-2 ml of toluene 
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and activated with the desired amount of MAO (20% of the total) and then the pressure is quickly 
set and controlled at the desired value. After 60 min, the reaction is quenched by addition of 
methanol. The resulting polyethylene is filtered, washed with copious amount of methanol/acetone 
and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 40 °C. 
 
4.2.3 Other procedures 
 
Same thermal, rheological and mechanical procedures of sections 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 are used 
to characterise the polymers. 
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4.3 Influence of polymerisation time on the mechanical 
properties  
 
To recall, in the section 2.4 is conducted a study to follow the influence of the co-catalyst 
modifier on the disentangled state of UHMWPE. A series of samples with increasing molar masses 
were also synthesised by increasing polymerisation time at atmospheric monomer pressure, while 
keeping the other polymerisation conditions the same.  
 
4.3.1 Polymer synthesis and characterisation 
 
Following the polymerisation conditions depicted in chapter 2, molecular characteristics of the 
polymers obtained are summarised in table 4.1. Compared to the polymers reported in the chapter 2, 
these polymers have been synthesised using a different reactor configuration (i.e. vessel, lid, stirrer, 
etc.). Remarkable to notice is the reproducibility of the data with some minor discrepancies (for 
comparison see table 2.3). Further information on the polymer characterisations can be found in 
appendix 5. 
 
Table 4.1: Ethylene polymerisation results for different reaction time. 
Run 
 
Time 
(min) 
Rp a 
 
Mw b 
 
Mn b 
 
MWD 
Tm 
(°C) 
Crystallinity 
(%)14 
24 10 9750 2.3 1.0 2.3 139.5 77 
25 30 6750 5.3 2.0 2.6 140.0 75 
26c 60 5400 8.0 2.6 3.1 140.2 77 
Other conditions: Al/Ti molar ratio, 1200; Al/BHT, 1.67; catalyst, 8.7 ± 0.2 µmol; reaction solvent, 1 l of toluene; 
ethylene pressure, 1.1 atm; temperature, 10 °C. a catalyst activity expressed as kgPE/molTi*atm*hour, with a maximum 
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error of 10% calculated by duplicating all the runb as obtained from rheological characterisation, in 106 g/mol, c catalyst, 
6.2  ± 0.2 µmol, reaction solvent, 0.75 l. 
 
Annealing experiments depicting the entangled state of the polymers reported in table 4.1 is 
summarised in figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of annealing time. Samples used for the study are 
summarised in table 4.1; filled squares, 10 min; filled circles, 30 min; filled up-triangles, 60 min. 
 
All the polymers investigated show increase in the normalised area as a function of annealing 
time indicating the synthesis of polymers having sufficiently low degree of entanglements between 
the crystals11. 
With the increasing polymerisation time (and consequently the molar mass) the slope of the 
growth rate of the normalised area decreases. The slope depicts disentangled state of the crystals 
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obtained during synthesis. Thus in principle considering the concept of monomolecular crystal, for 
the same molar mass, steeper the slopes more disentangle the polymer will be. At first instance 
these findings may appear to be in contrast with ref 6 and ref 15 where it is argued that the 
entanglement density decreases with the increasing polymerisation time, or molar mass. However, 
in ref 15, the growth rate of the normalised area has been compared between the samples of similar 
molar masses. In this chapter, comparison on the slope of the growth rate of the normalised area has 
been made between the samples of molar masses differing by more than a factor of two or four. 
Thus considering the simplistic model of successive chain detachment from the crystal surface 
(enthalpic relaxation process), the time required for the normalised area to reach the plateau value 
for a crystal having the highest molar mass will be considerably larger than the crystal of low molar 
mass. Important to note is that ultimately all polymers reach the plateau value 1, though the highest 
molar mass takes the longest time. The normalised value reaching 1 conclusively states that if given 
enough time the disentangled polymer, independent of its molar mass, will melt at temperatures 
lower than that predicted by normal heating runs. These findings conclusively demonstrate kinetics 
involved in melting of the polymers, where the melting process in the polymers is strongly 
influenced by chain topology in the amorphous region rather than the crystalline domain.    
 
4.3.2 Effect of polymerisation time on mechanical properties 
 
Mechanical properties of the polymers described in table 4.1 are summarised in table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of the polymers described in table 4.1. 
Run 
Polym. Time 
(min) Draw Ratio 
Stretching 
Force 
(N) 
Breaking Tenacity 
(N/Tex) 
Modulus 
(N/Tex) 
24 10 162 47 3.43 169 
24 10 180 41 3.42 171 
24 10 206 45 3.71 183 
24 10 256 49 3.94 187 
25 30 131 92 3.03 131 
25 30 178 90 3.86 178 
25 30 191 93 4.05 191 
26 60 163 101 3.89 174 
26 60 171 116 3.62 172 
26 60 195 107 3.94 191 
 
From the data in table 4.2, it is evident that all the polymers can be deformed uniaxially at least 
up to a draw ratio of 190, which confirms the ease in uniaxial deformation of the compressed 
disentangled UHMWPE powder. Details on the draw ratio and the compaction procedures required 
for the nascent polymer are described elsewhere12. 
A common feature for all the polymers investigated is the relative low stretching force (Figure 
4.2) requirement. The required force for the uniaxial deformation in the solid state (below the 
melting temperature) increases with the increasing molar mass.  It is also important to notice that 
after yielding no strain hardening is observed. The absence of strain hardening suggests absence of 
entanglements in the amorphous region of the semi-crystalline polymer16. 
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Figure 4.2: Stretching force as a function of draw ratio for polymers synthesised at different times; filled squares, 
10 min; filled circles, 30 min; filled up-triangles, 60 min. The lines are drawn as a guide where no fitting is performed. 
Although the data are scattered around the lines it can be conclusively stated that the stretching force increases with the 
increasing polymerisation time. 
 
The force required to stretch the polymers increases with increasing polymerisation time (i.e. 
molar mass). For example, from an average of 45 N required to stretch the polymer with the lowest 
molar mass (10 min), to an average of 108 N for the polymer having higher molar mass 
(polymerised for 60 min). 
Figure 4.3 shows breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio with the increasing molar mass. 
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Figure 4.3: Breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio for polymers with the increasing polymerisation time (or 
molar mass); filled squares, 10 min; filled circles, 30 min; filled up-triangles, 60 min. The lines are drawn as a guide 
where no fitting is performed. For the draw ratio below 200 it is apparent that the molar mass has implications on the 
breaking tenacity.  
 
High values of breaking tenacity (over 3.6 N/Tex) are found for the polymers stretched at high 
draw ratios. Similar values of breaking tenacity are found for the 30 and 60 min reactions, both 
higher compared to the 10 min reaction, for the draw ratio at 200. In particular, the breaking 
tenacity of the 10 min reaction is always lower compared with 30 and 60 min. For similar draw 
ratio values (~190-200) for the 10 min polymer, the breaking tenacity is 3.71 N/Tex, while this 
value  increases up to 4.05 N/tex for the 30 min polymer and 3.94 N/Tex for the 60 min polymer. 
Similar trends are obtained for the modulus as a function of draw ratio (Figure 4.4). The modulus 
increases with the increasing polymerisation time. 
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Figure 4.4: Modulus as a function of draw ratio; filled squares, 10 min; filled circles, 30 min; filled up-triangles, 60 
min. The lines are drawn as a guide where no fitting is performed. 
 
The modulus reaches the highest value of 191 N/Tex at a draw ratio of 191-195 for the polymers 
synthesised at 30 and 60 min. Lower values of the modulus are found at similar draw ratios for the 
polymer synthesised for 10 min. 
All results conclusively demonstrate that similar mechanical properties are found for the 
polymers synthesised for 30 and 60 min reaction times. It should be noted that these two polymers 
having different Mw, 5.3 and 7.2 million g/mol respectively, have rather similar Mn, 2.0 and 2.7 
million g/mol respectively. The similar Mn can be attributed to the fact that the system is ‘quasi-
living’, so after a certain reaction time, termination mechanisms start to compete with the chain 
growth, thus reducing the increase in the rate of Mn while widening the MWD.  
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4.4 Influence of ethylene pressure on the mechanical 
properties 
 
From the section above it is apparent that increase in the molar mass has the potential to obtain 
higher tensile strength and tensile modulus. In order to obtain even higher values of molecular 
weight of the polymers reported in table 4.1, a series of polymers are synthesised at different 
monomer pressures. 
In table 4.3 are summarised the ethylene polymerisation data using the FI catalyst activated with 
MAO at different monomer pressure while maintaining the other polymerisation conditions similar. 
 
Table 4.3: Ethylene polymerisation data. 
Run Press. 
(atm) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp a 
 
Mw *106 
(g/mol) 
Mn*106  
(g/mol) 
MWD 
27 b 1.1 63.6 4600 9.9 3.8 2.6 
28 2.1 51.8 3950 15.3 5.1 3.0 
29 4.1 90.5 3550 34.0 4.8 7.1 
Other conditions: Reaction volume, 0.75 l of toluene; catalyst 6.2 ± 0.2 µmol; Al/Ti molar ratio, 1200; temperature 
10 °C; reaction time 60 minutes; a kgPE/molTi*atm*hour; b catalyst, 12.4 ± 0.2 µmol; reaction volume, 1.5 l of toluene. 
 
4.4.1 Effect of monomer pressure on catalyst activity 
 
Figure 4.5 summarises the catalyst activity as a function of monomer pressure. 
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Figure 4.5: Catalyst activity as a function of ethylene pressure. 
 
The catalyst activity slightly decreases on increasing the ethylene pressure (Figure 4.5), a result 
that is rather counterintuitive, giving that the polymerisation rate should increase with increasing 
the monomer concentration. 
However, when observing the ethylene consumption as a function of time (Figure 4.6), it can be 
seen that after approximately 4 minutes of reaction the ethylene uptake is always higher when 
monomer pressures is higher. In other words, the molar mass produced at high monomer pressure is 
likely to be larger for the same polymerisation time. This is confirmed with the molar mass 
estimated by rheological studies reported in this chapter. 
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Figure 4.6: Ethylene uptake profile normalised for the amount of catalyst plotted as a function of polymerisation 
time at 1.1 atm (black filled squares), 2.1 atm (red filled circles) and 4.1 atm (green filled up-triangles). 
 
This suggests that when increasing the reaction rate at higher monomer pressures, the fast 
formation of high amounts of polymer leads to a rapid decrease in the catalyst activity due to 
difficulty in the monomer diffusion to the active sites. 
The small difference in the catalyst activity of run 27 and run 1 (polymer synthesised using same 
polymerisation conditions but different reactor configurations) could be related with a better stirring 
of run 27 (mechanical stirring) compared with run 1 (magnetic stirring), which may facilitate 
dissolution of the monomer from the gas phase to the liquid phase. 
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4.4.2 Effect of monomer pressure on molecular weight and molecular weight distribution 
 
The molecular weight (both Mw and Mn) and molecular weight distribution data of the polymers 
synthesised in table 4.3 are summarised in figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Weight-average molecular weight (black filled squares), number-average molecular weight (black filled 
circles) and molecular weight distribution (red filled up-triangles) as a function of ethylene pressure. 
 
From figure 4.7 it is apparent that the weight-average molecular weight increases significantly 
with increasing the monomer pressure, while the number-average molecular weight increases from 
3.8 to 5.1*106 g/mol when the monomer pressure is increased from 1.1 to 2.1 atm, and does not 
significantly change if the pressure is further increased to 4.1 atm. Since the number-average 
molecular weight of the polymer produced does not increase above ~5.0*106 g/mol on increasing 
the monomer pressure, the β-H transfer to the monomer is likely to occur for this catalyst, in the 
conditions used. The increase in the weight-average molecular weight on increasing the monomer 
pressure could be related with the formation of longer chains promoted by the secondary species 
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generated in the presence of TMA contributing in the broadening of the molecular weight 
distribution. At lower monomer pressure, the secondary species (slightly faster in polymerisation 
rate, but lower in concentration compared with the main catalytic species) could be limited by mass 
transfer limitation of the monomer to the active site by the main catalytic specie. Thus by increasing 
the monomer pressure and thereby enhancing the monomer dissolution in the reaction medium, the 
mass transfer limitation is likely to be reduced, and the secondary active species may not be limited 
in the polymerisation process. This could explain the fast growth in the weight-average molecular 
weight on increasing the ethylene pressure compared to the increase in the rate of the number-
average molecular weight. 
It should be pointed out that values of molecular weight exceeding 107 g/mol are affected by 
high inaccuracy arising from the rheological method adopted for molar mass determination. As 
previously mentioned, the accuracy in the molecular weight and molecular weight distribution 
estimation is based on the determination of the cross-over point of the viscoelastic functions (G’ 
and G”), i.e. response of the viscoelastic functions at low frequencies. For molecular weights that 
exceed 107 g/mol the crossover point is likely to be located at very low frequencies below 10-5 
rad/sec. To follow changes in the viscoelastic response at these low frequencies is a challenging 
task that cannot be achieved by amplitude oscillatory rheometry in the commercially available 
rheometers. Beside the limit that the force transducers will encounter to measure changes in the loss 
and storage moduli, the time required to collect a data point without degrading the sample can be 
questioned. To overcome this problem, stress-relaxation experiments are performed and the time is 
converted into frequency. What follows are the rheological studies performed on the samples 
synthesised at different pressures. 
 
4.4.3 Effect of monomer pressure on entanglement density 
 
The synthesised samples of table 4.3 show build-up of the elastic modulus (G’) with time, an 
indication of the disentangled state. 
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Figure 4.8: G’ as a function of time for the polymers synthesised at 1.1 atm (black filled squares), 2.1 atm (red 
filled circles) and 4.1 atm (green filled up-triangles). 
 
From figure 4.8, with increasing the ethylene pressure the starting value of the elastic modulus 
increases. The high starting modulus can be associated with the presence of high entanglement 
density in the polymers synthesised at higher monomer pressures.  It may be concluded that at 
higher pressure more entanglements are formed due to increase in the polymerisation rate. To have 
insight in the cause of the higher entanglement density at high pressure the temperature profiles of 
the reaction system during the polymerisation are shown in figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9: Reaction temperature profiles for 1.1 atm (black filled squares), 2.1 atm (red filled circles) and 4.1 atm 
(green filled up-triangles). 
 
Figure 4.9 clearly shows that despite using the cooling unit the overshoot in the maximum 
temperature in the reactor with increase in the monomer pressure is considerably high. The 
overshoot is due to increase in the polymerisation rate that generates more heat. Considering that 
most of the entanglements are formed in the initial stages of the reaction6, the increase in the 
temperature at the beginning of the reaction, increases even more the formation of entanglements. 
One of the requirements in the synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE is the low polymerisation rate 
compared to the crystallisation rate11, while the increase in the temperature (especially in the earlier 
stages of polymerisation) enhances the polymerisation rate and increases the nucleation barrier for 
crystallisation. 
Further characterisation of the disentangled state is given by DSC annealing experiments. Figure 
4.10 shows the evolution of the normalised area as a function of annealing time for the polymers 
summarised in table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the normalised area as a function of time for the synthesised polymers of table 4.3; 
unfilled squares, 1.1 atm; unfilled circles, 2.1 atm; unfilled up-triangles, 4.1 atm; unfilled down-triangles, commercial 
Sigma-Aldrich UHMWPE for comparison. Enthalpic relaxation process for the polymers synthesised at 2.1 and 4.1 atm 
have been evaluated for longer time. 
 
In accordance with the rheological data, DSC studies conclusively demonstrate that while the 
polymers synthesised at 1.1 and 2.1 atmosphere reaches the normalised enthalpic relaxation area 
value of one, the polymer synthesised at 4.1 atmosphere shows value lower than one. This clear 
difference in the enthalpic relaxation process clearly demonstrates that the sample synthesised at 
4.1 atmosphere is more entangled compared to the polymers synthesised at 1.1 and 2.1 atmospheres. 
On the contrary to the three samples synthesised using the FI catalyst, the commercial sample 
synthesised using the ZN catalyst hardly shows any enthalpic relaxation process on annealing. This 
remarkable difference in the enthalpic relaxation process on annealing is attributed to the contrast in 
the presence of entanglement density that inhibits solid state deformation of the ZN sample. What 
follows is the mechanical response of the three samples synthesised using the FI catalyst at three 
different monomer pressures. 
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4.4.4 Effect of monomer pressure on mechanical properties 
 
The mechanical properties of the polymers summarised in table 4.3, are summarised in Table 4.4 
 
Table 4.4: Mechanical properties of the polymer synthesised at different monomer pressure. 
Run 
Monom. Press. 
(atm) Draw Ratio 
Stretching 
Force 
(N) 
Breaking Tenacity 
(N/Tex) 
Modulus 
(N/Tex) 
27 1.1 158 108 3.88 182 
27 1.1 177 105 4.08 187 
27 1.1 187 119 4.36 195 
27 1.1 208 123 4.24 196 
28 2.1 149 125 3.63 198 
28 2.1 165 135 4.18 208 
28 2.1 178 124 3.82 204 
28 2.1 187 143 4.13 210 
29 4.1 159 158 3.78 198 
29 4.1 175 180 3.66 201 
29 4.1 195 187 3.75 206 
 
The force required to uniaxially deform the compressed nascent powder for the polymers 
summarised in table 4.4 is graphically represented in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Stretching force as a function of draw ratio for the polymers synthesised at different monomer 
pressures (table 4.4); unfilled squares, 1.1 atm; unfilled circles, 2.1 atm; unfilled up-triangles, 4.1 atm. The lines are 
drawn as a guide where no fitting is performed. 
 
For a draw ratio of approximately 190, the force required for the uniaxial deformation of the 
polymers increases from 119 N to 187 N with the increasing monomer pressure from 1.1 to 4.1 atm. 
The low stretching force needed to stretch the polymers further support the disentangled state of the 
polymer12. With the increasing draw ratio the force required to stretch the polymer slightly 
increases, suggesting absence of strain hardening, hallmark for the disentangled state of the 
polymers independent of the monomer pressure. The stretching force requirement with the 
increasing monomer pressure is in agreement with the entanglement density depicted by DSC 
annealing experiments. 
Figure 4.12 summarises the breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio. For the values refer to 
table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.12: Breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio for the samples synthesised at different monomer 
pressures; unfilled squares, 1.1 atm; unfilled circles, 2.1 atm; unfilled up-triangles, 4.1 atm. Though the data point is 
scattered some lines can be drawn as a guide to eye. 
 
For the polymers synthesised at 1.1 and 2.1 atm, the breaking tenacity increases with the 
increasing draw ratio, whereas a constant value of tensile strength for the polymer synthesised at 
4.1 atm is observed. In contrast to the data reported in figure 4.3, the breaking tenacity decreases on 
increasing the molecular weight of the polymer tested. The decrease in the breaking tenacity for the 
sample synthesised at 4.1 atm can be attributed to: 1) the presence of more entanglements causing 
challenges in the chain alignment during uniaxial deformation 2) The chain termination process can 
be followed by the production of new chains having lower molecular weights. Both explanations go 
in the direction of lower values of breaking tenacity. 
Figure 4.13 summarises the values of modulus as a function of draw ratios. 
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Figure 4.13: Tensile modulus as a function of draw ratio for the polymers synthesised at different monomer 
pressures (table 4.4); unfilled squares, 1.1 atm; unfilled circles, 2.1 atm; unfilled up-triangles, 4.1 atm. The lines are 
drawn as a guide where no fitting is performed. 
 
For all the polymers tested, the values of tensile modulus are very high (approximately 200 N) 
and increases with the increasing draw ratio. The increase in the tensile modulus with the increasing 
molar mass is in agreement with the data reported for the polymers synthesised using the FI catalyst 
at atmospheric pressure with the increasing polymerisation time (section 4.3.2).  
In summary, the modulus of the polymers synthesised at 2.1 and 4.1 atm are similar, and higher 
than the polymer synthesised at 1.1 atm. The polymers synthesised at 2.1 and 4.1 atm have similar 
Mn 5.1 and 4.8 million g/mol respectively. 
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4.5 Conclusions and future work 
 
From the results presented in this chapter it is evident that synthetic conditions, such as 
polymerisation pressure (that influences heat dissipation during polymerisation) and polymerisation 
time, both have a strong influence on tailoring the entangled state in the amorphous region of the 
semi-crystalline polymer and the weight-average molecular weight/distribution. Considering the 
abstract physical nature of entanglements their quantification (or estimation) has been a challenge. 
In this study it is conclusively demonstrated that the kinetics of the enthalpic relaxation process on 
annealing strongly depends on the molar mass and the constrained state of the chain segments in the 
amorphous region of the nascent semi-crystalline polymer. For the comparison and generality of the 
enthalpic relaxation process on annealing, data obtained by increasing the polymerisation time at 
atmospheric pressure (section 4.3) and by varying the polymerisation pressure at constant time 
(section 4.4)  are summarised in the figure 4.14.   
 
 
Figure 4.14: Normalised area as a function of annealing time for the polymers synthesised at different time (filled 
symbols) and different pressure (unfilled symbols). Samples are named a_b, where a is the Mw and b is the Mn 
expressed in million g/mol. 
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The figure conclusively demonstrates that the slope of the normalised area during the enthalpic 
relaxation process on annealing decreases with the increasing annealing time. Time required for 
samples to reach the plateau value increases with the increasing molar mass. Moreover, it also 
becomes evident that the samples that reach the plateau value of one can be stretched uniaxially to 
the ultimate properties, with low deformation forces required. On the other side, the sample that 
cannot reach the normalised area value of one falls below the ultimate achievable tensile strength 
and does require higher stretching forces (for example the polymer synthesised at 4.1 atm).  
What follows is the influence of entanglements and molecular weight on the mechanical 
properties. 
In order to understand which are the predominant factors that influences the mechanical 
properties the most, it could be helpful to overlay the mechanical properties at high draw ratio 
(~180) of tables 4.2 and 4.4 of the different polymers synthesised (tables 4.1 and 4.3) as a function 
of molar mass (both Mw and Mn). The stretching force plotted as a function of the molar masses is 
summarised in figure 4.15. 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Stretching force as a function of molar masses; filled up-triangles, Mw; unfilled up-triangles, Mn. 
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The force required to stretch the samples increases with increasing Mw as well as Mn. In 
particular, for small changes in the molar masses the stretching force increases faster for Mn rather 
than Mw. 
 
Figure 4.16: Tensile modulus as a function of molar masses; filled circles, Mw; unfilled circles, Mn. 
 
Similar trend of figure 4.15 is obtained for the modulus (Figure 4.16) as a function of the 
different molar masses. For small changes in the molar mass the increase in the tensile modulus is 
more pronounced for the number-average molar mass compared to the weight-average molar mass.  
The breaking tenacity as a function of the molar masses is summarised in figure 4.17.  
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Figure 4.17: Breaking tenacity as a function of molar masses; filled squares, Mw; unfilled squares, Mn. 
 
Figure 4.17 shows an increase in the breaking tenacity for the first three samples (different 
polymerisation time), then decreases (different monomer pressure). Important to note is that unlike 
the tensile modulus, the tensile strength to break is strongly influenced by the entanglement density 
as well as the molar mass. The ultimate tensile strength combined with tensile modulus can be 
perceived by making a disentangled linear Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene having 
number-average molecular weight > 5 million g/mol and avoiding the low molar mass component.   
A possible explanation of the observed difference in the dependence of the mechanical 
properties as a function of the different molar masses could be ascribed to the definition of the 
molar masses and the molecular configuration achieved during the stretching. The weight-average 
molecular weight (Mw) is mathematically expressed as a function of the number of chains Ni with 
molar mass Mi as17 
𝑀�𝑤 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑀𝑖2𝑖 /∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑀𝑖𝑖   (1) 
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the determination of the value of Mw is located close to the tail of the molecular weight distribution 
corresponding to the longer chains (see figure 1.9); while, according to the definition of the 
number-average molecular weight (equation 2)17 
𝑀𝑛 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑀𝑖𝑖 /∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑖  (2) 
the determination is located close to the top of the distribution (see figure 1.9). 
In the case of the number-average molecular weight, most of the chains are characterised by 
having that value of molecular weight, while in the case of the weight-average molecular weight the 
majority of the chains are shorter than the estimated value. It is generally accepted that the breaking 
point or failure in any mechanical testing is determined by the weakest point18; hence, it is plausible 
that the mechanical properties of figures 4.15-4.17 are determined by the weakest components and 
a better determination for them is the number-average molecular weight rather than the weight-
average molecular weight. In this point of view, and according to the results, an increase in the 
number-average molecular weight is more significant compared with the same increase in the 
weight-average molecular weight. The molecular weight distribution of the molar masses plays a 
crucial role. Different catalytic systems are known to produce polymers with a very broad range of 
molar masses and distributions. For example, Ziegler-Natta heterogeneous catalytic systems 
generally produce polymers with a large molecular weight distribution. In contrast, single site 
homogeneous catalytic systems synthesise polymers having narrower molecular weight distribution. 
When a polymer has a large molecular weight distribution, the discrepancy in the determination of 
the molar masses (Mn and Mw) and the lowest components are even bigger if compared with 
polymer having narrow molecular weight distribution.  
Keeping the above concepts in mind, if we consider the alignment of the chains during uniaxial 
deformation, the lowest components can be stretched up to a certain extent, while the longer chains 
at the same draw ratio are less stretched. If we try to keep stretching the polymer, the chains which 
are most stretched (lowest components) will fail even if the longer chains can be still stretched 
(higher components). Therefore, it is clear why the mechanical properties changes more rapidly 
using a determination of the molar mass closer to the lower molecular weight components (Mn) 
rather than an estimation close to the high molecular weights tail (Mw). 
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It is common, when dealing with polymers, to refer the weight-average molecular weight but, in 
the context where the lowest components are the limiting step in order to achieve the ultimate 
properties, it could be wise to use the number-average molecular weight. 
Unfortunately, from the sets of polymers synthesised, it is not possible to establish for the same 
molar masses the effect of different entanglement densities on the mechanical properties. Some 
information can be obtained on comparing the samples synthesised at 2.1 and 4.1 atmospheres. 
Both samples show similar number-average molecular weight though the weight-average molecular 
weight and entanglement density differs. To recall, the sample synthesised at 4.1 atm. show lower 
breaking tenacity compared to the sample synthesised at 2.1 atm. We aim to investigate this aspect 
in future studies. 
The next chapter will summarise the main conclusions obtained in this thesis. Similarities and 
differences between the investigated catalytic systems and polymer characterisations are addressed. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 Conclusions 
 
 
The main aims and conclusions of this thesis are presented in this chapter. Chapter 2 and 3 
show the possibility of synthesising disentangled UHMWPE using different catalytic systems in 
terms of changing either the catalyst and/or the co-catalyst, with the possibility to tailor the 
entanglement density of the polymer produced by changing the catalytic system. The FI catalyst is 
capable to synthesise UHMWPE when activated with different aluminoxane co-catalysts, and in 
combination with the BHT, as proved by rheological characterisation of the molar masses of the 
polymers produced (above 7*106 g/mol). The QC catalyst is also capable to synthesise UHMWPE 
when activated with MAO in combination with BHT using a new activation procedure. The BHT 
has different effect on the catalysts studied. When the BHT is used in combination with the system 
FI/aluminoxane, is observed a reduction of the weight-average molecular weight while the number-
average molecular weight is retained, with respect to the system FI/aluminoxane alone. In the 
activation using MMAO3A, the BHT increases the catalyst activity of one order of magnitude. The 
QC catalyst possibly can interact with the BHT leading to non-active species toward the 
polymerisation of ethylene. According to indications from the mechanical and rheological 
characterisations, the BHT increases the molecular weight of the polymers produced leading to 
synthesise UHMWPE that can solid state processed into tapes. Rheological measurements suggest 
the presence of branches in the polymers produced with the QC catalyst. The mechanical 
properties of disentangled UHMWPE having different molecular weights are analysed and they 
show different dependence with Mn, Mw and entanglement density of the polymers. Considerations 
on some deactivation and chain termination processes regarding the two catalysts are advanced. 
The FI catalyst shows deactivation processes due to the TMA in different stages of the activation 
and polymerisation. Chain termination to the monomer after reaching ~5*106 g/mol of Mn is 
proposed. For the QC catalyst, the increase in the molar mass when the BHT is used proves that 
the main chain termination process is to the TMA. 
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5.1 General conclusions 
 
In this thesis we have explored the catalytic performances of two homogeneous single-site 
catalysts for the synthesis of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene having a reduced number of 
entanglements. The three main goals of this study have been: 
1) To explore the influence of co-catalysts on single-site catalysts in tailoring the disentangled 
state of UHMWPE. 
2) To investigate the possibility of synthesising disentangled UHMWPE using different single-
site catalyst under suitable reaction conditions. 
3) To establish correlation between polymer characteristics (entanglement density, molar mass 
and molar mass distribution) and their influence on mechanical properties 
The polymers synthesised have been characterised with the help of differential scanning 
calorimetry, rheology, scanning electron microscopy, mechanical testing and infrared spectroscopy. 
The first catalyst tested, in chapter 2, is the bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)-pentafluoroanilinato] 
titanium (IV) dichloride (FI). This catalyst has been reported earlier to synthesise UHMWPE 
having a reduced number of entanglements when activated with MAO1,2. For this specific catalytic 
system we have explored the influence of different aluminoxane-based co-catalysts, namely PMAO, 
MMAO12 and MMAO3A. The influence of a trimethylaluminium scavenger, 2,4-di-tert-butyl-4-
methylphenol (BHT), has been also investigated.  
The second catalyst tested, in chapter 3, is the [1-(8-quinolyl)indenyl] chromium (III) dichloride 
catalyst (QC). Compared to the FI catalyst, used in chapter 2, the QC complex has completely 
different features, both sterically and electronically. 
The QC catalyst is also capable of synthesising low molecular weight PE when activated with 
MAO3. Previous studies using hybridoboranes as co-catalyst modifiers show the potential of this 
catalyst towards the synthesis of UHMWPE4. However, no studies on the entanglement density 
and/or processability of the polymers synthesised using this catalyst have been reported. We have 
explored different catalytic systems based on QC (activated with a number of aluminoxanes, with 
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and without BHT) and different polymerisation procedures. The influence of co-catalysts and the 
modifier (BHT) on the entangled state of polyethylene has been investigated. For the purpose 
samples in larger quantities have been synthesised in a larger reactor. 
What follows are some general conclusions that can be made from the results obtained, as well 
as some suggestions for future work.  
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5.2 Synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE using different 
catalytic systems 
 
The polymerisation of olefin in mild conditions of temperature and pressure can be achieved 
using a combination of a transition metal species (the catalyst) and an activator (the co-catalyst) 
based on group III atoms (preferably Al or B) 
It has been shown by numerous studies that changing the nature of the co-catalyst can lead to 
dramatic changes in the catalytic performance as well as the molecular characteristics 
(entanglements, molar mass, molar mass distribution and chain branching) of the polymer produced 
by a given catalyst 5,6. Therefore, it is fair to say that scouting different co-catalysts equals to 
scouting completely different catalytic systems. In this project, different co-catalysts have been 
used in the activation of two catalysts with the target of polymerising ethylene to ‘disentangled’ 
UHMWPE.  
Polymer synthesis using the FI catalytic systems 
The experimental results demonstrate that beside MAO, the FI catalyst can be successfully 
activated by using PMAO and MMAO12 (with and without BHT), as well as MMAO3A with BHT. 
Depending on the co-catalyst the weight-average molecular weight can be tuned from 7 to 13*106 
g/mol, with values of molecular weight distributions typical of single site catalysts (~2-4). The 
polymers synthesised show some distinction in the ‘disentangled’ state of the nascent polymer, as 
proven by DSC annealing experiments (figure 2.9), build-up of the elastic modulus in rheological 
experiments (figure 2.11), and morphological characterisation by SEM (figure 2.14). The 
distinction in the disentangled state is observed on the mechanical deformation of the polymer and 
the ultimate properties achieved thereafter.  
When the MMAO3A is used in the catalyst activation, no ethylene uptake is observed, possibly 
due to the presence of tri-iso-butylaluminium (which can generate di-iso-butylaluminium hydride) 
in equilibrium with the polymeric form which has been reported to be detrimental for the FI catalyst 
in other conditions7. The highest catalyst activity (~5000 kgPE/molTi*atm*hour) is achieved when 
the FI catalyst is activated with MAO used in combination with BHT. PMAO, PMAO+BHT, 
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MMAO12, MMAO12+BHT and MMAO3A+BHT all have a lower activation capability, as proven 
by the fact that a higher Al/Ti molar ratio is needed to achieve yields similar to MAO. Previous 
studies from Bochmann et al. proved for the catalytic system FI/MAO that an outer sphere ion pair 
is formed after catalyst activation8. Considering that the main difference between the chosen co-
catalysts is in the activation capability rather than the molecular weight/distribution of the polymers 
produced, we may possibly invoke an outer sphere ion pair for all said aluminoxanes. 
The successful synthesis of an UHMWPE that can be solid-state processed when using different co-
catalysts proves that when the right synthetic conditions are met (in term of catalyst concentration, 
reaction temperature and pressure), the disentangled state is retained. 
Polymer synthesis using the QC catalytic systems 
Regarding the QC catalyst, our results prove that it can be successfully activated towards 
ethylene polymerisation with all the chosen aluminoxanes with and without BHT. However, we 
have shown that due to a possible interaction between the QC catalyst and the BHT, this should not 
be used in the activation step; for the same reason, when the BHT is present in the reaction medium, 
a reduction of the catalyst activity is observed (Figure 3.14) in all cases except MMAO3A. The 
different behaviour of MMAO3A has been ascribed to the fact that this is the only aluminoxanes 
among those considered to be in heptane medium (not toluene). As the catalyst is better dissolved 
in heptane while the BHT tends to interact more efficiently with toluene, a sort of segregation at 
molecular level may be responsible for the observed results.  
DSC experiments performed on the nascent polymers synthesised using the QC catalytic systems 
also show an average first melting temperature of 139.9 °C and high crystallinity (average of 75%) 
suggesting the synthesis of either linear HDPE or UHMWPE 9 . In addition, DSC annealing 
experiments for all the polymers show an increase of the normalised area as a function of the 
annealing time, while rheological characterisations have a low starting value of the elastic modulus, 
which builds up with time: these observations reinforce the idea that the polymers synthesised have 
initially a reduced number of entanglements1. 
However, unlike the polymers synthesised using the FI catalytic systems, none of the polymers 
synthesised reached the thermodynamic stable state value of elastic modulus expected for linear 
polyethylene (1.8-2.0 MPa at 160 °C)1, even if the experiments are run on pre-annealed samples. 
Because the thermodynamic stable state is not achieved (that is a fundamental requirement for the 
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application of the double reptation model used for the molecular weight determination 10), the 
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution cannot be determined using the TA 
Orchestrator® software. Nonetheless, on analysing the tendency of elastic and loss moduli (G’ and 
G”) to crossover at very low frequencies, we may infer that all polymers have high molecular 
weights and/or chain branches11, which would also explain the low plateau value reached by the 
elastic modulus. Considering the likelihood of chain branching that can entangle with the 
neighbouring chain and consequently will strongly reduce the chain dynamics, as indicated by 
POM-POM models of McLeish12, the cross-over point will be anticipated to shift to much lower 
frequencies. Moreover, time required for the modulus build-up to reach the thermodynamic 
equilibrium state will also increase significantly. The possibility of long chain branching to be a 
part of neighbouring crystals will also have implications in the melting kinetics during annealing of 
the disentangled crystals as depicted by DSC studies. Thus, the differences in the polymers 
synthesised using the FI and QC catalytic systems, as observed by DSC and rheology studies, can 
be attributed to the linear and branched chain microstructure obtained during the synthesis. 
However, the FT-IR spectra of the polymers synthesised using the QC catalyst do not show the 
presence of chain branching. We can only infer that the possible amount of branches present should 
be in the sensitivity limit of the spectroscopic technique (1/1000 C).  
In the QC samples the presence of chain branching is also likely to influence the solid state 
deformation of the material. The mechanical properties (in term of tensile properties) of the 
polymers synthesised with MAO and MAO+BHT have been evaluated to get further insights on the 
molecular structure. For the polymer synthesised using QC/MAO, it was not possible to stretch it at 
draw ratios higher than 60, and this again is in accordance with the polymer having sufficiently 
chain branching. The polymer synthesised using MAO in combination with BHT can be solid state 
processed into tapes. The tapes can be stretched to high draw ratio (~180) with a relative low 
processing force experienced by the rollers (~200 N) showing good values of breaking tenacity 
(~3.6 N/Tex, 3.5 GPa) and modulus (~200 N/Tex, 194 GPa). The relative low force required to 
stretch the polymer suggests that the polymer has lower number of entanglements between the 
chains; the high values of breaking tenacity and modulus at high draw ratio are typical of 
UHMWPE.  
In order to verify the possibility of upscaling the process without compromising the material 
properties, we have tried different conditions that are more viable for an industrial application (see 
appendix 4), such as higher volumes (9 l instead of 1), higher pressures (2.0 atm) and a different 
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control of the temperature (where we did not control the temperature inside the reactor, but that of 
the cooling fluid circulating in the outer jacket). The experiments proved that the reaction volume 
can be up-scaled from 1 to 9 l without a significant loss in catalyst activity. The increase of the 
monomer pressure from 1.1 to 2.0 atm seems to be beneficial, especially for larger volumes, as it 
reduces mass transfer limitation of the monomer to the active site that could be responsible for a 
lower rate of insertion and/or a competing deactivation of the site by the BHT. The different 
temperature control also seems to work fine.  
For all the polymers synthesised using the said conditions, high breaking tenacity and modulus 
are retained. These tests indicate that the polymerisation process can be suitable for larger volumes 
(pre-pilot scale) without having a major loss in catalyst activity while retaining the mechanical 
properties. 
To our best knowledge, this is the first documented attempt of synthesising disentangled 
UHMWPE that can be solid state processed into tapes having high modulus/high strength features 
using an homogeneous single-site catalyst not based on early transition metals. 
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5.3 Effect of the co-catalyst modifier 
 
The co-catalyst modifier (BHT) has been used to enhance the molecular weight capabilities and 
the catalyst activity13 of the chosen complexes. When aluminoxanes are used as co-catalyst, there is 
usually a small fraction of free aluminium trialkyls in equilibrium with the polymeric form. This 
species is deemed responsible for deactivation of certain catalyst, as well as chain termination 
processes. It is known from the literature that the BHT can react with the free TMA, to produce 
sterically hindered species that do not interact further with the catalyst4,13,14. 
Effect on the FI catalytic systems 
When the BHT is used in combination with the system FI/aluminoxane, we observed a reduction 
of the weight-average molecular weight while the number-average molecular weight is retained, 
with respect to the system FI/aluminoxane alone. This in turn implies that the system 
FI/aluminoxane produces a polymer with a larger molecular weight distribution. To justify the 
formation of higher MW component by the FI/aluminoxane system, we invoke the formation of a 
secondary species from an interaction between the TMA and, possibly, the imino bond. Fujita et al. 
have already found NMR evidences of the formation of a secondary species when MAO is used in 
the activation of the same FI catalyst15. For a similar catalyst, they also reported an interaction 
between the imino bond and the tri-iso-butylaluminium resulting in a different catalytic species (a 
bis(phenoxyamino)) with higher activity and molecular weight capabilities16. The effect of the BHT 
in the catalyst activation is also to increase the number of active sites, as demonstrated by the 
syntheses of higher amounts of polymers having the same values of Mn. Among the chosen 
aluminoxanes, the FI catalyst is not efficiently activated with MMAO3A, possibly due to the 
presence of TiBAl (which can generate di-iso-butylaluminium hydride) in equilibrium with the 
polymeric form of the MMAO3A. This hypothesis is justified by the one-order-magnitude increase 
of catalyst activity when MMAO3A is used in combination with BHT, as the modifier can 
successfully trap also the TiBAl. 
Effect on the QC catalytic systems 
Regarding the QC catalyst, when we used the same polymerisation procedure used for the FI 
catalyst we obtained a very low catalytic activity. As the catalytic activity of the system QC/MAO 
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is rather high, we ascribed the result to some sort of deactivation from the BHT. We then modified 
the activation procedure, using MAO alone (20% of the total amount) and MAO+BHT (remaining 
80% of the total amount) as scavenger in the reaction medium. In these conditions, we were able to 
retain the high activity (though we observed a progressive decline during the reaction) while 
increasing the molecular weight of the polymer. This confirms that the BHT is capable to interact 
with the QC catalyst leading to a non-active species; however, if the BHT is excluded from the 
activation step, the polymerisation will take place even in the presence of BHT, as the fast 
coordination of the ethylene monomer to the metal centre is faster/more favoured compared to the 
BHT. However, at this stage of the study a possible role of the TMA in the activation step cannot 
be ruled out. Comparing the two catalytic systems (Figure 5.1), the difference in geometry and 
steric hindrance of the ligand frame is rather evident: 
 
Figure 5.1: Space filling representations for the active species of the FI catalyst (cationic species with a propyl 
chain, left) and the active species of the QC catalyst (cationic species with a propyl chain, right). The images are taken 
from the side where the metal centre (green ball) is more exposed. 
 
The FI catalyst has a distorted octahedral geometry with a cumbersome ligand frame which 
closes the metal centre in a “pocket”, thus protecting it from possible interactions with hindered 
species (i.e. BHT). The QC catalyst has a distorted tetrahedral geometry with a ligand frame which 
is more “flat”, leaving the metal centre more exposed to the interaction with other species (i.e. 
BHT). Apart from the steric considerations, we should also take into account the possibly less 
oxophylic character of the titanium catalyst toward polar species17. 
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5.4 Relationship between mechanical properties and molar 
masses  
  
Different molecular weights have been synthesised increasing the polymerisation time (at fixed 
pressure) and the monomer pressure (at fixed polymerisation time) in order to produce polymers 
having a range of molecular weights. The polymers synthesised have all been characterised via 
rheology and DSC to determine the molecular weight, molecular weight distribution and 
entanglement density, and these characterisations have been related with the mechanical properties. 
The first set of polymers synthesised with the system FI/MAO+BHT using different 
polymerisation times have Mw ranging from 2.3-7.2*106 g/mol and Mn in the range 1.0-2.7*106 
g/mol. From the rheological measurements it is evident that the entanglement density decreases as a 
function of polymerisation time, which is in agreement with previous findings2. The second set of 
polymers synthesised by increasing the monomer pressure shows Mw ranging from 9.9-34.0*106 
g/mol and Mn in the range 3.8-4.8*106 g/mol; the entanglement density of the polymers synthesised 
increases while increasing the monomer pressure. At the high monomer pressures, higher 
polymerisation rates are achieved, leading to more energy released into the system, that in turn 
increases the average reaction temperature in the first stages of polymerisation (when most of the 
entanglements are formed18). These two factors tend to increase the ratio between polymerisation 
rate and crystallisation rate which increases the entanglement density in the amorphous state of the 
semi-crystalline polymer1,18. 
The mechanical properties in terms of breaking tenacity and modulus at high draw ratio increase 
while increasing the molar mass of the polymer tested; in particular, the force required in uniaxial 
stretching of the polymer and the modulus increases more linearly with Mn rather than Mw. The 
breaking tenacity increases more linearly with Mn than with Mw, up to a certain molecular weight, 
then decreases, possibly due to chain termination processes that produce new chains of lower 
molecular weights. 
The different tendency of the mechanical properties of the polymers produced, having different 
molar masses, may be ascribed to the different meaning/position of Mn and Mw in the molecular 
weight distribution curve. Mn is close to the peak of the distribution, while Mw is located in the high 
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molecular weight tail of the curve (see figure 1.9). Microscopically, once the shortest chains are 
fully stretched in the operative conditions used, a further increase in stress leads to tape/fibre 
cracking even if the longer chain can potentially be further stretched; because the mechanical 
properties are given by the weakest components19, a molar mass determination closest to the lower 
components tail better describe the functional dependence of the mechanical properties. 
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5.5 Deactivation and chain termination processes 
 
In order to improve the mechanical properties and increase the yield of the polymer produced, it 
is crucial to understand the possible deactivation and chain termination processes within the system 
explored. With a suitable modification of the polymerisation process and/or the reaction conditions 
it is then possible to achieve the desired material properties. 
Deactivation and chain termination processes using the FI catalyst 
For the FI catalyst, the detrimental effect of the TMA on the catalyst has already been 
reported6,15. However, it is important to understand at which point it is possible to step-in, in order 
to improve the catalytic performances. Different activation procedures using different aluminoxanes 
have been tested. From the results obtained, we can infer that the TMA is capable to significantly 
deactivate the catalyst during the activation process, for an example the FI/MAO injected after a 15 
minutes activation time instead of immediately after reduces the catalyst activity from 4000 to 2650 
kgPE/molTi*atm*hour. If instead the BHT is used in the activation step only, there is no sensible 
reduction in catalyst activity up to 15 minutes of delay prior to injection. This finding has an 
industrial implication, as in larger volumes there could be a considerable delay from the moment 
where the catalyst is activated with MAO to the actual start of the polymerisation. This procedure 
could be used to increase the residence time of the catalytic system into the lines before injection. 
According to previous findings6,13,15, the TMA can reduce the active catalyst concentration by: 
 Reduction of the titanium (IV) to titanium (III) 
 Transfer of the ligand to the TMA  
 Trap of the active sites to forming dormant sites (bis-phenoxyimine titanium (IV)-µ2-
(CH3)2-TMA). 
The TMA is capable to deactivate the catalyst during the polymerisation itself, as testified by the 
fact that using BHT both in the activation and in the reactor leads to the highest activity recorded 
for the FI. However, the industrial use of large amounts of BHT may increase the cost of the 
process considerably. 
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The other aluminoxane co-catalysts tested (PMAO and MMAO12) have lower activation 
capabilities. However, contrarily to the activation using MAO, it is not detrimental to delay the 
injection into the reactor (up to ~15 minutes); considering that the capability of generating the 
active species is lower for these co-catalysts, it is reasonable to think that the deactivation happens 
preferentially when the TMA interacts with the active site instead of the dichloride precursor 
species.  
Considerations on the main chain termination processes can be advanced based on the 
experimental data of chapter 2. The reduction of the TMA concentration using the BHT leads to the 
synthesis of polymer having the same Mn, thus indicating that the chain termination to the TMA is 
not the main termination in the system/conditions used. If the monomer concentration is increased 
by increasing the monomer pressure, the Mn of the polymers produced does not increase 
considerably, indicating that some monomer-assisted chain termination can occur. It must be 
noticed that the determination of the molecular weights at higher monomer pressure is affected by 
strong uncertainty due the limitation of the rheological technique. In order to verify the possibility 
of chain termination through beta-hydrogen elimination, we would need to check the presence of 
vinyl end groups for example via NMR. Unfortunately this way is more difficult, as the 
concentration of the chain ends in the UHMWPE is below the sensitivity of the NMR technique (2 
vinyl carbons over ~43000 methylene carbons in the lowest molecular weight produced). One 
indication could be given by a theoretical modelling of the system to determine the transition 
energy for the possible chain terminations; this could be an interesting aspect to investigate further. 
Deactivation and chain termination processes using the QC catalyst 
The QC catalyst, when activated with MAO, promotes the polymerisation of ethylene with an 
indicative molecular weight of 105 g/mol3. Other studies on a similar catalyst structure claim that 
the main chain termination process is to the TMA/TEA4. Considering the substantial increase in the 
molecular weight when the TMA concentration is reduced by the means of the BHT (according to 
rheological and mechanical characterisation), we can confirm that the main chain termination 
process for the QC catalyst is to the aluminium species. A possible mechanism leading to chain 
branches is the insertion of a vinyl terminated chains, generally coming from a previous β-hydrogen 
transfer resulting in a long chain branches20. In this study there are no direct evidences of this kind 
of chain terminations, however, we wish to further investigate this aspect in future work using 
additional characterisation techniques like GPC and/or 13C-1H NMR.  
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Appendix 1 
 
Example of lamellar width estimation 
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Appendix 2 
 
GPC measurements for runs 2 and 21 
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Appendix 3 
 
Solid-state NMR spectrum of the polymers Cr_2 
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Appendix 4 
 
Up-scaling of the polymerisation process 
 
One of the goals of the present project is the evaluation of different catalytic systems and 
reaction conditions that can be of industrial significance for the large-scale production of 
disentangled UHMWPE. The promising results obtained with the QC catalyst in small 
volumes have led us to study the possibility of up-scaling the process to larger volumes (but 
always within the limits of the laboratory equipment). With this particular catalyst, as pointed 
out in section 3.1, it is paramount to add a modifier to the MAO scavenger, in order to limit 
the chain transfer to aluminium. However, the particular modifier chosen in this project, BHT, 
can compete with ethylene for the interaction with the metal centre, leading to an inactive 
species. Considering the high rate of ethylene insertion achieved in the conditions used, a 
possible problem that will be faced during the up-scaling process is related to the maximum 
achievable rate of ethylene feeding. Increasing the reaction volume of the polymerisation 
vessel, the flow of ethylene required to keep constant the monomer concentration increases. 
If the ethylene feed or its transport to the liquid phase is not fast enough, the catalytic cycle 
will be limited as the catalyst can undergo a ‘starving’ situation where competing 
termination/deactivation processes may arise. In the presence of BHT, one of these 
competing processes is the interaction of BHT with the active site, leading to an inactive 
species. In this section, we have studied the effect of the increase of the reaction volume as 
well as the effect of different monomer pressures and temperature controls on the catalytic 
performance of the QC catalyst. 
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Effect of monomer pressure and reaction volume/temperature on catalyst activity 
 
The conditions used for all runs of Table 1, except Cr_11 and Cr_14, are similar to those 
described in section 3.2.2 (polymerisation procedure 3). For run Cr_11 a different reactor 
vessel (10 l instead of 2.0 l) and stirrer (350 rpm instead of 1250 rpm) were used. The 
reaction is performed using 9 l of toluene (run Cr_11 table 1) and is carried out in a 10 l 
jacketed vessel equipped with a glass lid having a thermometer probe, gauge, ethylene 
feeding pipe, two pipes for vacuum and nitrogen, injection rubber septum and an overhead 
mechanical stirrer with 4 planes 4-blades propellers. In order to simulate a water cooling 
system commonly used in many industrial scale systems, for run Cr_14, the desired 
temperature was set and controlled in the jacket only, instead of controlling the temperature 
in the reaction medium. The choice of temperature (15 °C instead of 10 °C) is dictated by the 
industrial requirements, where running water at 15 °C is usually used as cooling agent. 
Table 1 summarises the ethylene polymerisation results performed at different reaction 
volumes, monomer pressures and temperature control. 
 
Table 1: Ethylene polymerisation data. 
Run Catalyst 
(mg) 
Total MAO 
(ml) 
BHT 
(g) 
Pressure 
(atm) 
Toluene 
(l) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp  a 
 
Cr_3 2.4 5 0.55 1.1 1.0 32.6 4329 
Cr_10 4.8 10 1.09 1.1 1.5 58.0 4012 
Cr_11 28.8 60 6.55 1.1 9.0 310.5 3579 
Cr_12 2.4 5 0.55 2.0 1.0 37.4 2845 
Cr_13 4.8 10 1.09 2.0 1.5 75.4 2754 
Cr_14b 4.8 10 1.09 2.0 1.5 66.4 2526 
Other conditions: Temperature 10 °C; ethylene pressure 1.1 atm; polymerisation time 60 min; Al/Cr = 1150; 
activation time 5 minutes; a kgPE/molCr*atm*h; b the temperature of the oil inside the jacketed glass vessel is set 
and controlled at 15 °C. 
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The data of table 1 shows that the polymerisation process can be  successfully up-scaled 
from 1 to 9 l, while keeping a high catalyst activity of 3579 kgPE/molCr*h*atm.  
Concerning the use of different monomer pressures, we could not perform a reaction in the 
larger vessel at higher pressures due to the limitation of the reactor vessel. Figure 1 
summarises the catalyst activity as a function of reaction volume for different monomer 
pressure. 
 
 
Figure 1: Catalyst activity as a function of reaction volume for 1.1 atm (squares) and 2.0 atm (circles). 
 
Increasing the reaction volume, a small decrease in the catalyst activity is observed; it 
should be noted that the efficiency of monomer feeding in the larger reactor is lower 
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compared to the small reactor. This could possibly lead to an increase in the deactivation 
process from the BHT present.  
Increasing the monomer pressure from 1.1 to 2.0 atm the decrease of the catalyst activity, 
when increasing the reaction volume from 1.0 to 1.5 l, is less pronounced. At 1.1 atm the 
drop is from 4329 to 4012 kgPE/molCr*atm*h (7 % difference), while at 2.0 atm is from 2845 
to 2754 kgPE/molCr*atm*h (3% difference). Though in both cases the difference is lower than 
10% and possibly within the expected reproducibility range, it is reasonable to assume that at 
higher monomer pressures (and consequently higher monomer concentration in solution) the 
system will experience less issues related to mass transfer, even if larger volumes are used. 
This in turn lowers the possibility of deactivation through interaction with BHT.  
Concerning the different types of temperature control, if we compare Cr_7 and Cr_8 we 
can safely assume that both methods are effective and no large differences (<10 %) in term of 
polymer yield can be found. A temperature increase (below the threshold of catalyst thermal 
deactivation) is usually associated with an increase in catalyst activity; however, we should 
take into account the possibility that also the deactivation process by means of BHT can be 
enhanced by this increase, so the two effects may balance each other, resulting in the 
observed activity. In conclusion, we can affirm that it is possible to efficiently run the 
reaction also without an internal temperature control, but using an external cooling agent at a 
given temperature. 
 
Effect on mechanical properties 
 
The mechanical properties, in term of force required for the stretching, breaking tenacity 
and tensile modulus as a function of the draw ratio for the polymers of table 1 have been 
evaluated and summarised in table 2. 
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of the polymer of table 1a. 
Run Draw Ratio 
Force 
(N) 
Breaking Tenacity 
(N/Tex) 
Modulus 
(N/Tex) 
Cr_3 79 218 2.96 164 
Cr_3 90 214 3.09 180 
Cr_3 134 156 3.44 200 
Cr_3 163 174 3.61 203 
Cr_3 184 184 3.61 210 
Cr_10 80 146 3.06 160 
Cr_10 89 181 3.25 171 
Cr_10 139 123 3.53 195 
Cr_10 160 131 3.48 201 
Cr_10 177 145 3.64 205 
Cr_10 197 147 3.69 215 
Cr_11 75 151 2.66 151 
Cr_11 89 169 2.68 157 
Cr_11 151 149 3.37 197 
Cr_11 169 150 3.34 201 
Cr_11 200 143 3.52 203 
Cr_12b 72 258 2.57 152 
Cr_12b 109 216 3.13 189 
Cr_12b 121 246 3.06 186 
Cr_12b 130 262 3.15 189 
Cr_12b 136 180 3.20 192 
Cr_14 79 95 3.00 144 
Cr_14 93 110 3.27 162 
Cr_14 145 80 3.67 187 
Cr_14 167 87 3.77 194 
Cr_14 176 98 3.92 204 
Cr_14 209 90 3.98 215 
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a Mechanical properties of the run Cr_3 are taken from table 3.3; b Polymer difficult to process due to slip 
and fracture of the tape 
 
The breaking tenacity as a function of the draw ratio are summarised in figure 2, with the 
exception of Cr_13. 
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Figure 2: Breaking tenacity as a function of draw ratio for the run Cr_3 (black squares), Cr_10 (blue circles), 
Cr_11 (green up-triangles), Cr_12 (grey down-triangles) and Cr_14 (magenta stars). The red line called 
“mastercurve” is a curve of breaking tenacity vs draw ratio built from FI disentangled UHMWPE samples at 
Teijin Aramid facilities, and used as reference. 
 
As general result, all polymers tested can be stretched to very high draw ratios of ~200 
(excepted for the polymer of run Cr_12) and they all show an increase of breaking tenacity as 
a function of draw ratio, as expected by the progressive orientation and alignment of polymer 
chains. The values of breaking tenacity are slightly below the mastercurve, except for Cr_14 
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that is close or above the mastercurve values. It is interesting to note that the different 
temperature control of run Cr_14 leads to the polymer with the highest mechanical properties. 
The different temperature control in which the reaction is carried out results in a higher 
polymerisation temperature all throughout the reaction: it is then reasonable to think that the 
rate of monomer insertion is higher, leading to a polymer of higher molecular weight 
However, we cannot rule out the presence of branching that may influence the stretching 
results, even if the FT-IR do not show any additional peak in the region 1500 to 500 cm-1.  
In figure 3 are summarised the tensile modulus data as a function of draw ratio. 
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Figure 3: Modulus as a function of draw ratio for the run Cr_3 (black squares), Cr_10 (blue circles), Cr_11 
(green up-triangles), Cr_12 (grey down-triangles) and Cr_14 (magenta stars). 
 
Similarly to what happens with the breaking tenacity, all the samples tested show an 
increase of the tensile modulus as a function of the draw ratio. In particular the maximum 
modulus achieved at a draw ratio of approximately 209 is 215 N/Tex (208 GPa). 
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The force required to stretch the samples is summarised in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Stretching force as a function of draw ratio for the run Cr_3 (black squares), Cr_10 (blue circles), 
Cr_11 (green up-triangles), Cr_12 (grey down-triangles) and Cr_14 (magenta stars). 
 
The force required to stretch the samples ranges between 90 and 260 N. It is interesting to 
notice that when higher values of breaking tenacity and modulus are reached, the force 
required to stretch the polymer is usually lower (i.e. Run Cr_14). Generally this phenomenon 
is related with a more disentangled state of the polymer produced that allow a better 
alignment of the chains; however, the possible presence of branches put some difficulties in 
the understanding of mechanical properties.  
From the observed results, it appears that it is possible to successfully up-scale the process, 
provided that the ethylene feed is adequate: this seems to be a more stringent requirement for 
this particular catalytic system when compared to the temperature control. 
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Appendix 5 
 
Polymer characterisation of the polymer of table 4.1 in section 
4.3 
 
In Figure 1 is reported the catalyst activity as a function of reaction time. Similar to figure 
2.15, the catalyst activity decreases while increasing the polymerisation time, as a result of 
the slow diffusion of the ethylene monomer through the growing polymer chain, as well as 
the increased viscosity of the reaction media that slows down the dissolution of the monomer 
into the liquid phase.  
 
 
Figure 1: Catalyst activity as a function of polymerisation time for the polymer reported in table 4.1. 
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Molar mass determination is achieved by means of linear rheology. For this purpose, the 
viscoelastic response of the material in the linear regime is measured in oscillatory frequency 
sweep mode tests. Figure 2 shows the viscoelastic moduli as a function of frequency for the 
polymers summarised in table 4.1. 
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Figure 2: Viscoelastic moduli, G’ (filled symbols) and G” (unfilled symbols), as a function of the angular 
frequency for polymers synthesised at 10 min, (square symbols); 30 min, (circle symbols) and 60 minutes, (up-
triangle symbols). 
 
Similar to figure 2.16, with the increasing polymerisation time the cross-over point shifts 
towards lower frequency. The shift suggests increase in the molar mass with increasing 
polymerisation time. 
Figure 3 depicts increase in the molar masses and molecular weight distribution as a 
function of polymerisation time. Similar to the molecular weights of figure 2.17, both weight-
average molecular weight and number-average molecular weight of the polymers (table 4.1), 
increase as a function of the polymerisation time; the molecular weight distribution is in the 
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range of the single site catalysts (2-4) and broads slightly for longer polymerisation time. The 
molar masses in table 4.1 are slightly higher compared with the polymers of table 2.3 
synthesised in similar conditions; we ascribe this difference to the better mechanical stirring 
system used in the polymerisation procedure 4.2.2 compared with the magnetic stirring of the 
polymerisation procedure 2.2.2-2. 
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Figure 3: Molecular weights and molecular weight distribution as a function of time for the polymer of table 
1; black filled squares, Mw; black filled circles, Mn; red filled up-triangles, molecular weight distribution. 
 
The entanglement density of the polymers synthesised are characterised via DSC annealing 
experiments and rheology. To recall, DSC annealing experiments can be used to retrieve 
information on the presence of entanglements in the amorphous part relating the detachment 
of crystal stems at the annealing temperature close but below the melting temperature, with 
annealing time (Sections 1.3.7, 2.3.4); oscillation time sweep experiments relates the 
formation of the entanglements in the melt with the increase of the elastic modulus in time.  
Figure 4 shows the modulus build-up as a function of annealing time for the polymer 
synthesised (Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4: Evolution of the elastic modulus as a function of time for the polymers of table 4.1; filled squares, 
10 min; filled circles, 30 min; filled up-triangles, 60 min. 
 
All the polymers synthesised show a low starting point of the elastic modulus and build-up 
with time indicating the disentangled state of the polymers. 
 
